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Translation

(Original Ukrainiaz, text in

Ivanovith VIEEKO

Kiev, vul. Heroyiv Revolyuttiyi 3A, kv. 2/ V55fk 

to%
-1934 in  ZaDorozh7 MOrgOo His wife teaches mathema ca in a'KIëv

university. PAYLENE0 is nloved by the Soviet UkrainiAn miniatrIr nf No+mT4
Considers himself a)listorian....studied history at University of Kiev.
cainu40.4erty_inembAz.. Ukrainian by birth. Rather temperamental, although
be tries to control himself. Speaks Ukrainian, Russian and German. Claims
that he does not speak English.

Physical description: 5'6" to 5 ,7". Slender. Round face, blond, blue
eyes, blond eyelashes. Has a military stance.

PAVIRMKO said he smokes only at home. He likes whiskey and soda. In
walking with others, whether male or female, be has a habit of bolding them
by the arm.

22 April 1962 

Raman MAC (201 - 4o284) became acquainted with PAMERK0 in the Governor
Clinton Hotel. There wa az, 	 dance from the Ukrainian dance ensemble
present, in addition to 	 lw	 ' MEMO. They talked in the
hotel lobby, enroute to Times Square and in a restaurant on Times Square.

'PAMENKO 'wanted to know where be could buy Soviet Ukrainian publications,
stating that he was not inclined to read the bourgeois nationalist newspapers.
He said he liked some of the modern art, but most of it didn't appeal to him.
He said modern art is seen in the Ukraine but only in private homes. However,
when the public begins to understand it, it will begin to appear publicly.
In general, his attitude toward modern art is negative.

There are, accordint to PAVIERKO, approximately 300 African students in
each of the following three universities, Lvov, Kiev and Kharkov. He refused
to specify the African countries from 'which they came. It was his opinion
that in the near future students from western countries would be accepted for
study in the Ukraine.

PAVIERKO said there were not enough historical publications in the UkSSR
and that, the history of the UkSSR also was not satisfactory. The same was true
about the history of the Ukrainian Communist Party. He said he heard that there
was published in the West a history of the Ukrainian Communist Party and that
he would eventually like to "become acquainted with the publication". He was
of the impression the history was published in the Ukrainian language.
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25 April 1962 

PAVLENKO said he had to write a report for the Soviet Ukrainian Ministry
of Culture and asked Roman MAC to tell him what the American critics were
saying.

He said the stature of the Ministry of Education and Culture in the UkSSR
has grown considerably. The Ministry is making every effort to establish the
high quality of Ukrainian classical ballet and in this regard is competing with
Moscow. He corrected himself immediately by stating, "or course, this competi-
tion with Moscow is a friotnaly competition". It is natural that the Soviet
(vse soyuzne) Ministry of Education and Culture is in charge of cultural ex-
changes with countries abtoad, and it merely informs the ministries of the •
replublics when and which collective will visit abroad. At any rate, the
Ukrainian Ministry (of Culture) will be sending the Veriovka chorus to Canada
this summer. This is another example that the Ukrainian Ministry is growing
more important.

In connection with this, in order for each republic ministry to freely
administer their own affairs, it would be necessary to change the constitution
of the USSR, and this change, at the moment, does not exist. In any event, the
role of the republics has become more important since the death of Stalin,
although the nationality situation was not bad even during his rule. It is
another matter that the republics were deprived of many rights, but Stalin was
personally to blame for this.

PAVLENKO admitted that there was hunger in the Ukraine during the Collecti-
vization, but he called attention to the fact that there was hunger throughout
the entire USSR. He agreed that Molotov and Kaganovich played criminal parts
in their treatment of the Ukraine during the collectivization but they were
sentenced for this by the Party and by the people as enemies of the USSR. When
asked about a similar position taken by Ehrushchev, PAVLENKO first remained
silent and then replied, "But, Khrushchev loves the people."

PAVLENKO admitted that he neither read nor knew anything about the purges 
of the Ukrainian Communist Party conducted by Khrushchev in 1937-38. He willingly 
listened to MAC 'a account of the events in Kiev at that time, particularly about 
how IHRUSHOMIV and Serov liquidated the Central Committee of the Communist Party
of the Ukraine. Later PAVLENKO asked MAC where he had learned all this.
PAVLENKO said he knew that DIEFENBAKER was again going to appear at the UN and
that he again would"try to liberate the Ukraine".

In parting, PAVIENKO said he was going to visit the Soviet Ukrainian
mission at the United Nations. He agree‘to visit MAC ijin his home and said that
he would come scene a day to visit MAC with Aalyna MEL'OHENKO and several other
dancers. Nothing came of this promise. 

28 April 1962 

Conversation with PAVLEN00 and IVAIMMOMKO.

PAVLENKO said that he was at the fourth congress of Ukrainian composers
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where, among other things, the lack of musical compositions from countries of
the national republic was discussed. He admitted that there were large gaps
in' the development of music in the Ukraine, particularly that there is a lack
of music Schools, that not enough musical works are being published and that
"musical cadres" are poorly developed.. He said that efforts are)04iieire-
Gently made to improve the situation and that gains have been made. He did
not cite any examples. He mentioned that a "ballet on ice" VAS established
in Kiev about l years ago to which only the very young are being accepted.

mow frequently answered for IVASHCHENKO ami, in general, maintained
the initiative.

3 May 1962 

Conversation by the Metropolitan Opera House.

PAVIENKO stated that Verio*ka's choral group may not	 to Canada this
year because they are having financial problems. However, :1 , •	 p who has a
sister in Canada, will probably visit Canada. The Ukraini , Ministry of
Culture is Nanning to organize a Ukrainian symphony orchestra in the near
future and will send it abroad.

PAVIENKO said there is disorder in the koihosps, however he did not
agree with Solovey's brochure Which states that there is bondage in the Ukraine.
HA feels the situation will improve. Mach depends on the koihospniks them-'
selves. There are koIhospe Where life is not too bad. This also depends very
much an the koihosp chairman.

PAVLENKO said that from about l years ago, 	 'KY's, History of the
Ukraine is available to history students at Kiev 1, varsity. He said he say
itlqk would like to own his own copy. He said he thought he could take it
witlrhim to the UkSSR.

PAVLENKO said he had read about the death of Stefan BARBERA in the Soviet
press but he had not heard about STASHINSKY. When MAC told him about STASHINSKY,
he said, "If that's the way, it was, then it is real brutality". He did not re-
call the name of Rebet (Dry ). He said BANHERA was a bandit and is considered
as such by all the Ukrainian people.

About silLCHENKO, he Said the following. He was not enlightened politically,
he is common TM brutal. He said KYRYCHENKO read everything from notes because
he didn't have the nerve or didn't know haw to speak spontaneously. KYRYCHENKO
had a museum built in his village in his honor. He did not know why he was
thrown out but he wanted MAC to know that he was not thrown out because he may
have done something for the Ukraine which displeased the party.

PAVLENKO said the dance group had with them a Spanish interpreter from
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Moscow who would accompany the group to Mexico.

PAVIENKO wanted to know the Ukrainian emigres' reaction to the dance group.
MAC gave him copies of SVOHODA (Which had articles about the dance group).
PAVIENKO also asked about the opinion of KIZYA and MAC said he was a good
agitator who would be a suitable person to use for urging Komsomol members to
go to the virgin lands. He wanted to know whether MAC belonged to any
organizations, where he worked, what his outlook is, his opinion of Imnin,
whether he was married or whether be had a girlfriend. He invited hid to visit
the Ukraine and promised to intA9duce MAC to some girl in the dance ensemble.

5 May 1962

PAVLENKO again asked whether MAC could get him a (Ukrainian language)
history of the Ukrainian Communist Party (Western publication). MAC gave him
National Politics, by Markus and Pelensky; books by Kravchiv, Solovey,
Khrushches75-5Wiet speech and some other Prolog publications. PAVIENKO didn't
seem too pleased but took the books and said he would read them. He first
took Khrushchev's speech and asked what kind of propaganda it was and when it
was written. When MAC explained what it was he remained silent and later said,
"Oh, interesting". He put some of the pamphlets in his pockets and held the
rest in his hands. He later said, "This is all anti-Soviet literature. I shall
not be able to take it back with me, but I will read some of it while I an here."
PAVLENKO gave MAC some "gifts" in return: The Kievan National l•tuseintouvenir 
of Kiev and Ukrainian National Songs. He said he would like Hrushevs 's History
of the Ukraine. (MAC will give him one volume and will promise to mail him one
or two volumes more)

PAVLENKO quietly listened to MAC's criticism of the Kolhosp system and did
not say anything to disagree. He also remained quiet and listened to MAC's
criticism of the suppression of Ukrainian nationalism in the UkSSR. In the end
he said, "I can tell you one thing. I was interested in more than merely what
is in our official program, and I am acquainted with life." He refused to
elaborate.

In discussing freedom, PAVLENKO admitted that freedom in the USSR is
"uncommon". NO admitted that Western historians are morecajective because they
have more freedom of research and expression. ES said that Soviet historians
were too prejudiced and there was much they didn't know.

PAVLENKO said he had to rush off to see his -Uss. When MAC asked 'whether
it was sEmroway, FAVLENKO looked surprised and protested that his boss was VIRSKr.

A

10 May 1962 

Conversation with MAC in lobby of Governor Clinton: PAVLENKO asked MAC
: 1,,,lwam IgitoNgkr 	 cr hi* 04,Ao litor utrt pvsxrding th* 17wo! loot*
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whether be could obtain for him some literature regarding the 17th Century
Cossack settlements in the Azov Sea area which he said he needs for a
dissertation. He said he failed in his first dissertation Which he.did on
the MTS when the MIS was liquidated. MAC said there was a Ukrainian Academy
of Sciences in New York and that he would gladly try to obtain the material
for PAVIENKO. In addition, MAC recommended Hrushevsky's, History of the
Ukraine and 'Ancient 	 PAVLENKO said he would very much like to-EiVe
Hrushevsky's History and that if it wasn't too expensive, he would appreciate
MAC obtaining it for him. MAC promised to get the History for him. They
agreed to meet the following day at 11:15 by the Governor Clinton.

PAVLEMKO said that he was very busy and that he also wanted to help the
boys in the ensemble do some shopping. He said the boys had a lot of money
but little time and that it was necessary to help them. MAC offerred to go'
along and PAVIENKO accepted the offer. PAVLENKO also complained that the
ensemble had many invitations and that it was difficult for them to decide
which to accept.

MAC reminded PAVLENKO that they should not forget about their countrymen
in the West. He said that when Nauru was in the States, he visited the
Russian circle at Columbia but VirsW refused an invitation from the Ukrainian
students. MAC said that, in general; he =rot understand why only certain
individuals, as for instance PAVLENKO and 	 CHIMAKO talked with Ukrainians
(emigres ) and that all others shied away. HA wondered what role PAVLEMKO
played with regard to other members of the ensemble and the emigres. He said
the role appeared rather strange and not clear and that be wasn't sure whether
the part was worthy of such a respectable individual as PAVLEMKO, expecially
in view of the present situation when the Ukraine is being threatened with
new Russification pressures. PAVLENKO said he personally didn't understand
what MAC had on his mind. MAC vent on to say he didn't understand how
PAVIENKO could engage in what he is doing When his people are under a threat
of further enslavement, intensification of Russification, further loss of
their rights, etc. PAVIENKO's face turned red but he kept silent. MAC re-
minded PAVLENKO that he had not answered his question and suggested that he
was making believe that he does not understand. MAC asked him whether he
thought that the new constitution would change anything for the better.
PAVLEMKO: "Well, you read KHRUSHCHEV's speech." MAC: "I merely scanned it."
PAV1ENKO: "It states that things will become more democratic." MAC: "And
what will become of the republic governments? What about the nationality
question?" PAVIENKO: "The devil knows." (translator: PAVLENKO uses phrase
"kholyera yeho =aye.)

MAC further questioned PAVLENKO about whether the new constitution would
increase the role of the republics Whether it would also for instance, 110000ve
on foreign policy - foreign representations. PAVLENKO said that it appeared
MAC wasn't familiar with the constitution of the USSR since it clearly states
that only the government of the USSR engages in foreign policy. MAC said that
it was not exactly so, because where diplomatic representatives are concerned
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the constitution states that the republics have such rights and can permit
foreign nations to have their diplomatic representatives in the republics.
PAVLENKO: "Roman, it will be as the people dedide."

MAC expressed his doubts whether the decision would be made by the people.
He said be would be interested in knowing whether the republic governments ex-
pected to be given more rights under the new constitution. PAVIENKO: "And
what the devil do we need those state institutions for anyway? We are concerned
that public institutions have more rights. You see Roman, the present constitu-
tion was established at a time of socialist changes, during the revolution, and
it is necessary to revise it in order to build communism." MAC: "Khrushchev
will. fix it so that it will make it convenient to do away with all the rights of
the republic governments and simultaneously increase the influence of and the
position of Great Russian chauvinists in all decisive matters and in the affairs
of the nationalities." PAVIENKO: "The constitution will be decided by the
people. They will discuss it and decide what it shall be."

When MAC stated that he doesn't believe that things .of this nature are
decided by the people in the USSR and cited an example of practices to date,
and in particular mentioned the educational reform, PAVLENKO asked whether
MAC was thinking of the language of instruction used in the schools, the 19th
thesis of the CC CPSU. When MAC said that it was, PAVLENKO wanted to know
specifically what it was in this new ruling which didn't appeal to him. MAC
stated that in writing a paper on this subject at his university he found
reference to the fact that Khrushchev personally admitted., for instance, that in
Moscow's higher schools, only 30% of the students are the children of workers
and villagers. Therefore, on the one hand, you have the suppression of the
Ukrainian language in the Ukrainian, and displacement by Russian, and on the
other band, keeping away from the higher schools the workers element. PAVLENKO
denied this, stating that in the medical and agricultural courses, 90 percent
of the students are made up of village youth. Further, that this youth, upon
completion of their studies, does not desire to leave their home areas and, in
the majority of cases, remains in place. Letters-a recommendation presently
are not requested for entrance to higher schools, because no OW wants to say
anything bad about their people. However, there is competition for entrance
to institutions of higher learning, for example students of nathematics. There
are objections to this also, and successful competitors are often facetiously
called "wunderkind". PAVLENKO personally is in favor of letters of recommendation
for entrance to the higher schools, although his sister, for instance, failed
in her application to the Philology faculty in Kiev because she had one grade 3.

MAC mentioned that students' competition leads to competition by the parents
of which Khrushchev personally spoke, and that only in that way is the decision
made as to who is tm accepta40'PAVLENKO denied that this is the case. 40046,
"This has not been the case since 1958-59. Occasionally it will happen that
the sons of some official will st be accepted into a school of higher learning
but these are mx rare occurrences".
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.MAC cited an exaMple from "Vesnyk Vyshchey Shkoly", in which there re-
cently was criticism about competition for entrance into evening schools in
the republics. Since the applicants are mostly village youth, MAC said he
considered this as an effort to limit the possibilities of village youths
.entrance to institutions of higher education. PAVLENKO denied this. He
said, "I don't know where you read this, but I can tell you how it is in
actual practice because I came from there."

The conversation ended at 3:40 p.m.

11 May 1962 - 11:30 p.m. 

After greeting each other in the lobby of the Governor Clinton, MAC told
PAVLENKO that he brought him a copy of Polonsky's book about the Cossacks from
the years 1750 to 1775, published by the WAN (Ukrainian Free Academy of Sciences).
HO aaid he was a . tithat it w,s in	 lish and that PAVLENKO would probably
have to turn to ;- a Ivan naNEL' CHINK0.1  for help in translation. (PAVLENKO
seems to turn to 13 RAMBO in an official manner and always uses the polite
term of "vy" in speaking to her.) PAVLENKO assured MAC that he would have no
problem finding a translator. He said he wasn't really sure as yet whether be
was going to write a paper on this subject. He wanted to know whether there
was mention of the Zaporozhian Holovaty in the book. MAC suggested that he
check the index and acquaint himself with the bibliography. PAVLENKO took the
book and said he was going to try to collect a few dollars and that when he
returns and finds he needs certain -4 .ks, he will send MAC the money and ask
him to send him the books. ,, -	 who was present during this

•-\,■46onversationithentioned .16dt-there 4 % be some difficulties in trying to send
?money through the mails, they could trade with each other....MAC would send
4PAVLENKO any books he requests and PAVLENKO in return, would sent MAC things

4 1 be may ask for. PAVLENKO agreed to this arrangement.

At 11:45 the following came to the lobby of the hotel: DOROZHITSKY, Yu.
VYNYAR, EL minx with his wife, maim, MYLAKHOVS' and	 others whose

ic'f names MAC does not know. MAC introduced PAVLENKO o used the name
of KRAVETS 1 . NAHIRNT said to PAVIENKO, "Oh, you are the so-c: 	 Khakhol".
MAC called NAHIRNY's attention to the fact that PACUMODOwas 4 true Ukrainian
and no Khakhol. =IRBY said he was jesting - that he vas in a very good mood
today because he had read Nina KOSTENKO's poem Estafettes, and he began to
recite from memory. PAVLENKO listened ,Ang,,Avon said that KOSTENKO is a very
popular poetess and that she is literalliiii-VodE s s clubs of every nature.
NAHIRNY told PAVLENKO that he is very pleased with the appearance of young
Ukrainian poets because he 8008 in this the future of the Ukraine. Later in



the conversation, he asked PAVLERKO what is meant by "cult of the individual".
He said that all past mistakes in the Soviet Union are presently being blamed
on the "cult of the individual". When Ivan the Terrible was killing his Boyars,
he had his opritchniki. Stalin, in liquidating those who opposed him, used
his opritchniki. Khrushchev belonged to one of the first opritchiki of Stalin.
In reply to this, PAVLENKO said that perhaps not so much Khrushchev as Molotov,
Keganovich, Beria and Voroshylov. "Then how will you explain Khrushchev's
embracing of Voroshylov?" asked UMW. PAVLENKO: "But he is an innocent
person. He is even I believe, a Ukrainian." NARIRNY: "Then maybe you can
explain for me how

 even,
	 of the individual" differs from that of

Stalin's. Khrushchev, like Stalin, is an expert in all matters of education,
economics and the arts. Have you ever heard any of the Soviet educators
criticize Khrushchev? On the contrary, they quote him and make references to
his speeches. I, as an educator, would not vent anyone to dictate to me about
how I should do my work. Since Khrushchev is a party man, let him engage in
his party activities and not mix into everything. I, as you see my dear
countryman", NAHIRRT continued, "am interested in life in the Soviet Union."
PAVLENKO who until now said nothing but merely blushed, asked NARIRRY whether
his interest in the Soviet Union was his special occupation. "This is not my
special preoccupation if you are thinking of it as a special assigning from
someone," answered NAHIRRY, "but as a sociologist, I am particularly interested
in the pre-revolutionary Russian intelligencia. Tell me, my dear countryman,
why is it that Ukrainians are always given some such name as bourgeois nationalists,
cosmopolitans or servants of American imperialism or the Vatican. For instance,
a book by Mazurkevyche l Zarubizhni Fal'syfikatory Ukrainskayi Literatury (Foreign
Falsifiers of Ukrainian Literature), was recently nez published in the Ukraine.
Why zarUbithni (c/o comment: the Russianized Ukrainian for the word foreign),
and not zakordoni (c/o: The Ukrainian version), I don't know. In this work,
Mazurkevych mixed up with mud all the educated Ukrainians in the West, he
attached something to each one of them. And don't forget, my dear countryman,
that in the West there are many Ukrainian educators who are devoting themselves
to Ukrainian education and not dying on thrash heaps as stated in the Soviet
press. Let us take Professor CRYZZIEVSKY, one of the biggest experts of Ukrainian
literature; Professor SREVELCV of Columbia University, who is writing a funda-
mental work about the origin of the Ukrainian language, and a whole line of
sound scholarly works being published by Ukrainian scientific societies. There
are over 150 Ukrainians teaching in American universities". PAYLENKO: "One-
hundred and fifty?" NAURNY: "Yes, and they are almost all in their middle
age, so don't think that they will soon die off and that none will be left.
Also, don't forget that out youth isn't becoming so rapidly completely Americanized.
There are Ukrainian schools here where subjects are taught about the Ukraine. Do
you, my dear countryman, see the cultural unequality between the Ukraine and Russia?
Have you heard how many of our educators were liquidated?" FAVLEMKO: "But they
liquidated Russians also." NARIRRY: "That is true, but you see that in Russia
they are publishing wefts not only of rehabilitated individuals but also works
written by emigres. You will not find this is the Ukraine. On the contrary,
you can see a whole line of articles and works attacking brother Ukrainians in
the West, as for instance Mazurkevych's book.
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"Tell me", asked PAVIENKO, "what is the reaction of the Ukrainians in
New York to the Ukrainian dance ensemble?" NOIRE: "We consider that the
ensemble is giving Ukrainian culture a big boost, but we understand that there
is rabble among us, on your side and on ours. Your rabble is the beaurocratic
servant of Russian chauvinism." In reply to PAVIENKO's query as to what NAH1RNY
thinks of Svoboda's position with regard to the Ukrainian ensemble, NAHIRNY told
him that he isn't an avid reader of Svoboda but that we have a free society and
therefore PAVIENKO shouldn't be surprised that there are various reactions to
the ensemble. He said that PAVIENKO would undoubtedly even meet with such
Ukrainians who will treat him in an unfriendly manner and distribute pamphlets
of a derogatory nature and, "if this happens, you have only to thank the
training you gave them."

18 May 1962 

MAC met PAVLENKO at 1150 hours in the lobby of the Governor Clinton. In
greeting MAC, PAVLENKO said he had been waiting since 11 o'clock. MAC reminded
him that PAVLEKKO had promised to telephone MAC first and PAVLEKKO said he
remembered but that be had been very busy. MAC suggested that they meet the
following day and that be bad for PAVLENKO, Hrushevsky's History of the Ukraine 
which be would bring with him at that time. PAVLENKO suggested they meet the
following evening at 9. MAC mentioned the picketing which had taken place on
Saturday by the Metropolitan Opera. PAVLENKO said, "Yes, they were distributing
some sort of leaflets put out by the SW". MAC explained what the SW VW. He
said that the emigration considers them "Bolshevik agitators", that they also
are against KHVYL I OVIY and SUNK.

19 May 1962

MAC met PAVLEMKO by the Metropolitan Opera at 2110 hours. PAVIENKO
apologized for being late. MAC gave him a copy of HRUSHEVS'KY's History of the
UKRAINE  and a photocopy of letters from =SMITS to MATSENKO. He asked
PAVIMMKO to give the photocopies to IVASRCHENKO (Thor). MAC said be had another
favor to ask of PAVLENKO. He said he brought along with him a copy of OKEAN
(Ocean), a collection of poems by Vasyl BARKA and asked PAVIENKO to deliver it
to BAUMAN or RYL I SKY. He said the poems were apolitical. PAVIENKO asked,
"Why =RAN", and MAC told him he could give the book to any Ukrainian poet
he wished. PAVLENKO said be could give it to BOMAR or some other young poet.
MAC said, "I think that if you give the book to one of the young poets then
TYCHYNA will undoubtedly have opportunity to see it because he is the
idealogical educator of the young poets". PAVIEEND thanked MAC for everything
and wanted to know how he could repay him. MAC replied that the best way be
could repay him was to study the History of the Ukraine (BRUSHEVS I KY6) and
make some scholarly objective conclusions for himself. PAVIENKO assured MAC
that he would do so without fail. He took the books and vent backstage. He
returned in about five minutes and said that he didn't have much time just
thee and that they would continue their talk some other time. He said the-
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group was returning to New York in early July for eight days. NO said
that in the event they did not meet then, he would like MAC to mail him
"certain materials" and that he would mail MAC anything he wanted in
return. PAVIENKO said he became better acquainted with Nalya MEINYCHENKO
who works for the Committee for Cultural Ekehanges with Western Countries
and that she would help him send to MAC whatever he might want.

MAC asked PAVLENKO about how they were received in Washington and	 .
Philadelphia. PAVIENKO said they were treated very nicely and that be
had opportunity to talk with intelligent Ukrainians. Ns said he didn't
know there were so many intelligent Ukrainians (MUNK° used the word
"svidomykh" meaning well-informed about the Ukrainian situation) because
be was under the impression they were being assimilated. MAC informed him
that there were those who were assimilating but there also were more of
those Ukrainians Who maintained their Ukrainian (background) awl who could
be of much help to the people in the Ukraine. BO said this was not con-
trary to American Constitutional rights. IMMO admitted that he also

was of the opinion they (Americans of Ukrainian ancestry) could be of help
to the Ukraine and then corrected himself by saying, *Yes they could help
Soviet Ukrainian policy". MAC told RAVLENKO not to consider bin:and
other's as ignorant because it is known that (Ukrainian) politics, as well
as other aspects, are controlled by Moscow and that Moscow makes all de-
cisions. PAYLENKO denied this, saying that the UkSSR conducted its own
politics. MAC asked PAVLENKO for some examples as proof. POLE=
changed the subject. MAC again started about the willingness of Ukrainians
in the U.S.A. to help their . fellow Ukrainians and quoted Turgenyev,
"Chelovyek best narodnosti - nul'". PAVLENKO assured MAC that he also was
against cosmopolitanism and said, "Although there is an effort to amalgamate
nations, nations are going to keep existing for a long time". MAC said that,
in view of PAVLENKO's opinion, they can continue to carry on their conversa-
tion. MAC stated that he also was of the opinion that nations would not
exist forever but the process of their ceasing to exist would have to proceed
naturally and not under the pressure of another nation Which hides its own
hegemony in the "dying off of other nations". In the meantime, a nation is
the best form of preservation and protection of interests of a given group.
MAC again asked PAVLENKO what be felt was the best way Americans of Ukrainian
ancestry could help their people in the Ukraine. RULE= replied "Become
members of the , voLf". MAC said, "What is the VOL, I don't understand you."
PAVLENKO replied,4become members of the progressives' MAC: "Mykhailo
lvanovych, perhaps I am not talking with you. Do you really believe that
this group of oldsters with no political perspective can give the Ukraine
anything? What happened to you Mykhailo Ivanovych? PAVLENKO said he meant
it only as an offense 	 "I was only toiling. Roman, I read articles about
Bandera's death in the Svoboda. If it was really accomplished by the um,
then it is a crime. Our press, I think it was Pravda and Komsomolska Pravda,
mentioned that Bandera was killed as a result of internal misunderstandings
between the Melnikites and Banderaites." MAC informed POLE= that there
were various hypothesis in the Soviet press about the murder of Mandera and
Rebet, some of themeven contradictory. He said that in the last issue of



Svoboda there were names of STABBINSKY's superiors Who planned the murder of
Bandera. PAVIENKO said, "I didn't read about,that. If what STASHINSKY says
is true then it is really" 	 (and he didn't finial).

MAC stated that be personally was not a Pandora man and never belonged
to the group but that he respects Benders. PAVIENKO: "I don't have any
regard for him at all" MAC: SkUkrainians we seem to part here again.
6-WPM and KEVYL' e Di were Communists but I also respected them as out-
standing, political Ukrainian leaderi" PAVIENKO, "I know very little about
SKRIPUK besides what our press recently said. I never read anything by
hiss, I don't know whether he ever wrote anything, and I have never beard
about KHVIL'OVEY." MAC: "SKRYTNEK didn't write anything. In the thirties
there appeared a collection of his articles and speeches." PAVIENKO said
this was not available (in the UkSSR) as yet. Perhaps they will be able to
find it someplace in time. Be said all he knew about Panders was that be
quarrelled with the Melnykitee and that there is not much difference between
them. "That is what our press says". MAC told PAVLENKO that he was at
least 20 years behind in his understanding of this problem but that they
would talk about this some other time.

PAVIA:MO asked MAC whether be would come visit the Ukraine. MAC said
that be would naturally. PAVLENKO said he would gladly show MAC all the
museums, conservatories in Kiev but that he probably wouldn't be interested
in seeing the .belbbeps. "Why not" said MAC, "I will also look at the kolhosps.
Perhaps I may even work in them for a couple of days =king bay. Except,
you see, none of the so-called nationalists have yet been to the Ukraine so
that it is not known what fate awaits ne there because you also undoubtedly
count me as one of them" PAVIENKO said that since MAC erbss American
citizenship, it would be upsetting diplomatic ties between the U.S.A. and
the USSR if anything bmahappeneit to ham.

MAC explained that he wasn't important enough for diplomatic ties to be
discontinued because of him. Be said that at any rate, be has a very good
idea about the situation in the Ukraine today. BA said be talked with many
people Who had visited the Ukraine and Who with tears in their eyes told
him about bow bad off people there are, and that they were not permitted to
visit their native villages. PAVLENKO said that this was not completely'
true. Be said he also read about the impressions of these people who had
visited the Ukraine and that they only told the negative aspects, that the
positive aspects were not printed, but that undoubtedly these positive
iebreiejons remained in their archives. "You have no reason to fear coming
to the Ukraine."

MAC: "You know Mykhailo Ivanovych, when you become First Secretary of
the Ukrainian Communist Party, then I shall believe that nothing would happen
to me." PAVLENKO: "You know Roman, I have thought much about you and have
come to the conclusion that you x are not a fanatic." MAC: "And this is bad,
pr good?" PAVLENKO: "Be, this is good. You can look at things objectively.
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It has really been a pleasure to become acquainted with you."

MAC: "And likewise for me. When you return we shall talk again."

PAVIENKO asked MAC whether it would be all right for people from Kiev
interested in music or others interested in the arts to visit him when they
are in Nev York in the future. MAC said he voull welcoesuch visits gladly.

Later in the discussion when MAC complained about Bussification and the
fact that many Ukrainians in Ukrainian cities do not speak in Ukrainian,
PAVIENKO replied, "The Ukrainian language will not die. I was also told this
bY one of our prominent educators. And the fact that Ukrainians can speak
in another language merely vitnesses the fact that they are adaptable."



Translation
Original text in Roman 	 7f lie)90(3,

51115.51_Myko Pavlorych	 1'R 1--
ANA	 07 -4,y"

Born ca.-1921-1925-an Tovmach, Stanivslav Oblast. He is a Ukrainian. p

rofession_( 	 -
note at bottom). He is 5'8" tall, slender, dark blond, wears a small mustache.
A photographer - but it is not known whether this is his pse-1 
Speaks a Galician dialect.

firAvg
t4 Roman M me	 in the lobby of the Governor Clinton on 19 April 1962,

MAC ewe a group of dancers from the Ukrainian dance ensemble (Virsky's group)
in the lobby and approached them, asking -whether they were with the dance en-
seMble. MUSYKA replied that they were. MAC asked MUSYKA to whom he had the
pleasure of speaking and MUSYKA introduced himself. MAC told MUSYKAhe was a
student 'of music and. MUSYKA suggested. that MAC talk to IVASHCHENMD(lhor).
MUSYKA seemed to be in a hurry to go someplace and they parted.

MAC saw and tried talking with MUSYKA in the Governor Clinton lobby again
on 22-25-28 April and 2 May but MURIA always ignored MAC.

At the reception the Ukrainian Progressives had for the deuce, ensemble in
the Polish Veteran Home an 6 May, MUSYKA and KHARYTONOV (Volodymyr) were taking
photographs of all those in attendance.

Note: , (HANOVS'KY of Nev York, an active member of the SUM, stated that •
he met MUSYKA in Brussels at the Worlds Fair in 1958 at which time he stated
he was from the Western Ukraine from , Horodenko and that he was a dancer.)



Translation

Soviet Ukrainian national Dance EnsemQ.)in Montreal, Canada 

23. May 1962 

On the evening of 21 May there was a reception for members of the
ensemble given by the Ukrainian Progressives. A group of Canadian students
of Ukrainian extraction appeared at the reception. They claimed they were
members of TOOK (pro-Communist organization). They sat mm at the tables
and talked with the dancers. After a while, one of the students sat down
by the piano and played several songs._ He then played, "Sheba He Vmerla 
Ukraine" (The Ukraine Has Not Yet Died) (translator's comment: This is the
original Ukrainian National Anthem forbidden by the Soviets). The other
students began to sing and other guests joined them. When the guests began
to rise, the Soviet Ambassador, ARUTYUNYAN, of Ottawa did the same and, in
confusion, the Progressives began to join in the singing. When the singing
was ended, thee students were politely asked to law the hall.	 k.5T-1

22 May 1962	 \s;	 „ ,	 „

/-4	 f

a,- Z x c- fl
Two Canadian women of Okra an eitraction, and two male students,_drove

out to the farm of fnu KUDRIATSEV (ROL HUROK's representative in Canada) to
meet with the dancers of the Ukr 	 dance nimoihni ensemble who were
reportedly having lunch there. 1 IATSEV's wife greeted the party of four
politely and told than tbiI cou3t1 talk with the dancers if the director
(Virsyk) agrees. yosif	 OLNYlapproached them and said it was all right
for them to talk with the dancers !providingthey discussed the weather,
fishing, etc., but no politics. They promised to avoid politics and began
to visit with some ft of the dancers. VIRSKY soon joined them. Be mentioned
having once belonged to a "Pontifical choir".

23 May 62 

The two women mentioned above again talked with the dancers in the
hotel lobby and took six members of the dance group to lunch in a restaurant
and then to their homes. The dancers left the hotel in pairs as if they
were merely going out alongand then sittkinind gathered by the women's car
and drove off in the car and a taxi. They visited three homes. One of the
dancers asked to be given a religious picture for her mother and, noting
the Candian women's z surprise, etated, "Why are you surprised? I au a
Christian". One of the male dancers asked for a crueifix for his mother
stating, "She is a very devout individual." They were all given gifts.
The men asked for cigarette lighters. The conversation was very friendly.
Th	 explained to the dancers that they were not Communists
bu gRglataT:tom the "Soviet Regime calls bandit-nationalists." We
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aren't bandit tionalists but we are against the Communist and. Russian
rulers in theUkraine", to which one of the dancers replied, "Well, neither
you nor we need, them (the Comm:Lists and the Russians)".

Pavel VIRSKY and.101;6AASICIESNIC0 were interviewed at the Ukrainian
othe 	 They would, not accept an invitation to dine in a

restaurant but agreed to join in a chicken barbecue in the office of the
Ukrainian Section. VIRSICY asked why II= they x were being picketed and
was told that the picketing was against the Moscow-Communists and not
against the dance group. Thu BACRYNSFI conducted the interview. Roman
mama a, gave VIRSICt.copies of Canadian press notices about the dance
ensemble, including an article he wrote.



*Translation

The Soviet Ukrainian National MUCCI Ensemble in Winnipeg, Canada 

The ensemble had only one performance in Winnipeg, the evening of 9
June. They left for Calgaryon 10 June, Sunday. After the performance
on the evening of 9 June, the local Ukrainian Progressives gave a
reception for the group. The following contacts were made during this
reception.

Pavel VIHSKY. Was given a copy of Suchasnist, issue MO. 6 (Translator's
comment: this is the AECASSOWARY/1 publication) in which there was an
article by. Hoychuk regarding the dance ensemble. VIRSKY politely expressed
his thanks for the publication and indicated that he had expected it.
(Translator's comment: The publication was airmailed to Canada from New
York with a request that it be given to VIRSKY to whom it was promised

	

during	 ontact with him in New York.)

KHAOTONOV. Introduced himself as a° t‘porter and was very free
his autographs. He made note of all thirtiliFT—made at the reception.

was poii4„AU:ring contacts ma.dekothhim 	 .

4Mu	 EA is rude, unfriendly and very f• He va
a of	

„ 
tit3	 US-5,

the bnoe ensemble veryullosely and observed all that was taking

	

e•	 ,‘1(t 76.711	 y KA	 -
1 ”	 .134.111.Nr 7415---L- 1 2.d Ki4?-u''' USSN.

Said he was a Galician. He has been living in Kiev.
e 1939. 'He drank a lot during the reception and was late for the

ogram at the Shevchenko memorial. He was t alone with N. MARUNCHAK in
e latter's car and there was ample opportunity to talk but be was trying
convince MARUNCHAK of the necessity to speak Russian. He is not very

ce. NURSE' was heard to scold him for neglect in doing certain things.
gerita TANKINA asked MARUNCHAK during a talk with him what his impression
of MUSEKA and seemed to be conveying a message that one should be careful

dealing wilbhim.

1N4kALKSANDR 	
- o r J' pf,TAnl	 KA17--A	 t) SSk

Margarita	 alifi(IMKINA). She was very careful in what she
aid when she noticed others nearby. She seemed interested in life of the

es and was given information about KUK (Canadian - Ukrainian Committee)
about Ukrainf'aassigre activities in Canada.

. 

e 'LComlAcl"

CJJ2 AL{SSR



Translation

ZE Po VC

Tv	 )
I

Born ca. 1926. Blond, combs his hair straight back. Slender. He speaks
with a uallcian accent.	 A .A3C 

(0 AI TA-CT ialftRomen MACCwab urvu.ucea— OLESBKO by IVASHCHENICO, Thor, on 2 May 1962,
arter a performance at the Metropolitan Opera. (MEMO appeared annoyed about
the introduction, mumbled something to the effect he was a common Veva, and
walked away. On 5 May, MAC saw MEMO by the Governor Clinton and started to
approach him to Treat him but OLESBKO walked away.

'	 On 6 Nay 1962, at the reception given the dance ensemble by the Ukrainian
Progressives in the Polish Veterans Rome in Bev York, MAC approached OLESKKO
and asked him how he liked the reception. OLESKKO said it was all right. MAC
began to explain to °LESKO who the Progressive Ukrainians and said that there
were other, true Ukrainians, at the reception. He told OLBSKKO that there was
a maximum of about 3 percent Ukrainians in the Progressive Party in the United
States. Be told OLBSKKO about Ukrainian emigre activities in the United States,
about the "LUMKA" choral group and about the Shevchenko Memorial in Winnipeg,
etc. OLISKKO seemed very interested in the Shevehenko Memorial and began to
ask questions about it. NW told him that a site for it had already been pur-
chased. MAC asked =SENO to write something as a memento for him and °LIMO
took the pen MAC handed him and did so. (Photocopy in MAC' 	 Jr 	 The
ballpoint MAC handed him had a picture of Shevchenko on it. OT CO was pleased
when MAC told him he could keep it. After several words more, however, OLBSKKO
excused himself saying he had someplace to go.



11 May 1962 

TranslatiOn

"
°DRY Valenttn Leontfyevych

Lives inAKieveal	  2'8" tall, weight ca. 190 lbs. Curly
- brown hair combed straight back, small brown eyes, has a . mole on left cheek
about 1 inch away from the nose. Speaks Ukrainian mixed with Polish words.
Talkative. ZABRODNY is a Ukrainian. He said that during German occupation
of the UhSSR, he was a messenger for the Red partisans in Kiev. He studied
journalism and considers himself aPtOurnalist by profession. As a journalist,
he travelled throughout the entire Ukraine. He frequently visited western
°blasts and is well acquainted with Lvov: He stated that he studied in Lvov
for a while.

FtrecA rwrei. "1-44	 o uced himself to ZABRODNY in the lobby of the Hotel
Governor Clinton. ZABRODNY was conversing with another Ukrainian emigre
whom MAC did not know. PAVLENKO, Plykhailo Ivanovych came along and he
and MAC left ZABRODNY and the Ukrainian emigre.

13 May 1962

ZABRODNY was met in the lobby of the Hotel Governor Clinton by MAC,
Andrij PRADYSHCHAK and V. NAHIRNY and they left at 2 a.m. to find a place
to eat and didn't bring ZABRODNY back to the hotel until 5 a.m. They talked
about Ukrainian literature, music, Russification in the Ukraine, etc.
(Actual conversation reported in Ukrainian in Roman MAC 201-40284 file).
ZABRODNY recommended the following two ways the emigration can help their
fellow Ukrainians in the UkSSR:

(1) "Teach your children' the Ukrainian language and Ukrainian culture
so that they will know who they are."

(2) Keep abreast.of current political events in the UkSSR and inform
the world about them.

ZABRODNY mentioned the fact that he had talked With Ortynsky (Lubomyr) and
MAISTRENKO in Vienna in 1959.

71-/- /-z
/
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SHOSTAKOVSkY
jaharrri4deu.titlf.'.141.79V

take part,in a.serninar .for athateur
cameramen. Vyacheslav Shosta-
koVsky works on the Chair of

•pharmaceutic chemistry and Sim-
ultaneously takes up filming-'as a
hobby. He has been a member of
the student film studios for the
.last three years.	 .

The young Soviet cameramen
will make . a rePort,..:itentatively
called: `,`Youth,on the 5ereeli .anci

.....hOstakovSky has n4t:lorgiittn
14.§ ‘ -prOfession:': the:, festival Pf*.:

enyiSages ...a scientific
Conference on biological prpblems;
and, VachOlaV is figuring on tak-
ing:: :part in it

.`A Ili: Conformity With an Agr,
• Merit, On an exchange- of student

,groUps,', he ..said, :PI Spent 21 claYS
in April Of 'this. year ,. in Orit'aip..::

I : want to see all inv
rw British'  again in the
Finnish ;-:caPitai.,..? ,	 .• .`.

vf4D1111107:VEIAZÁRASHVILi
Five:years ago Vladimir

PqSSect thrOngh.
The .:gates of the Tbthsi Electric'

OCornOtive"Plant
Today he heads "a: team of

i*.gg7fOrkP . . .912qT4t9re:; :i -A4
members have a secondary educa-

Want , to
,cOntin4el.tkeir,

. "This.• is my first tripl.to, a World
Youth Festival," Vladimir says
'•16Okine..:forvardfjO
oiojg	 ..;,.viorkerS ':frOr*

 and I hope that
belucky enough to find

electric locomotive builders
"What do I zpect from the

festival? . I.. Want it to be as useful
as POSSihie' -to the CauSei.:Of

"There is one mnre; . small per-
sonal-wish..	 ,	 i"	 •

"The dance ensemble of Tbthsi
'transport, vioilcerS.'wiji take part
in 'festival 	 I •.!i-17:430
much that ..• the ...... enSeint:110.' .. ..3thlr-
rettirn . With the Medal . 'Of the
winner.
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S.

. 5-..Siheriari 'river. She will tell the
.Festival delegates about the :vastconstruction going on in
about the taiga and frosts; and•
about the persevering efforts andcourage of	 poyge..r s	 7

"t; want very iuch to meet th
and Algeb YOtith delegaions at 	 -Pichtigik

Apg,k:

estivaj in Moscow In
aft that	 se,:.-r.en; snr.n.q:a'C	 e§..... AM.:,,	 .m	 tY0ii§'.*"-, .irector At a, nieetin
rarians- ,..... ..
report 

eFreati4Cral
'pie, to know about ,
nth nd to tIj them the truth
Ut.,:oltr:great
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N,DR.Oliit$HE
	,iiik:: Otjhe;'17egtrval	 a

stirring , hOliday of i:•yOutb; peace.2;
friendship. Seven days in
iki w1ll.help us learn more

the young
eii;ple!.s*ffort.S:Wthe'.'great,St:fug=

gig:: i14p : : Clear ,: Sky?. ' in whielf.; i 1,1
y the role Saslia; ,will S als, ,

è1 towards this.
was very glad that we went to

Helsihki on
,

the same ship With
'CU.banS;.'I shall . never forget the
Warin 'welcome offered to :Soviet
artists. On Cuba: That meeting was
doubly pleasant for me because I
am rehearsing the role of Anna-
Lucia, 'a Cuban revolutionary, in

,nertor_Sorrec16'.$ play to be pso-
uced 	 the Leningrad Young
peetator Theatre.	 •

'are young, healthy and
trOrig. We must take peace in our
ands and uphold it at all cost for 1

..ourselves, for our children, for the
future of the planet.
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MAC

/

SECRET

SUBJECT: DORICHENKO, Oleksandr (Oles)
KIEV, Yerevanskaya 26/35

Stephen OLYNYK knew DORICHENKO from the Vienna Youth
Festival of 1959 and from his trip to the Ukraine in 1959, when he
visited D at his home in Kiev. (See also reports on D's stay in
Germany in 1958 as a member of the Veryovka Ensemble. ) D
continues to work with the Veryovka group as a solo dancer.

D was born in 1936, he is married with one daughter. D's
wife is Valentina TRETYAK, a member of the Kiev female bandura
trio. In the summer of 1962 she went on tour to Australia. After
his return from Helsinki D was scheduled to go in the near future
with his group to Yugoslavia and in winter 1962 to Canada.

On 28 July D asked Roman MAC whether he knew 0 and if so,
was he in Helsinki. This he did after MAC had introduced himself
under his true name and explained that he was a Ukrainian from the
States. D also told MAC that he would like to see 0 as he had known
him in Kiev in 1959, when 0 visited him at his horns. MAC answered
that he did not know whether 0 was in Helsinki, but he said he would -
check with other Ukrainian Americans.

0 was immediately informed of D's . inquiries, but deliberately
avoided any early contact with him in order to observe D's further
behavior. Apparently D was wat,_!reel no more nor less by the red
shirts than other dancers. In talking with other people from our
group he did not conceal his patriotic feelings and in this respect
differed from some of his colleagues. The general impression of our
group was that D was a good Ukrainian.

O's first contact with D took place on 3 August during a perfor-
mance of the Veryovka group in the park. 0 sat close to the scene
but pretended not to have noticed D. When the latter was returning
from the makeshift dressing room he noticed 0 and hesitatingly, not
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being sure what to do under the circumstances, approached him.
Their meeting was very simple and controlled, though, as 0 put it,
they were good friends and had not seen each other for two years.
They both understood that it was better to restrain their emotions and
not to show how well they knew each other. 0 felt that under other
circumstances they would have embraced each other, but they could not
do so here. The meeting itself was rather short and fragmentary. D
greeted 0 and said, "Where do we not meet in Vienna, Kiev, Finland?

0: As you see, we travel around the world. My wife just returned
from Australia.

D: But I wonder if we should meet, 0. What shall we talk about?
I am of the same convictions and opinions aseyou are, and I hope we
understand each other.

0: Then we have much to talk about.

D: Yes, you are right, but it is very dangerous. They all know you
and complain about you.

0: (Jokingly) I didn't know I was that dangerous to them.

D: They asked me about you. I told them that I knew you from Vienna
but we had not met here. WIDll, I don't know you very well.

0: What is the news in the Ukraine? What is the situation?

D: The situation is worse in comparison with previous years. They
oppress and criticise our young poets and writers. As you know, we
have a great many young talented poets and writers. people like DRACH,
VINKHRANOVSKIY, DZYUBA and others. You must know about them
abroad?

0: Yes, they are known to us. We read their works. We receive your
press and magazines. Much of it has already been reprinted in our
journals. We are very interested in it, and we are glad that such young
pen talents are growing up in the Ukraine.

-2-
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ID: That's very good, very fine, I shall tell them about it. They will
be very proud and satisfied. There are a great aany of them now.

0: When will you come to ne?

D: Probably in December we shall be in Canada.

0: And when in the States?

ID: I don't know, perhaps we shall drop in.

At this moment one of the administrators in red shirt approached
and sat down on the bench close to 0 and D. He looked once or twice
at 0 and then just sat there listening. D changed the topic immediately
and began to tell 0 about the Shevehenko Centennial in Kiev in 1961. How
grand it was! Even Khrushchev himself came to Shevchenko's grave
and read a very nice speech. And in 1964 there will be an even greater
Shevchenko celebration.

• When 0 mentioned that there would also be a great Shevchenko
celebration in Washington at that time, ID indicated by his eyewink that
they were being overheard. At that moment they were joined by Fnu
SHAPOVAL, artistic director of the dance group. D introduced 0 to
him. 0 complimented the group and its work. ' SHA.POVAL thanked him,
gave some advice on dancing to D and left.

In the meantime 0 discovered that they were being watched by at
least three red shirts. 0 mentioned that they should meet again. D
agreed but pointed out "You see yourself how difficult it is." Then
they exchanged a few general remarks and parted.

0 remained on the bench and looked at the performance. The
first watchdog was still sitting near him. When the Mutsu' dance
ended the performing girls came down from the stage and sat close to
0. The watchdog stood up and approached one of the girls. (Soo
photograph # . ) 0 knew her from Vienna but had not met her in
Helsinki. The watchdog and the girl whispered, and it looked as
though be was asking her something about 0. The girl looked several
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times at 0 and replied something to the effect that she did not recognize
0. The watchdog then approached another girl, a blondcwho knew 0
also from Vienna and who was present at O's talk with KOLOSOK on
29 July near the Gruziya, shortly before the pare de. She looked
carefully around as though having been well trained and while looking
at the public stopped her glance on 0. Then she whispered something
to the watchdog, as though she recognized 0. Then she got up, looked
again at 0 and whispered again to the watchdog. After that, the watch-
dog sat near another like himself and started whispering while pointing
carefully with his head from time to time towards 0. Then he did the
same to another colleague and finally 0 saw that at least four people
were keeping their eyes on him.

After the performance had ended, D did not come back to 0.
He must have been aware that 0 was being watched. To get to the
buses one had to go through the park and cross a bridge, all in all
about 500 metres. The first watchdog kept accompanying 0, walking
at times almost beside him. D rushed to the front and paid no
attention to 0. He did not wait for 0. The latter accelerated his
pace and joined three Indians in order to distract the KGB ists from
himself. Thus they came to the buses. 13 was in the meantime inside
his bus, but didn't even look through the window.

0 met D for the second time on Saturday, 4 August, at 1300
hours during the distribution of prizes to artists. On entering the
hall 0 immediately noticed where D was sitting and when taking the
seat behind him delicately touched him. 13 noticed 0, but they paid
no attention to each other. After a short while D left the hall and
beaded towards the washroom. 0 waited for a few minutes and
then left, too. They met in the main corridor and went outdoors.
D looked tired, old for his years and depressed.

D: Do you see, 0, how we Ukrainians have to meet? What kind of
a lot ours is—dispersed all over the world and can't even talk to
each other like normal human beings. Peer Ukrainian nation, she
has had to suffer so already for ages.

crirl
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0: Yes, our lot is not to be envied. But this is also our own fault
to a very great extent.

D: Yes, this is our guilt, also. We don't know how to help ourselves
and properly manage our own affairs.

0: I would like to talk to you but it is difficult because they watch
me, too. And I don't want to do anything that would hurt you.

D: Yes, I understand. It is very bad flaw.

0: I have a small note for you. Read it and burn it. There is an-
address to which you can write in alias.

D: They may find all that, if not today then tomorrow. They increased
their vigilance. It is rather dangerous, but 	 see.

0: What is the situation in the Ukraine? What about the young writers?

D: Bad. They oppress and criticise them.. Nobody knows what
tomorrow will bring to them. Wsrhave many writers and poets from
the young generation. They are courageous boys, ready to stand up
to everything and everybody. They won't give up. Many write what is
not printed. Have you heard, you must have heard about people like
DRACH, YINICHRANOVSKIY, DZYUBA and others. I know those three
very well. We are friends. We discuss many things. I also write
something. Some of it has already been published, for instance,
"The Song of the S hepherd". Perhaps some other things will be
published as well. And here I have written a poem about the Ukraine. 1r

D took out of his small notebook and began to road in a low voice
his poem. He read it with emotion and fright at the same time, afraid
that somebody might overhear him. The poem was very patriotic.
It grieved over the Ukraine's destiny.

0: Did you try to publish this poem?

D: Yes, but I was told in the .SPU (Union of Writers of the Ukraine)
that I Eikomid like a Ukrainian who does not live in the Ukraine, but
rather like a Ukrainian emigre who grieves about the Ukraine from
abroad. The editorial board rejected it as too filled with pessimism.
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And here is another one.

D looked at his notebook, then closed it and began to recite by
heart.

D: I dedicated this poem to Ukrainians abroad.

The poem was about Ukrainians dispersed all over the world and
those in the Ukraine meeting each other while traveling about. The
Ukrainians meet their emigree compatriots, and they are everywhere,
in Europe and in America, in Brussels, Paris. Vienna and Munich. in
Toronto and New York. And they all suffer for the Ukraine. D road it
in a very dramatic manner with deep emotion. His voice trembled
and he was very excited. 0 thanked him and praised the poem. They
stood at the entrance of the hall in which the results of-competition and
prises were given out.

0: They will probably never publish your poem.

D: No they won't publish it. I know it, and I don't even try. I read
the poem only to SOSYURA. We are good friends. When! finishiwbhe
embraced me and kissed me. and there were tears in his eyes.
SOSYURA is ours. He is a good man.

0: Why don't you give it to me? We shall publish it in alias. It is
quite possible.

D: No, I cannot. They will find out. It is dangerous. Better not.

0: But it is possible. Many Russian poets and writers and also
Georgian have done it, and their works have been publildted abroad.

D: Somehow I am afraid

0: Have you talked about it with RILSKIY?

D: No RILSKTY is not like SOSYURA. Only with SaSYURA can one
talk sincerely. R1L8KIY, TICHINA—they adjust themselves. Well
RILSKIY is not like TICHINA. He has dor, much good, but he is too
old now. Perhaps I shall talk to him about it.

-'SECRET
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0: And what about young poets? What has happened to DZYUBA?

D: They are under strong pressure and criticism. They are young
people and the elderly poets do not understand them. The elderly
ones are more frightened. They have gone through much more in
their time, and the young ones are courageous, daring and impatient.
They don't want to listen to their elders. They change form and
content. DMITERKO attacked DZYUBA very strongly.

0: Wits it a personal feud, as PAVLICHKO explained it, or a
portent of new party line?

lD: Both. MUTER= was probably offended. He is a Communist
and cannot stand the young ones.

0: And what does the recent change on the editorial board of "Vichyspna"
mean?

D: They removed the editor who published various materials and did
not care much about it. It's difficult for me-now to tell exactly what
"Vichyrna" will be like in the future, because I haven't seen yet the
new number under DMITERKO's editorship, but I am sure there will
be great changes. One has also to expect big changes in "Literary
Ukraine". They auger little good for us.

Listen, Oles, when you go home, talk to your friende—poets and
writers, and explain to them that there are possibilities to publish
their works under alias abroad. Talk about it with OA younger as well
as the older. Think together about it. It is possil,le to be published
abroad. Other have done so.

D: 0. K. I will tell them about it. We shall discuss it.

0: Last night there was an Evening of Ukrainian Literature. There
was PAVLICHKO, KOROTICH, and also the editor of "Molod Ukrainy".
We discussed widely various topics.

D: Oh, really? I didn't kbow about it. I didn't know KOROTICH was
also here. Nobody mentioned him. I don't know him per sonally but
he is a good poet. I really didn't know that he also had come.
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0: He came as a tourist. At the Evening we presented on behalf of
our Ukrainians two books: History of Ukrainian Literature, by
Chighevskiy to PAYLICHKO and Obirvani Struny to KOROTICH.

D: That's very nice. And what kind of book is it that you gave
KOROTICH.

0: It's a collection of poetry and biographic notes about Ukrainian
poets and writers who were liquidated in the 1920s and 1930s.

D: I would like to have that book. Please, get me one.

0: Unfortunately, I think it was the only copy we had. But if I
find another one. I'll give it to you.

D: Yes, please, get me one and pass it to me Monday in the big
shop on Aleksandraluttu, or perhaps even today when we perform
at 3 o'clock.

0: I'll do my best. If I fail in spite of my efforts, please talk about
it with DRACH. He is a good friend of KOROTICH and he might lend
you the book. I think that KOROTICH will show it to BRACH.

D: Yes, but I would like to have one of my own. I would show it
to SOSYURA and to my younger friends. Try to get it for me.

0 promised to do his best. Our group had only one copy and 0
was unable to fulfill Vs , wish. They continued to talk about young
poets and mentioned PAVLICHKO.

D: Previously PAVLICHKO was better. He was one of us, but he
changed a lot. I don't like him.

0 mentioned again that he did not know personally any young
friends of Mmeaning in particular DRACH, DZYUBA, KOSTZNKO.
He said they were being read abroad and some of their materials
were reprinted. He asked D to give regards to them, to wish them
all success and tell them "that we are happy they write".

-8-
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D: That's very nice. I will tell them all and they will be very glad
and satisfied.

At this moment an elderly "administrator" appeared from inside
and parked himself about two meters from 0, turning his back toward
them. It was obvious that he was listening. D said it was time for him
to go inside. 0 was not able to give D the address. He waited for
a few minutes and then also went inside, placing himself so that D
could easily notice him.

At the end of the prize procedure D, together with other artists,
started tolleave. At that time there was commotion in the hall. 0
used it and approached D to congratulate him. In his hand he had a
letter with the address for D, which he passed over to him while
shaking hands. D put it unnoticeably away, pressed O's hand again,
thanked him and left.

Translated copy of the letter passed by Olynykto to Dorichenko 

Dear Friend!

After having read this letter, destroy it at once. I would very
much like to meet you personally and discuss with you different important
problems, but if you think it would be harmful to you, then it is better
not to meet.

I have a few favors to ask you. Remember them and think about
them:

I. If possible write to the given address in alias about the
situation in the Ukraine, in particular about cultural develop-
ments, literature and Russification. Use a fictitious return
address.

2. Talk with some writers and ask them if they would like
to send their works abroad to be published there in alias. Send
this material to the given address.

3. Whenever you come out of the USSR, notify us by tele-
gram again at the same address.

()" SECRET
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Be careful what you say to others and what you do. I end.
I wish you luck and success. I greet you and your family.

Your friend,

This is the address: D. HIRNYJ, 4092 Hill Ave. • Bronx 66, New York

On 3 August, during the meeting of the Britt sh and USSR
delegations Dorichenko was met by John MYHUL. The meeting
began at 0900 hours and finished at 1130, after Yevtughenko's
recital of a poem and dances of the Veryovkoa group. M approached
D, who was standing with.a girl, and asked about Ukrainian dances.-
Soon D parted from the girl and M could talk to him directly. D
asked M who he wits and told M about himself. He also gave his
address later on.

D told M that Ivan DRACH was a friend of his. DRACH is a
young writer who seeks new ways in poetry. So do many others in
various fields, but unfortunately the critics do not understand them,
or don't want to understand them.

D said he also wrote poems. He wrote words for "The Song
of Shepherd" and hoped that in the near future some of his poems
would be nublished in "Dnipro".

When M asked D whether he conld send some poems to him
abroad, D thought not because of "circumstances".

M mentioned a critique of DRACH by SHERMETEV. D commented
that because of it many of DRACH's works would probably be published
only in two or five years. The same applied to what he wrote himself.
So far they are helpless against censors. Should M come across some
of D's poems, be should not be surprised at earns "very simple
passages". They would be modifications or corrections of the censors.

Ivan DZYUBA is a good acquaintance of D. He actually heads
the campaign against Stalinism. Stalin murdered millions of Ukrainians
and he was a common villian.

-10_
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The "thaw" exists officially, but in practice it has stopped.
Anyway it never was deep.

D read to M his poem about Shevchenko. In it he mentioned
that he had visited the grave of Oles in Vienna. He also read another
very sentimental poem about ''black eyes".

Asked about Russification, D confirmed that it had recently been
increased. But the regime in general is somewhat weakened. D did
not think the return of Stalinist terror was possible.

D wanted to get a Finnish knife for DRACH, who had asked him
for it. M promised to get him one for DRA.CH and the other for D.

D was happy that young poets were known abroad and he hid he
would tell this to his colleagues. It means very much to them if
they know that people abroad appreciate what they are doing. "Your
support is very important to us, and it would be very difficult, to work
without an appreciation from anywhere", he said..

D warned M of Slavko Vyacheslav SHOSTAKOVSKIY of Lvov and
to be careful in talking with other people. "There is no point in
talking to people like Slavko. At that moment they were approached
by a Finn who started to boast about knowing a factory in Moscow.
Subject commented, "Son of a bit ch. He does not even let us talk."

When M mentioned that some Russians and many Poles had
succeeded in smuggling their works abroad, where they had been published.
D replied that he heard about it and knew that this was not the case with
Ukrainians. "It is sad but true." But on the other hand, "you must
all understand that our position is much worse than that of Russian
poets and writers. They have their state."

In the afternoon M succeeded in passing to D two small parcels
in the park, where the Veryovka group was performing. He gave D
the following: two Finnish knives, the works of Kulish, Misto by
Picirnohylnyi and four volumes of modern Ukrainian poetry from the
States.

D gave M a Shevchenko medal and asked him if there was anything
sensitive in his parcels. M replied not but had better have a look at
them himself. /D thanked M and said that in case of trouble he would
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assert that it was put under (sic).

After the performance M saw D again and asked whether all
was 0. K. and whether he had had any trouble. D replied that all
was well. D asked whether he could get any Ukrainian records.
Unfortunately we had none.

Roman MAC met 13 on 2$ July at 1345 hours in the stree,
while returning from the Gruziya. D was in the company of several
other Soviet Ukrainians. He was the first one who introduced himself
to M after the latter mentioned his own name. While walking M succeeded
In separating D from the rest and told him that he was a Ukrainian
from the States. ID asked M whether he knew Stephen OLYNYK and
said that the latter had visited him at his home in 1959. M replied
that he was not aware of 0's presence in Helsinki but he would check.

ID explained that he was a solo danced from the Veryovka group.
There were fourteen, the rest having remained in the Ukraine. In
the autumn the whole group was going to Canada and perhaps they
would also visit the United States. D guessed that there were
50-60 Ukrainians in the Soviet delegation, including the Veryovka
group. How many Ukrainian tourists there were he could not s ay,
but surely not more than one hundred.

D knew about Kytastj's bandura ensemble in the States and
praised it very much. He had heard some of its concerts on records.
He was very interested in Ukrainian musical life in the States and
M told him about it.

13 mentioned that he had met Ukrainians all over the world and
jokingly added that they could build the Ukraine .everywhere. M
commented, "Yes, even in Siberia." D continued that he knew what
M was thinking of. "We know the problem of our people in Siberia.
We try to help them and send much Ukrainian literature there, mostly
through private channels. There is still the old intelligentsia, which
cares very much about the Ukrainians there. Yes, we work in this
direction, but there are obstacles."

D confirmed that Russification has not stopped. Asked about
school reform of 1958, he replied that, Unfortunately some Ukrainians
in the cities do not care very much about their native language and speak
Russian. They simply don't realize how important it is for a nation

SECRET
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to retain its own language."

D told M that he was something of a poet himself and read one
of his poems. It was about longing for the Ukrainian soil and sounded
very patriotic. M remarked that it was a nationalistic poem. _ He
asked D whether he was not afraid to write it. D replied that it was
dedicated to the Ukrainian emigration. He mentioned that he had
some friends among poets and also was on friendly terms with SOSYURA.
D had seen the latter shortly before his departure for Helsinki, but
had only had a brief talk with the poet. SOSYURA had read to him
his poem "Mazepa". When M asked how SOSYURA had presented Hetman
Mazepa, D replied, "as a traitor to Russia". M wanted to know whether
the poem would soon be published. D answered not soon but surely
someday. You see, we are in a rather peculiar situation now.
Nothing is certain, but everything is possible. There is much in
tho offing. On one hand there are rather bad portents for us, but
on the other much is being done that may turn thei Wheel in the
opposite direction." At this moment they were approached by
SHAPOVAL and D introduced M to him.

After SHAPOVAL -had left D tOld M that they now had a very
famous .expert on bandura building by the name of SKLAR. The s
latter had modernized the bandura and now his make was being produced
in the Chernigov musical instrument factory.

Asked whol_had come for the festival from "the cream" of the
Ukrainian intelligentsia, D could mention only PAVLICHKO. M
asked again whether any of the younger poets like KOSTICNKO and
KOROTICH had come. According to D KORTICH and VINKHRANOVSKIY
were supposed to come but probably had not been allowed to go. M
jokingly wondered whether they were considered "unreliable". D
replied that there was no use to talk about it They simply were
not allowed to go.

D was glad that Virskiy had had success in the States. M
compared him with Koshyts, who had done so much for Ukrainian
music in his time. D agreed with him and was in particular happy about
the fact that Virskiy had overtaken the Bolshoy.

-13-
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D could not name any Ukrainian musicians in Helsinki. He
praised the History of Ukrainian Music by Khrinchenko and was
glad that it had been reprinted recently in New York. He complained
about the fact that all records in the Soviet Union were produced
only in Moscow. In Kiev there is a record artel but it produces
very bad records.

D was interested in the Shevchenko monument in Canada
and asked whether it was true that the sculptor was a foreigner.
He gave M a postcard with Shevchenko's portriat and another one
with notes for Shevchenko's words.

D mentioned that in early summer 1962 there had been a
group of about fifteen girls and boys from New York and similar
one from Canada visiting Kiev who were supposed to learn Ukrainian
dances. The American group was called Dnipro. D understood that
they all were progressive. They stayed a few days in Kiev and then
were brought to Moscow, Kharkov and other places. D taught them
some dancing when they were in Kiev. (NOTE: Both groups were
in Helsinki. Some American girls were very disappointed with what
they saw in the Soviet Union. )

Leo RUDNITSKY met D near the Gruziya on 28 July in the
late afternoon, while talking to a group of Ukrainians. For a few
minutes he had the opportunity to talk to D without witnesses. R
told D that he was a Ukrainian from the States and a student planning
eventually to visit the Soviet Union. Later on he asked D for his
address in case he might happen to be in Kiev. D gave him his
private address willingly and invited him to his house. He remarked
that in recent years he had been host to two Ukrainian Canadians whose
names he stated as BILYI and MOSKALYK.

When R was walking back from the Grusiya after talking to
KOLOSOK, SHAPOVAL and others, at 2315 he was overtaken by
D who seemed to be sorry because some of his friends had had an
argument with R about Russification in the Ukraine. D said, "wait
a minute; I have something for you". He gave R a postcard with
Shevchenko's portriat and continued, "Yourare a Ukrainian. We
both are Ukrainians, so take it for me. It is our Shevchenko. " He
signed the postcard and left.

rPpi
Li Y.
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SUBJECT: VABDOSANIDZE, Kuram

V is a medical student in Mist, Georgia. He belongs to the
Komsomol, but does not care for politics. He is more interested in
Jazz and modern music in general. He told RUDI4YTSKY that he
listened to an emigre radio station and liked it. Of course, he did not
care for political broadcasts, but was interested in Jazz music. He
knew practically all the contemporary American singers and musicians.

B met V for the first time near the Gruziya on 28 July. When
Introducing himself, V said, "How do you do," in English and told R
that he knew a few words more. V had traveled much in the Soviet
Union and knew the Ukraine. He liked Ukrainians and preferred them
to Russians. Unfortunately, in Tiflis there were very few Ukrainians
but quite a lot of Russians. In Helsinki V was staying on the Gruziya.

B met V on 3 and 4 August but only in the company of admini-
strators and some friends of V from Tiflis. They spoke among them-
selves demonstratively in Georgian in the presence of Russians.

On 4 August in the evening R gave V six jazz records. V was
very grateful and wanted to stay with R, but was called back to the
ship by the administrators. He made a gesture as though, "You see,
what can I do with these watchdogs?" Later on, when B was walking
around again, V saw him from the ship and came down to the lower
shipdeck and called R. V showed R that he could not come to him,
but threw him his Georgian cap and thanked him again for the records.

B's impression was that Georgians were perhaps even more
closely watched and restricted in moving around than the Ukrainians:

V was age 25-30; 5'7 - 5 48; black ruffled hair; dark eyes; big,
Grecian nose; gay.



THE LITERARY EVENING OF YOUNG POETS AT
CLUB DRUZHBA

31 August 1962

There were nineteen poet-participants and the room was prac-
tically full. The main attraction was YEVTUSHENICO. The chair-
man was, as in similar gatherings at Druzhba, its director --
ZAKHARCHENKO. He tried to give the evening a spontaneous, rather
than formal character. At the chairman's table, beside ZAKHARCHENICO,
sat Lev ASHANIN, Dmytro PAVLICHKO, YEVTUSHENKO, Mu POTEZ
(Rumanian), an old Finnish poet V. BASHEV (Bulgarian), Y. PANICRATOV,
a poet from Haiti, and a Hungarian poet.

Vitally KOROTICH was asked to take a seat at the table, but he
refused and stood aside or sat with BOHACHEVSKY.

Each poet had five minutes for both a short speech and reading
his poetry. Most made a short introductory speech and then read their
poetry. Speeches were translated into four languages: Russian, English,
French and Spanish.

At the very beginning PAVLICHKO showed to ASFIANIN the collec-
tion of Ukrainian poetry from New York (in Ukrainian) which he had
gotten from BOHACHEVSKY and SLUZAR. ASHANDI looked through
it hurriedly and then gave it back to PAVLICHKO.

Speeches were dull, repeating the same subject the festival and
its meaning. Only some of the poets made more interesting remarks
which are noted below:

YEVTUSHENKO touched briefly on the idea that although we have
different social systems which divide us, we are all united by human
relations. We have much in common as human beings, as writers,
as poets and as individuals despite our political convictions. He asked
he be excused for his hoarse voice, but he had gotten it when he had
tried to shout down during the parade the anti-festival people. Then he
read his poem about a son and his dying mother.

PAVLICHKO was introduced by ZAKHARCHENKO as a Ukrainian
poet. PAVLICHKO seemed to be going to speak in Ukrainian but then
looked at ZAKHARCHENKO and gave in Russian his somewhat longer
speech. PAVLICHKO stressed that we all are for peace and against



war. We must get to know each other and to understand each other.
National culture cannot flourish without contacts with other national
cultures and their initual influence and interaction. It is about time
to think about a world gathering of all poets at which one could discuss
all problems of poetry, to exchange views, to get to know each other,
thus following the example of scientists, engineers, and other profes-
sionals who already do so in their conferences and congresses. "I
think that only the poet has readers who read him, who speak to their
hearts and feelings and know their wishes and aspirations. Therefore,
today we should talk of how popular our poems are and how we can
get communication with the people. Thisis a very important problem."
Then he read his poem in Ukrainian about earth-granite that should
give us more men as wise as Lenin and as courageous as Castro.

PANKRATOV said young poetry is undergoing a great resurgence.
Be mentioned a few names of known Soviet poets, and PAVLICHO
added that among them they had KOROTICH, a young poet from the
Ukraine.

KOROTICH at the beginning was very reluctant to take part and
had to be dragged to the table. He remarked that he would make his
comments in Russian but his poem he would read in Ukrainian, his
native language. He was happy about the meeting and thought it would
be a good idea indeed to organize such gatherings more often. Then
he read his poem "About My Heart" from the collection "My Soil".

Fnu GROSS from the U.S. said he had come to the festival as
an individual delegate and didn't represent anybody but himself. Many
had come with different views and opinions. All believe in the ideals
of friendship and peace but have different views as to how to implement
these ideals. He asked, "Should a poet tell and express the truth and
nothing else but the truth, even if he knows it will get him in trouble?"

YEVTUSHENKO jumped up at once and shouted, "I want to give
the answer: Yes, I agree with you completely that a poet must always
speak the truth as he knows it. And I will give as an answer an excerpt
from the poem of your poet, actually not yours, but English, of Coleridge.
He cited in somewhat loose transalation, "The truth is to be spoken even
if it hurts. Yes, so I say, the truth into be spoken always."



GROSS thanked him and was very satisfied. He read a short
poem on the same subject: truth should be spoken even in danger and
threat.

Some other poets read their works, among them a few young
Russian poets: A. POPERECHEN; Oleg DMITREYEV; and others;
some poets from satellite countries; another American, L. SHULMAN;
a Jordanian poet; a Swedish poetress; and then YEVTUSHENKO was
asked to read another of his poems, whereupon he recited "Kharkov-Grad."

The evening was then closed. PAVLICHKO still talked in general
with BOHACEVRKY, and one of our "Belgians" and KOROTICH were
dragged out by Russian poets for a bottle of vodka.





Gazette" who listened with his mouth vide open to the discussion
and then said to one of our boys, "This was a debate. Sob I have
never heard amything like this Lamy life."

The "pox neat" representatioa of Soviet Ukrainions consisted of

Dmitro PAVIECHEO - poet from Lvov
Malty moor= . poet from Kiev
Oenedly MEM engineer from Kiev
Pau SENEENTS editor of "Moloia Ukraine from Kiev
Slea ISM= - =Mist from Stanislav
Boman masurvaar • born in Smdbor, engineer from Lvov
A KOBist from Lvov
A Waist fres Kiev
Another Met
An unknown girl (prObehly KGB)

partietyants sat at a round table. FAVLICEKO appointed himself
master at acycevidav and "voyaged that to start with there mould W.

general Uttroduatton of evoritectr • All ovvt their Mae. and ININTACHIQO
made Abort elements as to what he or She was doing or what position
vas occupied. MO Walt fail to mention pretty oyes of one or the
other girl end in general tried to create a friendly and cordial
atmosphere. when introducing a Bossism girl PAVLECKKO stressed that
She spoke perfect Ukrainian.

After the introductions PAVLICRED made a short spot** velcomimg all
present and opened the Evening.

PAVLECHKO continued: We have come here to meet each ether, to talk
like Meads aid smahaage our views. We also would like to read some
of our paw, and we regret that many ether Ukrainians did not come.
I ea thirddaig of other members of the Merielkti and Canadian delegmtioas.
As I am going to hold this *moll% in an isformal wow, I propose that
we start with a disommodem4 with am =Waage of risme by question and
answer amd them we shall read our works.

XCEOTEME am& others agreed with PATLICEKO, although eons of the Sow
Proposed to start with poems, As the majority, inaladimg all of
ear 'romp, was for discussion, PililCUKCIs proposal was accepted.

PAM:CHEM U011, Um let us begin vith loostimas. I mould like
to oak our poste free across the ocean, what to the present *Stoat:ma
at the Ukrainian "Migration la the State* and °amidst Mbat are its
prospects mod perspectives for the future as the old ones are dying off
and the youth is beanies assimilated? What is our understamding of
the pretties and are you aware of It?

-2-
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BOBAGHBVSBX: The existence of the emigration, its "to be or not to
be" concerns not only Ukrainians but all immigrants. It is obvious
that some part will become assimilated and absorbed into theist:wises
and Csoadien milieu, but at the same time some pert certainly will
reaain nation:11y conscious conscious of its °Asia and its treditions
and will maintain its spiritual contacts with the Ukraine. There are
mom proofs of this: social and political orgaaisations, newspapers,
naSarinee, cultural and scientific institutiess, Ukretnian schools,
etc. The Irish, who lost their netive league. OW centuries ago
have retained their sense of nationality, yet have become me of the-
most influentisl ethnic groups in Amerwma politics sad staintain their
spiritual cestaet with /raised*

MAC had. a formal euostiom and, referring to the two represeetatives
of the Soviet press, "MtimmulrOlsette" of NosoCa'sa4 "nnled • Ukraine
of 111411,4 asked if they would print anything is their papers shout the
Evening. This was followed by a 4Asinutston in 'which %MC defended
the view that there should be at least a +communique on the meeting*
PAILMSKOaereed with him but then in the course of the discussion
it was decided not to make any notes during the debate itself. (Cne
of the Mists took notes from the very beginning.) BAVIX/M0 also
thought that in the report an the meeting oelY %%Loa abauld be
mentioned, without stating names. Then he referred spin to BOnACHBVSKfls
assertations and eanted to Mos more about *minima schools in the
States, how they sere organised and has many children they had. He
wee also interested in Ukrainies scientific argasisatioes, 'writers
sod poets.

OUNYK stressed the very *portent role of the poet .iwar influx of
Ukrainians to the States, which added to the old emigration an educated
sodsolitleolly articulate elm:meet. This Me 4 Amorous "injection'
into the old emigres.

MUM: But ghat beams if there isn't smother war sodas new
influx is forthecetingt WM, will give these "iejeations" thee?

012111K explained that the Ukrainian emigration save* immram4res, now
elements *Minh will continue its week. Helpful in this rompaet 10
also the fact that the Ukraine hes finally appeared is the tstereational
arena. He mentiemeiMrsinine representation is the United Mations and
Bartio*Pattes of the Omani ta various intereatiOnal ereinisstiens.
All this stresgthens the netiomel comecimmaneem of Ukrainian* vonr5"-
shore. *m oven third sentraidentkreisions in the States sad Canada
are proud of their Eitaeloissa origin.

BOSITSKY agreed with what OUNIK said, but is his opinion Ukrsinian
representation in the internstional arena, even in such fields as
sport, was very limited sod deliberately overlapped with that of the
USSR. The Ukraine did not even have a separate sport representation

.3.
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in the 01$111$10 Glees*

EAVLICHKO: It is true, but not comPletely as you may. Ukrainian
sportsmen are getting very much attention in the Ukrainian Soviet
press. Our teams like Spartak,and Dynamo are gettlAe firat place as
the teams of the Ukraine.

RUDHUSat WO have* Ukrainian team called Trident. by not arran ge a
match between your and our teams?

gimrligoauramed annetning tooth* effect really, ehr not and thee
likekett =MOTO as editor of "Youth of the Ukraine" to tell the oasts
how the SOW Ukrainian press follows Ukrainian sport.

gagiSTS: We have 4 groat NOY Mande of Vert. me have to devote
much room to Ukraialan extort natahes• *Sough Ukrainians do not
participate in interimati4malneAnhes as a separate team, individual
Mrainlimm sportsmen and their enceleems are videlY P ehlteltzed ea
the Mos of the fereigeand Uhrainiaa press.

BOUM I can tell you also that if the Ukrainian press start ariting
shout Byoloruselan or Aratenien sport and neglected our own, it wad
be flooded vith protests. Headers slog/ demand that the Ukraimiaa
preen write 'bout 1ikr4141411 sport.

1000AD3KSi I kaiser it you are getting at (referring ter4HU)MIESHI).
lbe4 vent the Ukraine to Immo its eve embassies. It is a rather
enenlinatel pithier. Ask Steve for instance. He studies international
realties and international lav. The Ukreine is a federal part of the

Soviet Weft. Her interests are inseparable from those of the Wen,
and therefore ate is represented by sue eeheser, the ellAletee 00e•
A, separate Ukrainian libasey is *WI Man0004garY, There is no
mood for It. Maybe In, Canada it vonld be useful, as there is a large
Uhlreiatiesetieeritr. Hut it is not needed anywhere else. Ar got imaging
we have fifteen repOhlics. It could mesa, that if the Ukraine is panted
aerate dialematio rwrosentationg all other renehlics should Set It
too. But vhat laths purpose or It? It vould only coat a great sosourb
offinaey. 4Ust mauve are deve100101145141001111ture and we met Weed
suCh enpenditurees This •questing is closely cOnnected with finances.

Mini M412;4000** representation is every *portant Wales for a

001001014 but I would. lihn to Mara foilsman them nentionsd at
tkeitm4004446 Ise.", the survival of the Uhraialea omieletina. I
v0u14, tike imisab4 *hat are the prt0Peets of Ukreinians in the Ukraine
Itself? is there a. peateibilitr that they will be assimilated oast
finally Motet their national "ego?" Ems the existence at the emigra-
tion depends .on the survival and strength of the Ukrainian nation
on its oua soil.
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/s question raised quite a ccemotion smug the Om and
several of them viutted to answer its PAW= reserved the reply
for himself, taking adventaze of his itussition OA master of ceramics.

atirli/CRICOa Tour question sounds thoroughly unreal because you don't
know whet is going on now la the thrainei There can be no talking
about easinilationi Cm the contrary, ittust now we are In the process
of II vigorous resurgence and devallapaent. The ration is producing new
talents, noir poets and witers.yoUngi Sem you have our KOROTIVII,
and there are muay 14.e hint: MM. terna nd ICOMENNO. Hach has
*banged in the Ultraine• Our literateire in this respect is first in
the Soviet *Lions A nation that poduras such a strong yousg literary
elite cannot be in decline. hin Mrs es ve3,1 la•that ta the era of
the cult of personality (ead it is to be nentioned, because, as I
told you betere, we should put aLl cards on the table and speak sincerely
sad openly) much damage ins dram to thaninian culture. Many theocrat
people were persecuted and liquated, ceramists and neamoonemaistsi
Dirt too*, it is different. Our cultural develsnolat to toolgeloins:Judging for instance from the new Ihneinien phertqr of the yang
ation. They create, seorch for new frays, for WSW ranted. It is
the donales of life. There is 4 great interest in thrsiniet
vork on the part of our peoples The *cite tfloreinion nation fullers its
developient• Take for instance our yews Psoto . Rov =or we ores
but ell overworked. nu: all parts of the Ukraine we are invited to
read our poems Poetry is am very popular in the Moraine.
personally get such invitation almost ovettly deg wad I can lartly vork
and write enything really good and new for lack of tine. hi this
field radio rad television play a we important relei IOU can't
isassine idat changes in the popularisation of Ulnetistion litereture
have takes place in our favor since vs pd	 *Oft on radio and
talsrdsiosi To :ma !MOO, to every peasant, to every sirale men, as
noater before. Oloaninimi vord sad tirairdem song reach out.
=Ms amuse me, but you meastinned a few names of iltrainiact
young poets, / iseder *ether they sr* representative of a santeral
develop:tett or peon, or maybe they are *lust eserationss
hiVIZZOCO: Steve, I can asemere yea theft are not exceptions but
proof that there is a nes, strong generation growing op in the
ISamaintan nation, of the mem native you think is Wag eselailatediLet the tater Of %Mods Okeviiin“ WI poet abet vide and deep interest
there is in thrsivian literature, lespage and history'
altdOOLTS: As IPA editor I Ow you 44 an rang* the batten we are
flooded with. Our editorial beard 14 onall but we get thrasends of
letters every year. Se mad their vorkek Others criticise our
mar wad articles. Still others have dozens O f Ottotioso 'bout
tikrainian literature, culture awl history* We are only can paper autd,
you utot know bow PAW Ubraislazt Papers there are in Kiev 04 other
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cities. And they all got suck letters. As Dmitro hes already said,
poetry is very popular. /*et* and writers read their works is public
meeting of yowls end old.

PAnixamco: Itm *vs lagging behind in the Ukraine. We hove
had great development in the industrial field since the war, which
ruined our tooacey sod brought great human losses. I was in Canada,
and 1 want to tell you samething, I saw with reference to cur Zialeafing.

visited in Canada the twill of an old. emigre. And what did
see there% On the wall was hongbag a portrait of Petbars and next
to him his son Pet a portrait or Gaggaria• I think it was sysiblots.
The old emigre lives still in the pest he brought with him from the
Ukraine decades sge. And he demi net know the present theelee• When
we bean to talk he kept remembering straw roof*, (Indio* and eklitatery."
He eeeeet even deediee that the amino has ehaagod end, that riuste•
tramsfOrmetion has taken glace in ell spheres of peoples' lives.
Just imagine, tor inelesmo, what champs have come to Ilkraimirm
Peanut*. leder he has a television set. Be can see end listen to
a concert in Kiev or an opera in Nnocew. Ile can listen to Ukrainian
waiters and poets. And we poets and writers have to follow tOn bosoms
vs oalet tied access and am* of communiesidsg with cur viewers
and readers, common laborers or peasants to get acquainted with their
oey of -Wafts& cemseleusness and feelings.

mum romarked that be was glad to hear this but he had some
relerietions, e.g., was it net true that the same industrialisatien
Waging up the seems* stoultaneously was eemencive to the isms.
tionalisatiem of the alsaiaisa population? The village chem. their
44,144240104, 100t their Ukrainian traditions. Youth is alevieg to the
cities. in Which the Swim element is Soodeetomet aed veers
Ukrainians are adajoeted to

MVUGUin intersuPted Mel Steve/ I hoM, Oat you are pima to 011
That Oltradailla cities a" bipedal alsidaledi that the Bombes* is
nussified. I have heard it mow times. But I can assure you that
motkleg like that hapeee. it is true that fres old times, before
the reledrddAm,	 cities were crowded with Massless, Jews and
tamer smddsre34t140.

01.11rat And the Embus was emegetel, geodes?

IMMO: Tim. but today' it is ilifThreit. The growth et Ukrolubma
culture woods Liao to the cities. Thus # tor emote, we imatt
Mussiamit a poet who writes is Ukrainian, Mort TKIMICOV. lie
Lives in Kharkov alai tow fro* basis, Ant you *ow von that Kharkov
never has been very tilralaisa• There have bees sany Itseeiess. Ificy
did Taerainv start to write Klultiaisal and ohy dole he love Utauloien
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literature and language? But he is not the only one. There are may
Bussiaes, meihers of the SPU (Uhion of inciters or the Ukraine) who
wit. in Ukralmiaa. I'll give you *mother eneags. *bum was a
completely Musa= city before sad litter the revolution. But todaY
it has gives, um several Ukraildait poets. On whet vere they breog*t up?
What attracted then to Ukrainian. literature? r can give you namy such
examples. The Ukrainian nation lives sad makes progress.

BOUM I mould like to *trees that abet Steve is asserting *bout
deastiomalisetien.of Ukrainiaas and their Mussification is siMPAY not
true. JUst an the contrary. *MUM* are other settenalities which
are teeming Ukrainianimed• There are BUssians who 1111, in villages
and cities with a prodeminamtly threildalipopulatiatt. They attend
Ukralaies schools, learn the Ukratalen lalemage, and
became Uhreinianimed. I tali Steve two dew* age and explsiaed to
him that this was no problem for us a% ell.

anzasso and IMOOMITS: Tea, ve quite aven0 with rem. We look at
time problem the same raw.

.01XMTK stressed that he did not vent to mesopolise the discussion
for himself and PAVIJOBKOs but he vela like still to raise one other
question: It is obvious that development of literature Is dependent
oa general development of laagmage. This NOWAK was actually raised
in the Soviet Ukrainian press in the 1990% when the necessity was
streamed net only to fight for the Ukrainian lemenage is the cities,
but also for its purity.

SOBRV/t reef yes, but you mmst understand that we have to knee
Russian as amass of cesmusioattea in the Soviet aim,

CCM pointed out that he was not aemiast learning Ibutsian as vell
as any ether Malin languages but Russia* must not be taught at the
oast of Ukrainian. lie sestioned an article by MORO= In *Literary
daaatte in 1958 SOMA the Purity of the argils's* lameness *irk eroded
with a mamma statement that tree nouns* *we *hail tight a sacred
ear against the polution of our lemaimisi" eittag fir that WOW.
WWI kb/War and snarcineing a whale aeries Of articles OL the ealsjoat
in the future. But stythisg happened.

OVINIC also told *bout the existeace of Russian groups for sysintala-
tag the purity of MMilien4 This vas wits a surprise for the beets and
either they sere not aware of It or telt calmoshat mammy about it.

PAVIATOKO: Tee, it is tore that ISMOSBNKO wete about it. But it
is WA true that there have been no ether articles on the sit4eet.

austioned a. few awes and asemthes noting also offaambaste dates
of their appearance.) 84, you see' la think shout it ant remind our
collaborators, oar Yen% writers aid poets and our readers of it.
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This problem is being discussed by our poOPlo. we also raise the
problem in our “internal paw" (probably me sort of ilitereel bulletin
of the EIPUL thou& not all is published.

liolke mentioned articles by UMW directed against the Ukrainian
languags•

PAVUOILKO seemed not to have noticed his remark and csatteuel:It
you V* talking about the purity of the taming= language, them
I must my that this problem exists for you, but not for us. lour
likreinian lenguage t as I knee it from Year mere Lad msgazineso
is Ott/guided and mixed up with Amiga. words. Nobody. Wks twe
vales Like tett mos in the zise. You just simply arc lifting'
behind the progress our langusge has rade.

maetioned a fen emigre peers such as "OhLakh Pemoirr," sUitralni.
she MVO" i'lluebasna tiormina. * FAVIXEKO said he had had en
opportunity to met some of the editors of these powers during the
time Festival in l956.

sum marked, that it did net matter that our language is the
emigration nes net completely pure, because at mattered use its
status in the Ukraine Itself, Beeides, eany people *bread came from
the Western Ukraine, and furthermore, it WS rather difficult to
ko4P ma' s losdPoSe pure uhea in a foreign eavirommst.

PAINAMICO: les, but you say our tihreislams are beconieg dematioa.
Was& and look here, here with us is Anastes girl uho speaks
4001021amt timialms. (the girl grinned but kept silent.)

NUESMIX asked PA') i •z:1, vhat he knew abaft the delivetion.

MUM= sold he did not knee very mak but had heard shad sane
erttace writers Aug poet*. Re mentismed a few nem from the Sentess

iielieWridlia leeke, the sculptor. He had me difficulty is developing
the tote, sed our grow started to help. This dem*ed into a
tateileg about our asidements abread and the Bova seemed to be quite
logoessed.

MOWS isurted to he bar many memers *milldams had in the
states.

0004•BIr emlowratad at lawn turn* POWs are pal/Shed in the
U.S.. and Ossada.

SONIMOTO *skied vimother they reprinted amy Soviet works.

FAVUUMMI lbw print very little poetry, and if they 40, then =XV
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vhat is usefUl for them. I acw "Sidalit peremohy", but there vas no
poetry at all.

OM= explained that most of the papers PAVLIOUNO mentioned were
organs of political parties and ergenisationo and they obviously
vire little seasermed with poetry, Lola, *helm emigre and
publiShimg "Iskra", 41d not care for poetry either. Oa the other hand*
the emtgratlea has maw literary jeurmals and publicatiens. 10
mentioned "Suchase4st'" to MOniCh end "Novi Dal * in Canada. mums=
added "Kiev" in Philadelgidem,

PA1=0101 Yes, but shim yea reprint our vertu, * the* de it in tote*
Atheist pickles UP only ports ebb* eerie your purpose. Mims when
you reprint the works of NOMMIT1016 do it la their entirely* not omay
excerpts. MO is to be kappa is f0110 amd,eme Should read both his
good sad meeker works. Ikmov say ea. geed literary eslaxbas• fhle is
"Za Symin Okeemon." It is vell edited it yeti POreleramorta tie*
Ukratme. It is read Wow peeple4 Allyourpoots and	 in
particular the younger ones * should write for "Za Slam Okesmen."
Support it in this **y ip and at the same time let us in the Ukraine
hem what you are creating. 10u Should wit. to "Zs Wet' Okeiesse
regardless of your political convietiese, "Zap Weft mememe"
sagest*. that maintains contact with the today's Ukraine * salidarines
iteelf with the soviet veten in the *rats.* eel it reflects the pro-
Saves the Ukraine has sad* hitherto. (MOM The osassilse is meteriscalr
parewOoviet.)

OLX111 explained that this me lapossitasf at PAW S:WO Iwo it
very vell himself. Our miters and pests have eoinimbely4Iffereat
political views from these or stla *pie ek*****o n and the latter is
his tars would sever Wall* 0107 of sursatsiriskt,

PAVLIMMED: And	 Should they not alloy it?

orznic explained assist that it see because of bath difference is
the apparleal of the political aad eoctio Noeetalsie eyeteeth the Obrates.
lie aesthete& that should UM or MUMbe uillisn to ptiblish their
works, they would sever be aoseapted by the editor of "fa %oda Cheasia,"
precisely fer the alacretosestesaed reams.

SliNitine asked MVO= Jaw onmasta	 mum= antevered that
he vas en old poet tfcto left the Novist Vales &arias WV II ant we he
was "as absonal parses."

MIMS vatted to Wow it* 01.4200C had aide a elatinstica betimes the
political and apolitical press. No could not understand it.

01.10121C explained the problem to =MTN and pointed to the fact



that even is the Soviet Union there vere purely political papers and
more literary ones like "Literatures Seseta" in *seaweed "Literary
Ukraine" in Kiev. He mentioned aside "Suabsenist" and "Kievm and
gave an example of the other aspect with Lenin's "Iskre."

MUSTS paid someotre to the effect that all should be political
in general purpose as it was in the Soviet Wee. He menticeed that
recently all Soviet mere had celebrated the first *ditto, of
"Pravda" and maey readers vented to see it in original publication.
There, an the first page vas a poem.

OLYNYK said that he had Seen this number of *Pravda" but he did net
think that because of that *Pritatm" vaa a literary paper. He
memedemed else the feet that *bile Zoete ves puhliaktag ilekran as
a purely political orgam of his party, there were many literary emigre
papers at that time concerned enlY with litorotaro.

 I still insiet that you aboW4Lewmaciate yourself with
tta Orntm Chagnon" and publish rearverks• is it. it is very bee that
Ukrainians diff4mr among themselves. Some recoseiste the Ukraine as
it is end the others. dream of an imagined Ukraine Ski* never
existed end pretedolyeavervill. Leek, today we prepared this
Evening of Uhreirdealitereture sad invited ell Ukrainians free the
States and Canada who came to the festive'. AM what happened? Slime
came and others didn't. For earns reason they keen Amide.

OLINTE explained that there was so called "progressives" who fiver
the present system in the &inlet Ukradem4 and the majority of Ukrainians
abroad, who are called by the Soviet press 'n-progressives" and.**
are eepinst the Soviet writes in the Ukraine.

ISHM11101emiked 01.1N/K abettor he cemaddlenmkkhimself to be progressive.
01. 444. snevered that in the true *ease of the word he was progressive
but not is its Soviet meanies.

A baloWill YOURS MLitt Steve has remarked Shout progressive
Ukrainians, 'as we cell thee, and the Others...monwprogressives."
What vas bolded his tbanght? I toil Mahe*. HO seats to toil us
that there are in keerriee	 04140ftligto wbe emmame mognat
the Soviet regime and ahem the tionieise people have rejected forever.

ISOMUCH: They are the Woe people* the same bandits who killed
ineenent Soviet peeple. They collaborated with Hitleribeesed. for
Poi organised robbery attacks en Ukrainian villeses. %ware
the same ores the killed nine *rebore of trial4 sat thvirs
into a will. lidep does Steve defend these peep,/

OL1101K remerked that the disomesiem vas Wilts a political turn



but since it vas so* he voted to stress that because Ukreinine, nation,.
allots did not agree - politically with the cOmmunistel it gave the
letter no ridht to cell their political opponents bandits. There
WS a vet betook. the nationalists and the commueists and there vas
nothing strode about the fact Itself. The same thing happened
!tow ether natifte. We Ukraialens are no exception to that. We
are also divided ideolegieellr• But ve* on our part at least* admit
that our ideologioally differing CaSsetriots are also Ukrainians.

PAVLicHSSI Steve * unit* ve: are not telkirg about politioal OPPeneete
but about ruthless/A boats. You vereaft there and you don't kilos it.
But we lived UM& it* Therefore terrible times in the Western •
Ukraine* and imement people were escrifined. I vas peso* wolf
in a village vbea sixteen childrve end young boye* tegethar with aft
and omen . were dragged out of a sells' The mitismallet Uead"
had throw:, then in there with their hands tied together. This vas
an atrocity yahoo in hieteryt

OLVITK: Idee% hoot about the event you deser1004* but if we start
talking Omit atrocities* then we Should else mention those of the
MOD* sadNOB. about torture* abootings0 prisons,depcoletiens to
Siberia ant colmontrettee camps. I vender Oboe vs Wall lama. The
Soviet regime Is the last that *hold raise its voice *hot atreeities.
I think its conscience is filthy enough in this respect.

PAMICUMS: We are talking *bout Mitlerite colishbootors * 014 we Should
not peso over the lx0b1400 in silence. SPA =A have heard about
NaChtigale" What a ate title and +that *treaties Sere committed
by that vat. ter • Witleriteets mosey the Ukrainiaa estionaUsts
odme to the Ukraine old helped the ememyte tormeet the people. And
then sifter the var* they fled /hook promoting themselves as. heroes
of the Wand told you thirytelee About the liberation var. 21300*
day eontamomillilleArm. And lefty they serve imperielletio
intelligence services agein foramina's .. This is handitien without
COIWAS011e

elinet Why is it that you can bandit* the Needle oho Ought tors
different system and Sedegemdenes in the Ukraine vhille at the some
time row press depiets* fer instose* partisans In Algeria fightiag

, for their iadependeacevith very cruel mass* as freedemotighteria
Whom is the differeeest beton* the not of theta, and that of
the Algorism liberatdanmervemeatt

F*VlXmQDt You commot cow° it.

' 0/.12UX; lot an MULL and doe ,t Interrupt. I am asiinst any kind
ofa atrocity but as one seys* *ear is var. This is not a play* and
people get killed.

U.



PAVLSCHKOt But is it oar? it vas already otter the war, vim the
Hitlerites had left the Ukraine. These gams* attacked Ukraimtaa
villages and killed innocent people. I shall give you an usage.
A village soviet is being elected and nobody vented to became its
ohairman, some for fear of the HPA 'wide. Finally an elderLio
simple peasant was elected, one vhe knew nothing about politics. And
what happened? The smut day after elections he together with his
family and other members of the villas, soviet humg en limetrees in
the street. they were Waged by the bandits of the UM. Do you call
this war? this is stmply cruel bamditrys

OtZ1111: It was a war and it was a revointionammar. I dolt think
there Is amy need to remind you of the Outdoor Hevolutiow..how with
utter cruelty the Commmeist regime settled secounts with its smomies.
Ifor mew innocent peeple were sacrificed? Bet you cell It a struggle
of the people esminst oppression and seek excuse* and justification
for cruelties esamitted. AM there are Laos am& Vietnam todey.
Hew do the eommunIst partisans treat the innocent population there?
What *bout burned villages and killings of yam and ahildree? AM
yen call that all "liberstica var. Why them do you use a double
stamdard..ome for freedoms amd a completely different ene for
your ova people?

PAVI2ONNOs atone* listen. 'bat kind of partisan war was it? The
Hitlerite armies were already beaten end these bandits still costinmed
their attacks on villages. Why did fotpek le partisans act mistreat
the civilian population? TheY eauld have.'

OLINIK1 remarked that the debite was getting rather heated and be wasA

afraid it sight explode,. Furthermore, At bedtime practically
m000polised by himeelf and FAMMO and it vas time for somebody
else to any susethiag. For instance, =CM' imol so tar kept silent.

NOBOTICR:I think it is Very good that we have gathered hereto exe
change our views We should have such meetings more often. We have
just seea bow little we knew about each ether end how sack is unknown
to as. We should *Wad* actual contest, publish our literati works
and exchange our literature also. Odr contact slimali be bowed ea a
parson • to • person basis and we Should eat

He oontinued to 0140p this theme, *ad it looked as though he was
just repeating the gist of 14MACHBVISrs peephlet Narintiftsaletrii".
*Wh ys were distributing in Helsinki.

PAMPHKO: Yes, I quite agree with WOMB. I mentiomed yesterday
that we thmact02104ize acommow intermatiesa congress of young
;Sets like what is being done by scientists,torloologiste# historians
sad others. And why shoulde't we arrange such a meetims With the
Ukrainian poets of the States and Canada? It vould be very useful.
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MAC remarked that it was true we did net know very much about each
other. But the mama for this was that we were getting so little coa.
tact and literature from the *mime. øe mistimed as an armpit that
he was going to write a thesis about Ukrainian musical instruments,
but his professor at Coluibia Usivexsity refused to approve it,
Pointing out to him the fact that there was no available literature
en the subject.

BOSSUVoivised NAC to settle his prOhles through the usivereities.
Columbia should writ. to Kiev Usivorsity or mem to the Ukrainian
Academy of Sciemes, and they will certaiely send my materials requested.
MAC motioned that he had tried to get some broke free the Amos.
latima for cultural Comftets with POW. Count*tee, but ell in vain.
ROBIOV tried to mouse the Aostaintion, paintiog to the fact thst they
could not snorer every privattimme, and eme should make requests
through libraries amil universities. He also martioned cultural
=ohmge between the USSR and the USA and stressed that acerbate*
Americans should foliar it up to 	 that Ukrainian materials more
included. OLT= remarked that sometime it was rather difficult to
go ** in Prattles. He matimed that in 1959 the Sheveheako Scientific
AmeciatiMan old rod well knew scientific institution, wrote
to Franke alvereity in Lie% suggesting a comma courtroom for
celebratim of the Sheveheako Centemial. NWCh time passed without
soy answer. How then tan es develop and maintain contact when eat
side does not with to do rost

BOBROF tried to magi* that the esigretim should net take too formal
a position, i.e., as though such suggestions from the migratim
were from** equal partmer, a state is sactio4 and had to be metered
positively and **lamented eager any oircumstances. 'lie are the white,
a areiniam state," he 00141101041 "IVA Oa are 014 an eligrstiOW
Parthermere he thought tbat meth more impeetent were contorts between
Ukrainians as tailviduals, in sudh amaw a* they were doing just
than "us should set temiltir with each ether sad seek for comma
interests that vedid sot &OSA* as, but ese the tontrary unite. We
have 100111111 sad tat/root* as Ukrainians everywhere. When we return
to Kiev' we shall mist this emestimaed you Amata do the sem with
your people, riVa:peur writers end poets. Perheps something will cone
of it."

ftrisgsgOI lee„ yee, just like is written in the Hely Script ems
"Kook and the 400r1411 be opened."

SIMMS asked that is being printed abroad.

OLENBK: We publish mostly saw materiels that give us Insight into
todges	 literatare. We cannot print very much as we Jack
money. Beme works we also media the original. On the ether head,
we do much roprinting, in particular of those writers and poets who

•3*
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cannot be published in the Ukraine. For instance, recently ve
printed the works of MYkole Kalish, Which never had been published
before.

PANUCHKO: Of course they don't print my works, because from time
to ties t run over nationalists.

=Masked vhother het PAVL=0, thought abet be was doing vas
right. Was he not westing his taints end doing more berm than
good? Such thing* would lead nowhere, and moreover they compromise the
people who use them As a owns of fishtine their Moments. This is
the reason that it is often so difficult to have soy reasonable
discussion with Soviet Ukraiaian in Kiev. "lasteed of or soodemic or
intelligent debate, we get only abuse sad instal* on the pages of
the Soviet pre**. For instance recent]; AL Sister/ or arniminn
Literature by Pretammn.Chiablev:kiy vss pOblished. The eritique
in the Soviet piss was so full, of personal abuse, slender and filth
that one could simply net reed it without becoming oshau lesi for people
in Kiev. And abet far? Wouldn't it be better ?rewrite a seenine
scientific critique and oppose Chiebevekly in a resaleable neener as is
being done everywhere in the world? There Greasily similar instance,.
It is *bout time to end such practices."

PAVLICISCO: If they attack end abuse me, then I return in Undo and
X shan't give up.

In other verde, you are going to stick to the principle
la tooth for a tooth."

PAVLICSKO: Yes, a teeth for a tooth. We shall abuse as loft en
they abuse us.

OLT= referred again to contacts frea *broad with terniscian writers
in the Ukraine end asked *et in this field was being done by the
Association for Culture" Contests With Pereile Countries.

PAULI:CR=1mA SUSS= both tried to rumor this question but slather
of then Mei:What the Association was actually doing. /MICR=
isentioned sonething about contacts between the Ukreine and progressive
groups in Canada and in the States and that prespessive5visited
the Ukraine. All be *odd 007 besides was that the Association was
pwhlishing "Visti aUkreiMii" Finally, bescemised that After his
reture to Kiev he would talk to the Assooleflon because he himself
was not a melber or this sremelsetien *el really did net know *soh
*beat its activities.

001114 eamomMWWL blIKUNCLIWOr end BCOACIONSKTs mentioned that
Igkraluisu publications very often were printed in mall quantities.
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'AMMO admitted that this vas true, but it vas dose aecordiag to orders
received from reader*. But it did mat matter, because television
and radio, plus public readthioso compensate for it. As as annign
her esatiomed his verbs, thick had been publiShad in small mounts,
as he an not yet mudh knew in all parts of the arable. He pointed,
aloe to the fact that in the States ewe verbs are published is
smaU quamtitisso too.

Theo there vas a talk *boat Slawchethe i t monument in Coned*.
pnifileno 4j4 sot Woo it become Sisercheeke wee presionted there as a
peassat sitting. 01X111X answered that there had been mmeh emegetio,
tins =mg seulpters and it was their bustaess, He also added that
the onstement *Leh dli be erected la truirlagnin will to much better'4

Somebody mentioned Suositteation agita. AMINO Sealed it and
pointing to the tact that the threistiot potential was inereasing,
said that even Stalin. had not ben Ole to do sock harm. Tina, while
Tartars. who eollaboratot with Somas were cempletely displaced, this
WAS net the one with IThrialaisas.

MOM started to wind ig? the discussion, sithough tomoolly that
use to be dime b IMIORNO. ais gm a positive appreleal of the
evening, stressing that it bad bon useful for both sides. Such
meetings should be arranged more often between young people of the thrathe
and the arigration, between poets and writers, journalists, eft.
"We all should west towards• developing, proper wettests between the
IScretion anti the orivation." Neither he htecelf Mt' his esslisseas
would dare to persuade emigrants to repatriate, but esignume AIWA
visit the amine because it would give than et better understanding
of tedses Ukzetises.

Siam and others fon the ZPIOSIVR anp old in their turn that they
agreed in priariple with that he said sad were also &had about the meet.
Istg. "It brought us seenthat closer to oath or as lama Wage
and likralnians end gave us am copertenity to develop friendly relations."
Then it was proposed that MILD= eat KStONZS reed their pone,
&Mous% there wee Val little tine left.

=OMR was the first to read his four pow, one *boot Easevolundor.
Then SAWA=• read his three short pones. 141 presort were ‘&1410
improssee and there was a dramatic end enatimal erigeoesphere. SAVLICHKD
reed an poen which he hid 'written during the festival. It lisela*t been

yen. MOM and Sitiosnart the correopethant from Nesecv
tecaturna deseta," node a ow of it *ad were ping to send it

directly to *sow sad Elev.

Then PAVLSINKS end UM= said a few words on their on as poets.
They stressed amain the euesees of the meths& the necessity to
°remise snob meetings in the future and the need to work for contact
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had mime private conversation with KSESTICH.

Despite the heated incidents on the UM and Soviet terror, the atom-
phere of the evening is rather pleasant, amiable and friendly.

Asti PAVLDIEKO was proving that the Ukrainian eltenest was increasing
and strengthened, satebii4 asked mama whet he thougjit about it.
NORWICH answered that he agreed with MAIM% and as an eximsxle
mentioned his stow in a village mar nor one maser, where he had
to act as interpreter between Ukrainians end Inseleas.

During mention of the Ukrainian pram abroad MOMS remarked that he
had hs4 no access to nSucheenist," although seas people in Kiev had.

PAVLEIKKO, what stressing the need for bolding * meeting of Ukrednian
poets and voltam from. the Ukrikiae end the adoration, mentioned as
atornative places Kiev med. New York. This report goiks a rather
omplete picture of the debate baited primarily on the reports of
OLINYK, idlidiVSICt and SUM. The other participate from EIFICEVE
made additional ocesterds thighs!** included.

The Evening, as well as other statements made by Soviet Ukirainians„
indicates that the Soviets plea further developtent of cultural and
other relations with the young generation of the Ukrainian migration,
in particular with young writers said poets in the States and in Canada.
Our response should be positive (actually it ine our idea) end well
prepared. We have a good chance to benefit free it in maw respects,
including the operational. At the same time, one has to take into
account that besides genuine motivation and the Worts or people
in Kiev and Lvov, it is arranged with the *aroma of the Kn.
We have to be prepared in advance sastast its ssestive serists.
lot way eventual penetration sad holrieraion but* for exeimplett a
ealoreadee of our maw intellectuals *broad in the eyes of their own
comannity might be me of the =Pi serv *ambitions. This mad
have to magerattee them also in the laillricaa end Cemitian eaniroment
and in this leaner aim at barring them tram active participation
in it. It can be awned that Wesom is getting quite concerned about
the future *attribution of young Ukaralabin intellectuals in various

fields of American and Canadian life and will try to aeutralise it
more and more.

SECT



SUBJECT: LUIZHEEK0 0 AnatoliY

L lo a naval engineer vho greduated from the Naval Institute of
Odessa and woks in some city en the Caspian Sea. He is a typical
communist aPparatchlk of relatively low intelligences a member of
the party. L is married. He refused to give his address and was
not interested in correepondenoe with SWEAR or **body abroad. HA
claimed to be able to reed an Englieh paper with a dictiasary. His
Ukrainian mixes with Hussies. in Helsinki L stayed en the Gruziya.
He vas meetly seem with 83:001=03.

L is aged 30.33; Pe; bread ahoulderej steckyj aark 'yes; full,
square face.

Oa 1 August L told SLUM during a three hour conversation that he
had read the literature of the emigratioa, a leaflet sent to Soviet
citing's.; by mall from the West. The leaflet advocated ideas,of
national communism but Latter having read it threw it may and
forgot about it, because national commualen had as appeal for him.

L denied that there was anything bad in the Soviet Won. If there
were any inertcominse and defects they vere in Stalin's time,
but since Nikita Khruehothev has arrived all is in the beet order.
Sven citations from the Soviet press he dismissed as Western propaganda
or misuneerstaadieg en the part of Western readers. There is no
Buselfication of the Ukraine either. Nobody vented to be separated
from Russia (perhaps 14 $ of the Ukrainians at the meet.) All
notions are very hippy in union with MUsela. He attacked the
emigration for aupporttag American celemialion end said there is
within like the Soviet system. Somehow he figured out that prices
of food In the Soviet alma are about the some as in the timited
States. There is no Soviet coloatalies. As proof of American
Imperialist' and aslosialionf he cited liatizAuteriaa and Berlin.
Americans have tumid Berlin, together with german imperialists, in-
to a hotbed of adheareionagmlnet the socialist countries, but soon
they will have to set out of there. The Vilted States is net
Interested in genulee disarmament, but in espionage against the
Soviet Union. That's Vhy President Kennedy has refused to accept
Soviet proposals en disarmament. The SeViet *Ilea does not vent war,
but Anemias does. As proof he oiled a statement by President
Nonasdy that wader some circumstances the Ualted States was prepared
to start a preventive var. (CB. This statement of President
Kennedy vas the topic violet ass used by all Soma is their attacks
against the United States.)
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THE INTER-DELEGATION MEETING OF THE USA AND
USSR AT THE U. S. CAMP, 1 AUGUST 1962

SLUZAR and BOHACHEVSKY attended the meeting at the U. S.
camp. The only attraction among Soviet guests was YEVTUSHENKO.
He looked bored and in a bad mood and could not be talked to seriously.

From the talks SLUZAR and BOHACHEVSKY had with several
Russians and two Ukrainians, it was obvious that they all had the
same briefing and stuck to the prescribed line. They all stressed
great improvement of living standards in the Soviet Union in com-
parison with 1920, the building up of heavy industry and economic
development in general and damages inflicted during the last war.

SLUZAR talked to a Belorussian from Mogilev. During the
conversation he mentioned that "recently" there were trials of
Belorussian nationalists and other traitors in Mogilev who collabo-
rated with Germans during the war. When S expressed her surprise
that these people could have successfully disguised themselves for
almost twenty years after the war, the Belorussian was non-plussed,
but another man from Moscow explained to her that the country was
large and in the confusion after the war, the traitors assumed differ-
ent names and could live under them.

The Belorussian denied there was any Russification in Belorussia.
Then he said that in Mogilev, out of eighteen secondary schools, seven
were Belorussian. When S asked him U this number did not prove her
point, he replied that if more Belorussian schools were needed, they
would be arranged for.

Also two Ukrainians, LULCHENKO and SIDORENKO (see sepa-
rate reports) stuck to the prescribed line, and talk with them was
simply useless.

/



SUBJECT: DUBROVA, Viktor, alias BOYAROV, GREGORYEV

DUBROVA belonged to the "administrators" in Vienna in 1958
and again in Helsinki. A KGB man of average intelligence, with
rather rough manners, he must be of a rather low rank. D was very
active in identification and surveillance. (He surveilled MAC on
30 and 31 July, on 3 and 4 August and later again. )

D claimed to MAC to have been in the US. in 1960 with a
delegation at Illinois University. He complained that Ukrainian
nationalists in the U. S. tried to "obstruct them".

D arrived on and stayed in Helsinki on the Gruziya.

• OLYNYK met D near the Gruziya shortly after the Soviets
descended from it. Walking around, 0 noticed D as someone he had
known from the Vienna festival as one of the administrators, by the
name of Viktor BOYAROV. D recognized 0, too. They greeted each
other as old acquaintances, D exclaiming, "You are Stepan, from New
Yeek, but actually not from New York. We know you are not from
New York, but if you wish, let it be Stepan from New York." (Later
he presented 0 in the same manner to other administrators and
delegates. )

Their talk was fragmentary and general. They talked about
their respective delegations and old friends from Vienna. D wanted
to know who besides 0 had come from the U. S. They touched the
problem of literature after 0 asked whether any Ukrainian writers
had come from Kiev or Lvov. D replied that only PAVLICHKO was
there, nobody else. He did not seem to be interested in talldng on
the topic and soon they were again snapping at each other as "veterans"
from Vienna.

Later D introduced 0 to PAVLICHKO.

On 1 August 0 took part in the meeting between the U. S. and USSR
delegations on the Gruziya. After hetbad left the Gruziya and had taken
a deep breath of relief, he was at once approached by a fat KGBist whom
he had met on 27 July through D.



The KGBist started to talk to 0 about nothing in particular and
it was obvious that his intention was to isolate 0 from D and other
administrators. A general conversation initiated by D soon became
heated after D asked 0 why he and others like him did not return home
to the 'Ukraine. 0 replied that first of all the young people in the
Ukraine should make real efforts to finish Stalinism forever. Then
perhaps he would return home. D was angered by O's answer and
began to attack him for intervening into internal affairs of the Soviet
peoples. He called 0 a bastard (bezbatchenko) representing nobody
and nothing. "Americans represent American youth," he continued,
"but whom do you represent? You are without motherland, serving
for foreign money. Why did you come to the festival? Why do you put
your nose in other peoples' Wetness? We shall solve our problems with-
out your damned advice."

In the meantime the KGBist called Yura TORSUYEV from the
Gruziya, who began to listen to the conversation, getting more and more
heated.

0 replied that since D was talking about unemployment in the
U.S. , the Negro problem, military bases, etc., he had the right to
talk about Soviet affairs, because was not all that D had attacked him
on intervention into internal affairs of the U.S. ? And why was it called
Intervention only when one began to criticize the Soviet Union? It was
clear to him that they were afraid of truth and they were running away
from criticism. As for the money, he would like to ask D for whose
money he had come there? As for representation, D should know that
most American delegates came as individuals, representing no groups,
but only certain principles and views.

Somebody from the group asked 0 what these principles were.

0 replied that they were principles of freedom, freedom of speech,
thought, religion and respect of the individual. At this point, he was
interrupted by somebody exclaiming, "We know what freedom it was."
0 continued that nobody can be condemned without court procedure; nobody
was sent to the wall to be shot for political convictions. Here he was
interrupted again. One from the group, that had gotten quite large (about,
20 people), attacked 0 for offending him, a common worker who had
worked all his young life and believed in the Soviet system. It was too



much for 0 and he simply told the man that he had not been asked to
the debate and had not even introduced himself. 0 continued that he
was able to talk to TORSUYEV (the latter flushed) without quarreling,
though they were of different opinions.

At that moment D started a new attack on 0. He called him a•
fascist, nationalist and traitor who had come for paid money to under-
mine and foil the festival. D finished his oratory with, If you would
come to us, to the Ukraine, I would show you how to work against us:"

On 30 July Roman MAC met DORICHENKO in front of Kultuuritalo
and tried with the latter's help to get inside the concert without a ticket.
It was, however, very difficult, because the administrators were very
strict on that. Finally, with DORICHENKO's help he succeeded. Inside,
after all had gone to the main hall, MAC met DUBROVA, who introduced
himself as GRIGORYEV.

DUBROVA was in an embroidered Ukrainian shirt and MAC asked
him whether he was a Ukrainian. He answered affirmatively and asked
MAC how many Ukrainians had come from the U. S.

M: How should I know?

D: I have met quite a few of you and nobody knows one another.
Do you know Stefko?

M: What Stefko?

• OLYNYK.

M: I don't know him very well, but I know that there is such in
our delegation.

D: You know him pretty well. You all belong to the same organi-
zation. If I want, I will know everything. I have friends who will tell
me all.

M: Well, it is good that you are so clever.

D: And you did not come from America. You are from Europe.
I know.
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M: Foolish talk. Here is my visit card.

D I don't want to see any card. You are also a correspondent,
just like OLYNYK. We are chasing him away from us. He was crawl-
ing to get introduced to PAVLICHKO. How many karbovantsi did you
get for coming here?

M: Could you tell me who pays me karbovantsi?

D I know everything. Everything. The camera you have you
were given.

M: And I thought you were really clever. Look here, this is a
Finnish camera for $10.

D Don't tell me anything. I know everything. Here you have
your Stephen OLYNYK. He came to us as a correspondent and intro-
duced himself differently in different places. You are the same kind.

M replied that he did not like a•talk like that. He had met a
blind "khakhol" in an embroidered shirt who looked like a devil. He
had met many people in New York recently. He had spoken with
IVASHCHENKO, because he himself was also a musician, but he had
never seen anybody as odd as D.

D: I talk sincerely with you. I am honest.

M: Then let us talk honestly and sincerely.

D How did you like our parade yesterday?

M: It was very nice. Your delegation was nicely dreamed, with
nice buttons, nice flags.

D And this son of a bitch Stephen OLYNYK said it was very bad.
I saw him in the stadium. He took pictures of us all the time. I asked
him what he thought about our delegation, and he laughed and turned his
thumb down. If he had been at home, I would have crushed him.

M: I admire your energy.



D: I can't do it here. We are guests, and so are you. He is
a correspondent. But you won't be admitted to the Ukraine either,
because you are also such a correspondent.

M: I don't know who is supposed not to admit me to the Ukraine.
Perhaps the Americatigoverament. But if this were done by the
Soviet government, it would only lose by it. I am all for peace and
t druzhbas . You must have seen me marching in the parade.

I). That's nice; that's nice. But you know, Boman, I don't
believe you. You know, this i.e my last festival. But you will probably
go to the next one.

M: I don't think so. It was my first and probably last festival.
I thought I would have a vacation here, but I was disappointed. The
trip exhausted me. One cannot properly sleep.

D No, you know, Boman, I was born in a village. I have learned
many things in my life. I know how to see through people, and I don't
believe you.

M: To hell with you. Who wants you to believe me.

They shook hands and parted.
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SECREI

Commis ow COSTACTS

Shortly before 1700 hourv on 27 JUly the Oruziya arrived in Helsinki.
It vas net by shout 1000 people, mostly Firms. Among then were
those with flowers and sines but the Wort* were salsekers.
From other delegation* there were esly s - fey Pica°, acetXY Smolt)
leaders. There vere quite a few Americans end, of course the leaders
of American delegetten. The velcome vas rather restrained, but it
did not prevent the Soviets free claiming later that it ves very vorm.

BMWs diesdarking the Soviet deletes and artists sang, threw
lesfints, tamWt Antares and fres time to time aborted lair 1 dxNufts".
Aammael 1120 they lows to damommod fres the ship. Among thma were
artistic groups**Georgiens, Amato llavuoUwas, sad Russians is their
national costumes. The daidAoprbes thorned:me, net *Pith these spews
wore all dressed ankle (beige milts, lemma shoes and rod shirts with
no Use) and with festliallishas. The Demmemol smoders had little
red nags in their limas.

On the ;der the Soviets were sort by enotimar grow of their caularkricris.
smobers at the Pregaratory 00multtee and tourists via, lad arrivol

esadier.

Beside the artistic groups, relatively few civilians disemberked,
They were mostly men aged °WOW, who by their bahaviour clearly were
"administrators" and smengers.

Nations/ artistic Sra4Ps give individual short performances which
were a Preview er ttias0 to eons. Georgians, Ukrainians and other
danced. Arembeldnanians played Jazz and awe modern twee.

The administrators and other delegetes were in theme:satins verybuor.
Wades slang or in two le or three's, tit:walked at once with the
public, gasAysiskiss eamerestion end asking questions for itentifica*
tion4 etchanglag pins Lansdale and obviously trying to get a pre*
View of things to come..

The artists themselves vere less comunicative, very often restrained,
but contact see possible to the presence of the administrators.
The letter wherever they hal noticed that someone "strange" hadegproaclied
one of their artists, hurried at once to the spot, and the usual
proOednre of NimoOttomilogs and photogregibing took its coarse.

As for technique of control, identification and photegrophy, the Soviets
seemed to be vell drilled. Accordieg to some of our people, their
proficiency vas even better is Helsinki than in Vienna in 1939.
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to by sifts and observe hom, delighted the Soviets sere vith shot the)!
saw. Very oftea one could boar in Russian, "see /maim it is and
only 3,000 or so in 1140 end in addition they give you 13% reduction."
They were amazed at the prices of overcoats and Shirts. One of our man
is actually provoked by a Georgian girl Into buyimg her a souvenir.
le StecImmemi, shen seeing that carman vas ',ming a shirt and a doll
for one of his Ukrninian friends, the deliberately stepped an his
foot to start a converentioa.

IPpan the very beginning the edministrators made it obvious that they
knew Mho 0431314 BOSACSEVSKI amd MAO vers. They told OLZNIK this
openly during his first "collective treatment" on* JUly sad indicated
it clearly by their efforts to comsat ether pawl* sith the above
three dates. They seemed disappointed that no lag shots" at ours
sere present in Selsinki. Thecv expected something similar to shat se
did in Weans, and they tried in advance to induce ems pimple from
Mhalch to come to 04144n1t. They used the absemce of "big Abets" for
attacking them la front of Mr paste potating out that they wore
bolas used typeliticiAns to do their dirty lark.
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INITIUMMOATIXII MN= CF THE MA AND MISR
ON TM =Zak I OM 1962

The Inter•delegation meting took plane cm the Orusiyel *ere a
part of the American delegetiou we meet of its Soviet counter..
part, and at the quarter or the US. delegmtloo, there the latter
we host to its Soviet counterpart.

A day before the meeting, the participants had to put their names
On a list. As it turned out, almost everybody vented to go to the
Smirk, and the leadere of the delegetiou had to divide the volumteers
into two grove.

BCINACIDIVEn and SUVAR impend to be en the list of hosts and Stephen
OLISUIC with Ramat SW on that of guests on the Orusiya. They
coulA eaeLly have avoided the assignment, but as the split of our
grew we acceptable, thew decided to stink to it.

=MX and Hie vent vith same trepidstiou. Bet riniArs after taking
into =Mad that they woad be with 150 people, they decided that
they had nothing to fear. They were deterodaed to play the role
or =ma Americau delegates, but to be col the safe side, asked
B and =VAR to call care imaellately if they did sot return with
the others fres the *mayo.

Departure of the drustiya ims Way& because first they waited at the
U.S. camp for the arrivel of the Soviet delegoticso. This gave cm
people the opportusity to check on the was comoing mug the Soviet
guests and if it vas neceastuy to stay at imme. Zt turned out that
besides 1011TUSSINKO, there we no see Of opecitic Interest. Ommo
sequently 0 and tiovert to the thusiya.

The buses with the American delegates-Above wove three of thee.
ehould have reathed the :.:(trunlya in SO minutee. •ihst it happened
emsethat differently. Ibis Finainit bus driven omoing to the min
road did not tan to the right, at they vire supposed to, but contatemed
etseight ahead. They did not ip very fax* ihrklealy there was
hills then a cliff ant then the end of the romi• Ow should return,
but hoot The road Ins so IWAVOW the* it vim impossible to stake e.
turn. Coe had to move beeloords. The lost bus we towing to do it,
but again it stagged.. *Smoothing has game wog with the engine,"
was the erplaustims. This meant that aU buses eon blocked.. The
Mash drivers vex* No:y*6 to fix it," but it we taking time.
America* timer could sat endure egy imus*,. and cries of *sabotage"
ware heard.
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II4 the beginning they talked about iiesexeLititkor their studies,
ocempartions Ma the festivek, Se= they touched political taglas.
T las interested SA allay prattle= awl did not agitate. Re asked 0
vhy Americans were against the festival. 0 explained that there is a
difference between the policy of the Soviet Won awl its declarations
of peace and frinedship, end althas*. the Soviet peoples eimuinely
wanted peace, the festivel itself, as an arrangement of the Soviet
orgenuneatal orgenisatien, was Trojan horse for the West. T seriously
asked 0 whether he thought the festival was really a Trojan Wm*
ither=0011 0 replied tint this us so and with a similar purpose,
to take us free within. T did not gaoler, but that set bin thinking.

T asked 0 soma ISNIStiegul like sty was there in the U.S. ouch great
eaosente inequalttw. Da 0 acknowledge at least sags tikrziat
theoriest lest las the *Owen bill? OS hod in mind pereeention
Of soassanista.) 0 explained that to him, pointing art that the
*Carron Act was eargeived as a setespaard againet espionage alai
admiral= end mair because the CIMA. was in liana with the MU
was the foam? andajeeted to the Wan= Let. T thought that the MUSA
had nothing to do with the OM, but asserted it rather imalitesztddly.
T asked 0 aelw the Soviet rate of =anomie growth was asaah higher
than the Algeria= one. 0 amplained that the Assuicen =may was
eitarated. eat ens had to look tar new fields Auld branches of industry
in *fah the ante of growth maid be increased. Sack transfer free
cue field. into essAilar was taking time. 0 gave an nomple with steal.
The American steel imlastry uses anly TO of its capacity and has to
lock for new damn& for steel because there is too math of it even now.
At the asae time, In the Soviet Won they have shortages in armything
and demand is always big. Added to that, their statisticians
measure evnything tw mewing it by low Wes. Oluze the Soviet
laden has enough steal, the rate of growth will also deeline.
Owas interrupted iry an Amertatua who, althou# he did not speak
inesign, =dental:A the* they were talking about 0001kaltie pr*lems.

asked. 0 that ms IQ?* sal after 0 explarinei, he =tuba bia.
elalming that the UM *tali have as high a sate of growth as the
Soviet WM if it isom3#1 hint a Stionted. 41103011(1114N 0-Anutined to
defend private econow, asserting that life iteedf proved the superiority
of private initiative.
Turning to T, 0 said, "Tasa see, we are both Marieens. We dean see
eye to eye an air eacsunts system, and we disease it wanly and
freely, without Wing afraid of being ovezheard or of danaciation.
We eau go hese and discuss it again, excimeging our different
views without any fear. This is freedom of thougist, freed= of
speech•" T was tressed., nodded with his head and theigOt.



SUBJECT: KOLOSOK, Petro
Kiev,
Velodimirdkty Spoik 2

K is a member of the VeryoVka Group and perferts with his brother
Aldnandr KOLOSOK. He is married to a Tatar-Russiano whose first name is
Valentina. They have a son 3. X told SAWICKI that his WO speaks only
Russian but she understands Ukrainian. Re is going to teach his son
to speak Ukrainian. K was in Vienna in 1950 with the Ukrainian group.
At that time he met °Mfg and some others of our people.

K is above all a daneer and does not ears much for politics. When
involved in political discussion he tried to stick to the official line
and defended the Soviet regime. He denied Russification in the Ukraine,
took far granted Russo-Ukrainian friendship and in the presence of
others tried to be very active in manifesting his loyalty to the party.

K helped the administrators in identification and asked SAWICKI and
others about CLEM to ascertain their connection with him. When
dancing with SAWICKI on 27 July, he led her deliberately in such a way
as to give one of the photographers a good opportunity to take her picture.

On 29 July K did not recognise OLINIK at once but then remmebered
him from Vienna and they talked ' was old acquaintaness.“ The Soviet group
was gathering for the parade near the Greaisys. X taOthat Veryoeka would
be in Januar)? 1963 or in the spring in Canada and perhaps also would
visit the United States.

O told X about Virekles performance 311 Washington and New fork. and
X commented that there could be no eompariomoof their awn group (Veryovka)
with that of Virakiy. Vir4dywas kith Class artistry and Verjuska ls ensemble
was just a Chorus,. But ampler, they tried to do their best, too.

They toothed on the problem of Ukrainians living in the Russia. 0
asked why, whmareas Russians have their schools in the Ukraine, the Ukrainians in t
Russian republic must send their children to Russian schools. K
confirmed that there were many Ukrainians in Russia but he thought that
their owneentratimmtwere not large enough to lustily the establishment of
separate Ukrainian schools. "One should not demand that the government spend
extra money for building Ukrainian schools in locations where there are
only 100 or even fewer Ukrainians in one lecatiecult
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0 pointed out that in 1926, according to Skripnik, who had recently
been rehabilitated there were about 6,000,000 Ukrainians in Russia.
According to the last Soviet census of 1959, there were 3,000,000
Ukrainians in Russia. It is known that there are completely Ukrainian
villages,An particular in Kazakhstan, but they have to send their Children
to Russian schools.

Kt Yes, but you know Russian is an all-union language and it is
being used as such by all nationalities so all inhabitants of Russia
should know it-I mean of the Soviet Union.

0: Yes, they Should know Russian, but primary and secondary schools
should have Ukrainian as the instruction language to enable Children and
students to learn their own language, history and culture. I would
like to stress only that Ukrainians Should have the same rights as the
Russians have in the Ukraine.

K: Russians and Ukrainians have the same rights, and when Ukrainians
in the Russian Republic want their Children to know Ukrainian., they
can teach them at home, in the family.

0 pointed out that in this ease the edbool cannot be fully substituted
for by home teaching. Besides, this has its political aspect and implicatiens.
Why do Russians have their schools in the Ukraine when the Ukrainians in
Russia have to teat!: their children their native language at home?

K: If a father decides to educate his Child in Ukrainian schools,
he can send Mx or her to the Ukraine.

0 pointed out the difficult position of such a father, with hem'
expenditures and separation from the family. Even from the economic
point ofifew it would be better for those families to build their own
school on the spot rather than send their Children to the Ukraine.

I: And why do you cal other regions of the Soviet Union "foreign
lands." We all live in the same Motherland * We all live in Russia* The
Ukraine is a part of Russia, and we feel everywhere at home. For instance,
my wife is Russian.

Pt You call it all Russia. And I thought it was the Soviet Union and
that the Ukraine was only a member of the Soviet Union, but not a part of
Russia.

K: (Very emphatically) Yes, yes, of course, I meant the Soviet Union,
not, Russia. Excuse me. But really, it comes out that such schools are
unnecessary* Nobody wants them and nobody milks for thee*



0: It 4108MS strange that among 3,000,000 Ukrainians, not a single
person wants Ukrainian schools for their children. Does this mean
that as soon as Ukrainians go to Russia they simply forget about
their nationality and their duty to educate their children as Ukrainians?

K: No, no, it is not that. They remain Ukrainians but this is
no problem for us. You are exaggerating. And actuallYi why do you
bother so much with all that. Ton don't live in the Soviet Union. You
haven't been there. You don't know what the situation is like.

0 pointed out that he was not the *rayons abroad who was deeply-
ooncerned with what was going on in the Ukraine and in the Soviet Union.
The whole ea4griMacmt was interested in the fate of its people. "We
all try to maintain contacts with our nation and consider ourselves its
nowhere. Lenin was also abroad, but was concerned mainly with the fate
of his people at home. And besides, I have been in the Ukraine and
know what it locks like." He stressed the fact that emigres also love
their motherland, but they don't approve of the regime oppressing their
PooPie*

K: And 'what regime do you want? All your efforts are in vain. The
people have chosen their present system and nobody is going to change it.

At this moment 0 was surrounded by another 15 or 20 Soviets and
"the collective treatment" began. 0 did not give in and continued to
maintain that every national organimm strives to preserve itself.
Language and school are very important instruments. Ukrainians even in
Canada and in the States send their Children to Ukrainian schools,
although they live on foreign *Alm

In the meantime UMW° appeared and tried to modify the
charged athmosphere.

PATLICHKOs But Stepan, why are you talking about schools? You
know these are private schools, and only wealLhy people ean send their
Children to Ukrainian schools. All the ethers send their Chaim to American
schools* Didn't you study in English and didn't you ask in English for
your job?

0* America is not the Ukraine and not the Soviet UnLon * Iam
surprised that you could make such a stupid comparison* Besides, in
America not only rich people, but a worker can send his children to
private Ukrainians schools, whereas in the Russian Republic he couldet
send them to a private one because it seems to me that in the Ukraine too
many people speak Russian* Even in Kiev Ukrainians speak Russian*



K and others began to attack 0 again and say that this was not
true. He had not been there. He did not know.

Omentioned that he had been twice in Kiev and had heard with
his own ears that about 90% in the streets spoke Russian.

K: Well, to some extent this is true because inners' there are
always many tourists. Kiev is a capital. There are many foreigners
living in Kiev, many Russians and other nationalities, and not all
of them understand Ukrainian.

O replied that there is also a high percentage of Ukrainians that
some people who spoke to him in shops in Ukrainian, preferred to :witeh
over to Russian in the street. On the other hand, some Russians
deliberately pretended not to understand Ukrainian. 0 continued that
in 1959 many Ukrainians spots Pellet' in. Lvor in the streets because they
were afraid. But why today do Ukrainians not speak Ukrainian? Are
they also afraid and oft:hat?

POLICHKO: Wait a minute. You are an educated 11404 You must
take into consideration historical developments and all the other
elements pertinent to the problem. You know well that befOre the war there
werS very few Ukrainians in Lvov. There were only Poles, and Lvov was
a Polish city. I know it well myself because I was born in Lvov. Again,
in the Eastern Ukraine under the tsars there were very many Russians and
other non-Ukrainians in 	 cities and many of them live there to date.
That's mhy you hear Russian so often. But this is nothing serious and
there Is no need to quarrel. All is Wear.

Some other Soviets tried to support StYLICHKO, but in the meantime
'they were called to term ranks for the parade and 0 leaving them, pointed
out that they should think more about those problems and draw the proper
conclusions. This is first of all their own problem.

On 1 Attest SAWICKI met K. He asked her whether she knew 0 and said
that the Utter was a silly bay because he had sulked him why Ukrainians
did not march separately in the parade.

S asked K in her turn, really why didet they? K was confused and
began to explain that they had all acme together on the Grusin and decided
to stay together and do everything together. Pelee and others marched
separately because they had arrived separately. When S. 	 at his
arguments, he began to tell her that there was no Russification in the
Ukraine, that Ukrainian's bad the same rights as Russians, that the
Ukrainian nation had never been as strong as under Khrushcamnr, together with



the Russian people, etc. DORICHENKO, who had joined them in the
meantime when he heard about 0, staked S whether 0 was in the American
delegation. K interrupted him with "Host certainly not, not he."

K continued to describe in rosy, colors life in the Ukraine, the
great achievements in industry and the economy and the beauty of
of Kiev. At the end he gave a series of postcards with viers of Kiev.

On 3 August S met K again. K avoided political discussion and studk
to generalities. S went with K and other Soviets on their bue baCk to
the Grusiya but on the way they did not talk Omit anything important.
S took out the postcards K had given her. it was at once noticed by an
administrator, who came to S and asked what she had. She explained
and he somewhat embarrassed„ went to his seat.

K told S that his daughter would learn Ukrainian, that his wife would
also do it, but she was too bt1474 S gave K some small souveniers and
a doll for his daughter. •
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SUBJHOT: PAVLICHKO, Doltre

P Waage to the young generation of Ukrainian poets sad writers,
but is known for his loyalty to the party line and opportuaime in
general. He is a post, a member of the Uhioa of Writers of the
Ukraine and a party neMber.

In 1961 P visited Canada with a group of Ukrainian poets and writers
andCUba in late 1961 or early 1962.

In Helsinki P stayed on the Gruziya, sharing a room with wirmacumo.

P was one of the initiators of the evening of Ukrainian literature
at Drushba en 3 August, together with Vitaliy =BOUM At. the
evening he was its chajemmm and the in speaker from the Soviet
side.

Officially and in particular in the presence of higher administrators
and people like ZAKHAMHP3M0, P stuck very •much to the party liae.
In some cases, however, when telkiag without vitamin*, to some of
our people, he defeaded his official line rather halfheartedly.
Nevertheless, be showed himself without delft to be an adversary of
the nationalists, though claiming to be a Ukrainian. patriot.

The leaflet of Z/ch in which be was called a Mast and a fierce
eager of Ukrainians (a taralaiaa-sater) depressed him and be felt
Y517 disappointed and soggy about it. lt probably strengthened his
emotive attitude toward Inederivtsi." The dissemlaatioa of leaflets
aad literature by our group, done en 4, Amount, P coastdered to be
• deliberate attempt an the part of the automats to foil the friendly
relations that were begun between the tenser and the Soviet Ukrainians
at the literary evening. He was inclined to put the fault above all on
07.11U, *sorbs called "a bad man."

rommacm characterized Pas "a man 	 always knew how to get to the
right place at the rigAtiOncent" ea opportuaists able to make compromises
sad to write against his convictions to please the party. Oa the other
he" P bad no special sympathy for HOMOTICH and celled bin" one
of the weaker prauyar poets who rationalises toe much, and a poet
should write from his heart." P liked DRAM and csesidered him to
be eae of the best poets. He described IMERANOISKIY as mach too
oeutisteutal.

At official meeting* and in private P advocated establishmeat of
*human and cultural" contacts between the young generations of the
emigration and the Soviet Ukraine. In particular he stressed the
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desirability of meetings of young poets and writers from both sides--
from the States and the Ukraine. He also recommeaded contribution
to "Za Siam °ketone" to make views of youeg Ukrainians in America karate
to their compatriots and "to support this excellent joumal, Which is
widely read in the Ukraine."

Oa 27 Ally, after arrival of the Orusiya and partial disembarkation
of the Soviets, 0 we talking with DUHROVA-BOYAROV, when he noticed
YOTUSHSNKO. He mentioned it to =R00% and the latter pointed
out that YEVTUSAHMKO vas eteadies with P. Clanked =ROW to introduce
bin to P. Before 0 roadbed P ISVTUSHINKO disappeared end 0 had the
opportunity to talk to P alone. P vas mynas* interested in she 0
vas and asked him if there were any other Ukrainians free the States.
P did not knew thout KOBOITCH and claims& to be the ealy Ukrainian
poet in Helsinki.

O touched an the problem of contemporary Ukrainian literature and
mentioned that P and his Molls ware often published abroad. P
sms aware of it, think4rtg probably of his pdblioatten in the "progressive'
press in Canada and in the States. Mentioned also the fact that
in his opinion thorioest poets in the Ukraine were BRACH and KOSMIKO.

Oasked P lent had hepposed teDZYUBk eyeing critic vho recently
vas so severely upbraided by DMITSBKO. P replied that DZYUBA vas
a very capable critic but he talked too mmoh at eme ef the meatless.
P was present at this meeting in Lvov and heard it himself. =rum
vas asked 'oho La his °pintos was the best poet now days. Instead of
answering that questing DZYUBA started by swift she Imre the veret
peets. And among then be mentioned IMMO. The latter vas of
course very &airy and lekgma im port** in kind. P themeht ;his
was nothing serious, Just a personal feud between the ten, between
the critic sad the poet. When 0 delicately indicated that he delibted
*hither this vas just a perinea' feud, Padded that HMIS& made a
wrong ideological stetement or intexprotation, P changed the topic
at wee, asking 0 about *Zs Spirt Oteemoa."

rime interested in the editor of "Zs Spin Okeason" MACH. 0
told him the story of USACH, his eellaberstioa with the Masts during
VW U, thee his switchieg over to the UmniadanneAdsmalists, afterwards
to Mmeelaa (tbelograititsy" and finally, these days, to "yen".
Where MAO will go timorreet vas, of oases unkimam but 0 vault
net be surprised to heir Win that KOSACH had switched sides again.
Somebody fres the grew commented that at at labia eld years
=SACS had takes the right moors*. Oreglied that he vomdered if it
lifte se and meet probably this vas net the 1st* earl* MACH veuld
take. P said he did not knew free what position Owes describing
OUCH to bin, but be could only assert that =MACH was an above average
and very capable writer and that his journal "Za Spin °keelson" vas

SECRET
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well edited.

At this point the conversatior vas interrupted by tvo aftlastrators,
to sham 0 vas at once introduced by =BOVA. CC course, they give
only their first names *ad with a cry errant frieadly isY, Pro-
posed to take pictures. In no time 0 vas taken by the arm sad found
himself posing as a new star for the KOBufiles. 0 pretended to be
someshat surprised by the great hems , he was paid by his semPfWiemds
amd proposed to take their pictures as veil. They were net delighted
with the idea but finally agreed to it. 0 took picture of Pp DuBRowk,
and three others. Os of them looked selected as a big boss is
Ouedey during the parade.

On 2 Asst, according to arrangements from the previous might
=WAR and IONWMIMMIX net Po she tali them that he would aome with
'DICTION. In onme, Messer, ammo and told 8 that they would meet
mar= in treat of Young Americo, Presents, which actually happened.
While B memo preoccupied with X0110= S tea care at P.

After exchange of some superficial generalities, P touched en the
quietist of religion as the first coherent tyPs of comverestien.
He said that at present there ins *stemma; violent sutisratlisss
peopegmslo is the Uhrsime and the rest of the Soviet Onion. Se vas
strewing, however, the fact that people could be educated out of
religion. Youth in the Ukraine no Amager believes either, bemuse
"the gods did set help.* Be tee used to believe, but them "all that
d1gappear04 US to pieces."

P introduced 8 and II to some edsdaistrators and they vent to the
Aweless joss concert. There, when the orchestra sus playing
rather loudly, 8 asked P shut he thought of the collection *Sow Poems"
IShilehed in New York sal which he had Wee the evening before.

that he hid no time to read thalami, but he wonted to
read then after his return.

Pisentiabod:Wantimes between the emigratiSe and the Netherland.
PWINO with her that for the osigottial Warily contacts with the •
people at hose are indespensible. Otherwise all emigre efforts ielre.
On this occasion, P smtismed that the young Uhreinian poets in the
States abould publish in the jamas/ of MACE, because it was being.
read in the Ukrainea "Me poets need net smgree with COWS political
flews," he sentiousi," but *head use his journal ter tirbir purposes.
V they *With there, they 	 be Iowa the enure Itosine*"
P also said that a meeting of their poets end. those of the -oeigretiext
would be profitable. He realised that it weed be difficult, but, •
"when meow waft sosething very much, it is possible to get it,"
P mentioned he ins mare of the conditions of the temieratiem, its
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P like Ober members of the Ukrainian grew * had been toid by the
administrators to help than in the ideatification or our and other
Van*. In this case they wentsd to know vthe belonged to MX=
and leather S ass cone of his.

30 Jay P premised to see Denten MCC= at Druz)** next evening to
give him sane advice en writing and to talk in general. Ir pretenied
that he sea 'writing sad would eppreciate very' much any advice he
could get.

/1 net P at Drusedm at 2100 hours. Re asked P Gast* coatemporaw
literature is the Ukmine and the latter gladly told Whaleboat it.

In Poe opiates Umtata* literature is new in SuU bloom. lin Wet
at Ukratalaa Writers has about 700 meibers and there are at least
another 1000 petrels vho 'write, but %those *arks hove not been published.
Ow should really talk about a immoral rommence oftikeelaisa literature*
log moreover one ahead stress the feet that the young geseratiat is
very straw and talented. The population, and particularly yang
people are becoming more sad mare Interested In Ukrididan literature
as readers and nwparbere. Penarkably, even sane Assam if:titers sad
poets la the arsine have began recently to write Is Ukralalan.

Fran the alder generation of Ukautidnut writers and poets P meattemed
Mvaila 1. •	 ' ' Is *et Water), OrosM OM
ICIR0Tht;	 ; • ■	 bow
=Et 	 E. and . ' maw am otheia.

Fran the yang generattem P mentioned tem sad KM= in Kiev*
KOOBRVIROX In Rharkov, MOrICR In Kiev, V. WM NA R. MIMI
In Id" =IMO In Kiev, =LAX sad now others. Of the periodicals
P recompended ØVItelnreein at Kier and "Paper" of lharierv.

The tendency of the yeas generatiaa P Oneculbed as a swathed* at
lamovatient suit tradition. As to style, prevailing is the short fem,
similar to that of 82K.

P thought litenature should net be abstract but concrete and =dors
staadable to the people. Re Related to the fact that radio and
talavisiont play a pest role in =Wag the populace famillar with
tikrelalan literature. Authors should take this into accoust. Os
the sue head they' should produce highly epalitative material to ocapete
with others and an the other * their waits hay to be understaadable
be the We masses. Re cited /11V20811=0, i said that a poet had to
write In such a =maw that he could be Unierstood by everybody: the
writer* the peasant end the student. P coadAmeted en;perhaents which
took place in ?mace in the 19201s.



P asked F to come to the Ukraine because it vas only there that
he could learn proper *raids*. F mentioned ftssitication mad
referred to 11. Bossism vho just had told him that in all schools
children were taught only in Bo/Asian.

P: This is a lie. There are Russian schools In the Ukraine because
saw Russians living in the cities. Therefore we have both Ukrainian
end Russian schools. But in the earatrildaep In the villages,
we have only Ukrainiaa schools. We have Claw according to vhiCh
parents decide to *at *Owl their childrea Should go. Of mum,
in the higher grades it dopes& Aloe ma the students. They 0611

choose. I assure you this is no problem:far us.

• MA Oat shout the virgin leads? Do Ultzeinians have their schools
there?

Pt At present we &net have them, but there are talks going on to
estalgielt them. I met tall you the details, but I law they are
talking about it.

Further, r, mentioned that an people do not core About their native
lanaMISO, but he personally Gould not live without the Ukralee, exti
its people and language. He could not write without the Ukraine.
He hmes, nom languages, but could vrite only in Ukrainian. Of course,
Russia& is ieportant bemuse it i.e the language of the Wee sad as
such rakes communication with other natiamalities of the USW possible.
le the Ukraine Ukrainian is an official language. Prudent Bussiens
send their Children to Ukrainian schools because they knew that if the
childrea are going to live in the Ukraine, they must knee Uterelaien.

P tried to prove that there is no economic: 'visitation of the
Ukreine by MUSSIAlladoemdemse on the Bossism eoememy he milled
cooperation of the two 'Valles. Me pointed out that there vas a
mud: greeter economic dependence in the Viet en.the American economy,
and some people ems trying to get ride it. P ha4 been In Canada
and ta Cube, and Sabath countries he bad noticed a tendency to severe
ties eith the haeriesa eowsny. la the Ukraine onlynetdoeslists talk
abort economic &madame of the Ukraine.

P laid net like then. MO vast a communist and he could net like his
enemies. Than he eakedifithel goor,hebeiseseite any party+ r said
no. Pals* asked vbetkorrread. the Soviet la gnixisa press. Pew.
firmed this and Pieties's,' that from the Soviet preen he got a die
Picture of today's Ukraine. P said it should reed mere but that he
seemed to him to be en the right path.

On 3 August P told Raman NAC at Drushbe that he had read the book
by NAZURKEVU met thought it vas a good scientific vork fUll of
fectual materials.



P praised Canadian Ukrainians and mentioned that he had even met some
"banderivtai" in a friendly fashion during his visit to Canada.

After the meeting SEMENETS told MAC that P would write about the
evening of Ukrainian literature for the press. It had been agreed
so between MENEM and P.

P had a very motive opinion of the American exhibition in Helsinki
(Young America Presents). la particular he did not like paintings
with "sexual motif." It vas very cheep stuff according to P.

On 31 JUly, the meeting of Poets, P defended in a delicate manner socialist
realism in literature and art and spoke in Russian after having first
looked at ZAEHARCHOIWO. His poems he read in Ukrainian and stressed
the fact that he as a Ukrainian poet and vas introduced as such.
Whereas other poets got only five minutes to speak or read, P vas
granted fifteen minutes by ZAKBARCHEMO.

SMET



SUBJECT: OSADSIaT„ Valentin, aka =Hamm
Russian literary critic in Moscow
Editorial Board of niteraturneya Gametal*

O aged 1,01 PI; blend; grey eyes; slim; locks like a Pole anti
;peaks Polish, is a literary eritie, very much interested in Ukrainian
utreaturb. mann introduced him to BOBACREVSKT as a man who had
done mach for dissemination of Ukrainian literary works among Russians*

o was mien often in the ccepany of 1COROTICE mil seemed to he a
genuine older fitful of KOROTICE„ for whoa he cared vary much * According
to KOROT= 0 helped him to get eat by pretesting that KOROTICH was
indispensable at Drushba* Oa one or two occasions it was noticed by our
people that 0 shielded KOROTECH from the administrator* and seemed quite
worried when one day ECRIOITCH had to go in a ear• wasewhere in the company
of VIHKEVICE*

Owas present at the evening of Ukrainian literature at Druschba
3 August but did net perticipite in the discussions * He was very nigh
impressed, however, by the evening itself and eeemed to be very pleased*

O avoided political discussions, was my such interested in Western
literature also in Ukrainian asigre writers ant mole= art, Be made the
impression an intelligent, audest man, very careful about what he
said end dial* in situations where he had to show his political line
he did it rather halfheartedly, but on the other hand said nothing that
would compromise him in the eyes of administrators.



wpmAr OF DEFENSIVE AND ormarn =UNTO OF song
MAMA

The official line was an interplay of the defensive and the
aggressive, with predominance of the former., The Soviets were mainly
concerned with repudiation and reftration of all our arguments, :Wray
regarding the nationality question (Russification), economic and other
shortages within the Soviet Union, Soviet &grosslye foreign policy,
laCk of political and individual freedoms and niso-stalinism* Even their
*purely* aggressive arguments against the United States and the emigration
were actuanydefensive in their purpose* They must have felt that
their direct attacks against the *traitorous Ukrainian migration* were
handicapped by their own marenesadthe present situation at home, evidently
marked by a new drive of Russitimation*

The Soviets main attack against the emigration went along the
following lines:

a) The Nest is not interested in the Ukrainian cause and any hope
to get political support from it, and in particular from the United States,
is baseless and ridiculous;

b) The emigre politicians are rely aware of this but continue
to serve the American imperialists as paid agents mho know there is no
return for them_to their own people;

e) The linters of the emigration is in its ties with the people
at home and the young generation Shoed take the initiative in "enlightening"
the *misled majority* of the emigration and in getting contact with
progressives and directly with Kiev;

d) Tine will do its job and assimilation of the emigration will
be accelerated in the Mum There won't be 	 war and no new
*injections* for the emigration;

0) History has proven ant continues to prove that the only real
ally of the Ukrainian nation is the Russian people, and the sooner the
emigration realises it, the better*

One has to admit that about that part of the line directed agatnnt Western
policy toward the Ukraine, they felt quite strongly and there were few
arguments with which to countervail them*

Apart from that, taking into account the lively resurgence and opposition
of the Ukrainian element at home, that of young generation in particular, and
the new drive of official pony toward the *amalgamation of nations"
(Russification), it is mandatory to strengthen and develop support of
Ukrainiaani

 el	
al

ements at home* This should be forthcoming from the emigration andthe visn gener.,



SUBJECT: =AHOY. Valentin
Moscow 125
4rublinskiy Proyezd
Dom 3, Evartira 159
Tel. 5111 7-76.-55

On 30 July =MAR net G while talking to an African who had
studied at LoaroMba University and bis friend from Sierra Leone.
Both complained that they could gat only a partial seholarship from
Lincoln University and therein .* had to go to Moscow, though they
mould have preferred to study in the U.S.

G aged 25-30, told S that hems a postgraduate student of economics
at the Economic Institute of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR in
Meacom4 He had an excellent command of Geroan and explained that be had
stayed for some time in Heidelberg.

Owns very mu* interested tithe American may of life and had a
very great admiration for the States and the West in general. In
particular he was interested in American popular music and was a great
fan of jazz.

G told 8 that he had heard Benny Goodman and liked him very =Ch.
G and his friends in Moscow have tape recorders and record jazz and roek
and roil whenever anyone of them gets a record. G said that he had
seen the twist on, a Prague television show, but in Russia they still
prefer to dame reek and roll, because after work they can forget
everything with this kind of eineiC. S asked his whether roCk and roll
is played in Macaw in pablic places. G said that it ie played 03127
privately, tithe apartments of friends. When asked whether the goverment
had en, objection to this, 0 said that as far as he knew there were
no government restrictions*

• gave S his address in Moscow and also of the sChool in Helsinki
where he was staying as tourist* He wanted very mush to see S again*

• offered halfheartedly the standard arguments ed'Soviet
on 	 and Berlin but preferred to talk about music and life in
the State* He said that he could only dream of coming to the United Staten.

O admitted that there were great shortages now in agriculture in
the Soviet Union and when S commented that perhaps de-collectivisation
would help, he only laughed and replied that it would be difficult to go badk*



-2-

On 31 July S and BORAOKEVSKY were going tomcat KOROTICH, when
they met some Soviet tourists, among them G. He wanted to stay
and talk to 5, but was prevented bodily from doing so. He was taken
by the are by someone and made to walk away. He Shouted to $ that
he hoped to see her again. The scene caused embarrassment to the
Soviets with whom S and B had been talking.

On 7 August S mat G again. He told her that he was leaving that
day for Moscow. S promised to get him records and bring them to the
station. S met G at the station and gave him the records as promised,



CUM niThirraPC AutiusX

The chairman was as usual ZAKHARCHENKO, the other main Soviet
participants Serge,. BIIMARCHUK, Nina DROBISHRVA and fnn ILIUM Private
talks with artiste were uninteresting. BCGDARCHUrnade the bapression
of an 	 intelligent artist, tut rather vain and self-confident.
WHEW noticed that he was attractive to women. IX:MARC= stressed that
he would gee the main role in weer and Peavey, on which he would start
working immediately after his return from the festival. The film bdu be
produced by Noafilm.

Nina DROMINTA told et her role as Sasha In "The Clear Nkrr Now
she is rehearsing the role of Anna Incda, a Cuban revolutionary, in a
play by Paerto.Sorrede which will be produced at the Leningrad Tom*
Spectator Theater, She told WHSNKO about her stay in Cuba, which she
liked very web. To Z she seemed a londamtb, snipping badk often at
ZAKHARCHRNMO„ who liked to talk shout her "large beautiful eyes•ff
Politically she stuck to the official party line,

=TIN was primitive arrogant and embarrassing even to people like
ZAKBARCHEINO and ABXHIPENK6. He started his public talk with the
assertion that, "Everyone know* how much money i.e needed for the production
of a film. And everyone knows how difficult It is for a young producer to
get a job, bit this is ea only lathe West. In the Soviet 'Union it Is
emspletaZy different. Thus for instance, as soon as I finished school, I was
girponajOb as producer and began =Mug films, You all know wall a
famous Italian producer Pelted (T) who whoa 'Mr good films. When
he visited us hot told us that be had rosily three won:Urfa scripts on
which he had marked for several years, into which he had put his soul
and heart, but he could not make amvoi'tAmmi, because nobody was Mime
to give him the money. All the poeducers were dissatisfied with.= thing or the
others, and finaUr be Weep. In the Soviet Odom, in our couhtrAr that**
impossible. Poe instance* Just now I finished writing one swift. end
I knew that the state will give me all the money I need".

ZAWARCIØENE0 was embarrassed by =TIPS talk sad trying to discharge
the atbnorphere, remarked jokingly that imam ehould tenth* audience what
happen, if the eteteraake bin it he needs so en& new far. IMUVIN
eontiened„ however, without paying attention to ZAKRARCHMIMS interruption.

el clan give one example,. I directed the MUM() Oirlesse I shot at
45 degrees (e). Ons artist caught cold and we had to wait until she recovered.



As a result of that, it lasted longer than originally planned, but I made
an application for more mow and I gat it.'

Here ILTUT1N was interrupted kir a young American, who asked him what
he does with parts Which tail or create such controversy among directors
and producers.

nzum seemed not to have unieretood the question and began to attack
the American, Mut asIseet are very young ant dentt know anything*"

This created same commotion lathe 2,14% but =UTZ contInuedt non
are still living with cad ideals, with antiquated ones."

The American tried to explain himself, pointing out that ItZUTIN had
mieuederstood his question* ILTUT1N again paid no attention aid switched
to another topic, "Yes in the Soviet Union, after the 22n4 Congress
things changed computeir. Prior to that*** for instance, take the
Manta Clear Sky." The script wee written in 19430 but one could not
produce It* Only now could we make this film.*

The American, *Mut what would you do now with a film as revolutionary
at the present as *The Clear SW was in 19t31w

ILTUTINt "Such scripts as *The Clear Skr.give me as man, as you
06316 I Shan Make them allow

In the meantime &young Free* female artist rose and said she could
supply such asekipt. "Take the bock of your great writer Pasternak who
had received the Nobel Prise. I mean hispetatalanew

There was great commotion lathe room * Some Soviets were gelling
ironically* Others were angry at IIEUTIM and whispered, Where the hall is
be 'sidles* More is a 41400 maw, Jut say' that bed films are net
being Feedueeds and that**, ite m The situation was finally saved br
ZA1CHAHCHENKO0 who said wTes rest since the talk bee turned to literature,
let me also ear a flow wards: Various Mos in the West idealise low human
feelings* Sons idealise ovenware We produce Mee whioh 14Maliee only high
human aspirations and feelings * Therefore, leave it to us whet files we
should oaks* I can assure rout hamar, of one thiso The film *Doctor
alma,' could never be shown in our country0

All applauded.



SUBJECT: NIKOLAYEV, P. Aka favganiy

N Claimed to be Ukreinian„ for three years working for the
Central Coordinating (Preparatory) Committee of Youth in Moscow. He
was coneermed in his weft wititglacrythimn including young Trade
unions. In 1959 N finished the philologieal institute and epOke fine
French. He also know some English, though he tried to conceal it
from some of our people. Per ow year he was in the States as a student.
N veered to be a big shot among the delegates.

N is 5971 aged 30; bleni, rather thin hair; green eyesteenewhat
upturned nose.

N was very much interested in life in the States but frail the way
be put question* it was obvious that he was mainly concerned with the
manner and content of argumentation of our people. He wanted to know
about user* problems and the exploitation of workers by capitalists,
American leisure, etc. Hy attaCking everything American he wanted to
find out the way our people defended thommilres. When our people tried
to reverse questions and criticised the Soviet Union, he did not mind
very much but at once tried to switch again to Americen reality. He was
more interested in internal problems of the States than in foreign
though ones or twice he mentioned such questions as disarmament, Cuba
and Berlin.

N to sem* of our people introduced himself as !menly.



SUEOECTt MOLDAVAN, Luba

Krasnyy Partisan Collective Farm
Bukovina, Ukraine

X is leader of a maise-growing team in her kolhosp„ She is: aged
20 brown hair; round face" brown eyes. She Claimed to come from

She speaks beside Ukrainian and Russian also Rumanian
and some ;tenth.

X avoided eny political topics and seemed genuinely not to be
interested in politics. She sang nicely and was primarily interested
in sinew, asking mazy questions about Choruses abroad and folklore
of the ?Ina& people. When BM was talking with our menthe latter
noticed that they were observed by an administrators who called X
away as soon as he noticed that she had taken apiece of paper to write
her addross on.

Our man met Mon 27 July near the Cruedys4 where she stayed and
then on 31 July at Sputnik. His impression was that X was an
average, simple girl with no special interests in mythic& and moreover
with no interest in politics. She knew that there were many emigrants in the
West, that many people in Betkovina correspond with their relatives and
friends in the beet and receive parcels frma time to time. She was,
however, quite surprised to hear about Ukrainian activities abroad.



SU'BJECTI	 Svetlana

•	 C, aged 22, was born in Kiev. She graduated frau the 118th
Degyatiletka in Kiev* Since 1950 she has studied music, prering herself
as a soloist* In Thalsixid she stayed together with Valent4na MCA on the
Crusty's*

On 3 August 1962 C sang The Nightingale by EltOpivmnsor (aontecontry
young composer) * According to MAC she was not as good as MIKA* She was
also less talkative than REKA, Together with =Al If stressed that there
were navy young singers and composers in the Ukraine and that Ukrainian
contemporary music was flourishing*



SUBJECT: SUTIKANOVA, Zoya

VORONEZH, Ul. Fizkulturnaya, Dom No, a, Nv.3

S is a dancer with the Voronezh Ensemble. She is 19 and Joined
the ensemble immediately after her graduation from dematiletka a
year ago. She wants to continue as denser.

S was not interested in polities. The only thing she eared for
was her career. She was, however, very mndh interested in life in the
States and in the West in general. Intact; with BORACREVSKT she
showed a great admiration for Ameriwand one of her main wishes was
to visit the United States. She hopes that eventua11, as dancer ehe
migbt come there. Ws impression About Ss an intelligent young girl
with an open end but no interest in polities.



SUBJECT: VOUX)DIMSKIT, fnu

V is a Komsomol functionary in Kiev, a typical apparatchik of
somewhat higher standard,- In talks with RUDNITSKl, V repeated
knOwn argumente of foreign pater. of the States, on Cuba and Berlin.
He also denied Russification and predominance of the molder brother."
When pressed to the voll„ he kept silent or defended his "line rather
halfheartedly. He was not seen alone but usually in a group of other

'delegates.: In the first days he helped in the identificationrprocess.
29 duly V was with a grow of Russians near the station. When his
Russian colleagues could not understand Ukrainian he talked with R as
interpreter as proof that for him and his Soviet colleagues, Ukrainian and
Russian were not identical.

On 30 duly V gave a long lecture to R as to why there were still
some economic deficiencies and rise of prices in the Soviet Union. .
He used old argumentats from "Pravda.,

Vs physical descriptions aged 24; 5,6; blue eyes; blond; straight
nose; slim.



SUBJECT: DNISISENWO, ykola

D is an engineer and chief of shift at a forge shop of a Moscow
plant* Born in 1950, his parents died in the 1952-33 famine * Married,
his wife is a physician* They have two children: &boy aged 5 and girl
Viktoria aged 3. D earns R 150 and his wife R SO per mouth * He claimed
to be welleffand seemed to be quite satisfied with his position*

Per "gene tine D welted in tenineXe4* After D had graduated from
his institute, he worked ter a short period in Dnepropetrovsk * He was
going to move from Moscow to Dnepropetrovsk after his return from the
festival* His brother-in-law studies medicine at Dnepropetrovsk Medical
Institute, and his sister-in-law works as a, teacher in the virgin lands*

In Helsinki D told Fedoryka that he was "in Charge" of Soviet
sportsmen and helped them as an El:climb interpreter* When waked what
he meant by being win charge," D explained that he was at the disposition
of the sportsmen and had to care for their welfare*

D is a party member a typical Soviet Ukrainian of his category,
who tries to reconcile his Ukrainian consciousness with loyalty to the
party. He stressed that he liked very web his nation and his naive
language but at the same time he was devoted to the party, although he
knew that his permits had died in the femine and Stalin had done much
damage to the Ukrainian people * *Bet now everything is dkfferent, and
Stalinism	 never come beak* Ukrainians have to atiak together with
the Husain* because the latter are natural allies .f the Ukrainians and
history has proven this many tinge*" be slid,

As soon as he moves from Maslow to Dnepropetrovsk, D promised to
send his address to F.

•0:1311Ju3i, after exchange of generalities, D *eked F about university
studies-in the States and in the West* In the beginning he tried to criticise
the fact that in the West one had to per tuition, but after the explanation
gives hy F, in partial:Ur about scholarships, he became &good
He seemed to be quite surerised *el:told by, F that a worker in the Staten was
able to send his &onto the university* He thought that only wealthy people
could afford to give university education to their ehildromb



D was fall, aware of the vast economic potential of American
society and frankly admitted that there was no point at all to compare
the Soviet Union with the United States * All the boasting of Krushchev
was "just for simple people," to stimulate their efforts and give them
"proper perspective," The SOviet Union will have mach to achieve to be
equal with the States* D stressed that there was a shortage of labor
in the Soviet Union caused above all by great human losses during the
war*

D did not think it was necessary for the Ukrainian Republic to have
its own diplomatic representation* Mbomou takes care of Ukrainian interests
and there is no need to spend extra money on that* Moreover, if the Ukraine
were granted diplomatic representation, one mould have to give the same to
all republics* This would be a real mess and cost tremendous expenditures*
If the West doe* not know much about the Ukraine, this was verse for Western
countries but not far the Ukrainian people* "All in the Soviet Union know
us and I Let care what they think about us abroad * Anyway, we have nothing
to expect from the West* They don't lent to have anything to do with us,
es why should we impose ourselves?"

D denied that the Ukraine was exploited economically by Russia* He
stressed that each republic has its national bend and disposes fully
independently of its budget. When shmsby ,F that this was different, he
kept silent and then added: "Yes but do you know that the rats of industrial
growth of the Ukraine is the biggest lathe Soviet Union? Why dontt pima come
to us and see it all with your mat 0700,"

Then D stressed that even sine* 1955 much has changed * "The Ukraine
has more rights, Is aatually an independent state, second *mart* the
Russian Republic* In libsoor and Leningrad there are many Ukrainians, some
of them Jam." high and responsible positions* Ukrainians are very much
respected in the Soviet Union*" Fie impression was that D really believed
what he said*

D denied RasitiedAWmt of the Ukraine and claimed that only a portion
of eity, papillose speaks Russian* This use ParticUlarly the case in Kiev and
in some Donbass cities, where there were above many Russians*

D thought that instead ef Russification one should telk about the
Ukrainitration, wihiCh started immediately after Stales death* As an
example he mentioned the case of his brother-in-lass* After the latteres
return from the Aran mbar* he spoke only Russian, he went to Dnepropetrovsk



Medical Institute to study medicine and was forced to learn Ukrainian
there. Russian students in the Ukraine Should know Ukrainian. In
the universities they must know it, because they get their questions
at exams in Ukrainian and the only "privilege/ they can avail themselves
of is answering in Russian.

D told? that there were many Ukrainian students in Moscow and of
course., they don't learn Ukrainian, because there is no need fbr it in the
eapita14.

D told F much about 'keIkbeser and soOkheses. He was convinced that
eollectivimaties was absolutely necessary even if there were some excesses
aid shorteesdngs. All people are in favor of collective faxes. After the
war some people in the Western Ukraine did not like them, and new
protested. In 1947 many Ukrainises came ftlea Pawl and some of than
were also against the collective oaten, i consequence, about 20,000
Ukrainian families returned in 1948 to Noland.

Meehanisatien of oellective farms has made great progress. D stayed
in a village near Dnepropetrovsk till 1947 and recently-he visited the
Ukraine again. He discovered that agriculture Is practically completely
mechanised now and in this respect there can PO comparison with the
19404s4

Virgin lands was a successful project. The Soviet Union has not
only aequired new earn area but also new settled 5country0 with fast

*owns and villages. Moorpeople went to the virgin lands and
mew w1 still so.. The people like to work there aid don't went to come
beaks' D blame Alois from his elster-in-aaut who works as a teacher
the virgin lane.

.F,.hadaleng diseussionuithDebout freedom of thought. Delaimsd
that the Soviet concept of freedom of 	 was right and in many cases
the people must be told by the leeiershipshat they had to do. Just as
in many other branches of human life, there is aiso. 4 specialisation in
ideological and political fields and only leaderehip has the capability
to give the final word em these questions. When Pastermek was condemned
by the party, the leadership knew what they were doing and this was not
for simple people to judge.

F pointed to the fact that very often leadership made mistakes, that
these mistakes are very grave. He mentioned Stalin /0i the cat of personality.
F mentioned liquidation of the Ukrainian writers in the 1930ts as an
example of monopoly on thinking by the leadership. D replied that he did
not knowmhat had happened atthat time to the Ukrainian intelleotw4st but
as he understood it, they were against the Soviet regime. They were ready



to sell the Ukraine to the Germans or Poles, but they refused to
collaborate with the Russians, and Russians are our natural allies and
have done so =Oh for the Ukraine.

When F pointed out that among the liquidated people were oommunists
who wanted to collaborate with Russians and have been since rehabilitated.,
D could only say that he knew it, but these were just examples of excesses.

F mentioned the hungry years of the 193010 during which Dts parents
had died. D did not want to talk about it and replied only that famine
was also rampant IA 1946* but that it would never wee again, No Stalin,
no famine. He stressed mein that this was new over. Timm have Changed
and there is no point in talking about it again. Better to forget and
think of the future, which promises so much.

The same applies to the present situation of this Ukrainian people and
to contemporary Ukrainian literature and science. D cited PAVLICHKO from
the previous day, who had given F hthe presence of D a lecture on the present
situation of Ukrainian literature and culture. He mentioned again the 700
members of the Union of Ukrainian Writers and a general resurgence of Ukrainian
literatures music, and science.

D seemed proud of CAGARN and Soviet achievements in space. He thought
that improvement of living standards, light industry and the increase of
agricultural production would also come. *One sannot do all at once," D
oonaluded4 F replied that allies. possible, but what should be first -
butter or roCkets7 D repeated old arguments about Western warmongers,
Kennedy's "threat" to start preventive war, the Birch Society, eta,

F gave D	 and other publications of
Prolog to make hIsiwithil301e,

D invited P to Sputnik to see the film "The Clear Ski n which was
supposed to show to him what great changes have taken place since Stalin's
death*



SECRET

SUBJECT : num, fnu

F is aged 30; PS"; dark hair; dark eyes; bread, almost square face;
stocky. Be came as a tourist from Sverdlevak. F said he vas a party
modber.

in commereations with RXIDN321V, F refused to give his address or
am at data about himself. The first time they met at Sputnik
on 2 Amgmet Y stuck to the official line and attacked R for President
Kennedy's statement as the lambing of preveative liar by the U.S.
as prose of Americaa preparation tea var. Rm attacked demrlemts
attitude no disarnmeent end denied that the USSR bad over been an
aggressor. Be asked R to come to the Soviet Union to see vast progress
they had made sad boy &loudly and peaceful they vere. R also
repeated the standard assertions en antioorestival sabotage by the
State Department (*200,000 spent en anti.feetteal activities, etc.)



SUBJECT: BBOTSEIY, Vitally

WHEW met B, a painter free Moscow, at DrusWha ma 3 August.
They had a private talk for about tweet/ minutes. B is about 517";
47; bearded and bold. B told Z that he had been to may countries
but would like to visit Poland and meet contemporary Polish painters.
They have interesting 'arks and are leading in this respect.

B told Z that IBVTOBBEINO had some trouble with the party for "Bible,
Yarn but now everything has settled doe.

Accordiag to B there is a deep cesillet betveen the younger and
eliker17 generations of Moscow painters. During Stalla w s period
all painters did vhat they were told sad performed liks photographers.
After Btalia's death iage changed. la ;articular, glace 1956
there has grew up • are school of young painters who search for new
vays of expressioa easel, styles. The elderly ease have coatimmed to
follow the old lime sad attack their younger colleagues. They Sr.
simply afraid of competition. The conflict vas serious but finally
the elderly omen we in and youth was admitted to the Prefsoyas.
There is still sass feuding. Bevever, the intelligentsiasupports
the yough sad this helps. Oa the other haat, the comma people,
the masses, are againat modern painting and the old guard vary eftea
finds a prop in them for their esummeate.

74/-4c2 --zy/5
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=BM: ISHKEVICH„ fau

I is e typical NOB officer of medium rank. He is aged 40; 5'6";
sliaj brew hair; dart eras; oval, rather longish face, low forehead;
rather emotional Impudeat and aggressive. HO proteged to be from
Stanislav sad deliberately used Galician expressions. They sounded,
however very artificial. I did not waat to give his woe and oslY
during ;he evening of amiable literature vas he introduced as
2311=038. I is of average iatelligenee ankTrebablY vest no
further than deolateletka in school.

I vas very active in lientillAmtlmsamadObate. Into* cases he cm-
ducted "collective treatment" ef ear people. He belonged to the higher
echelme of aiksiciotzators and enjoyed being a bees. I was seen giving
orders to ethers. Very often be was seen en his ewe in the street.

I net practically everybody fres our 41104p. At the evening of Ulasialiva
literature OR 3 dsgmet he vas very aggreesive and attacked very straeglY
the Ukrainian Ube:idle* Novensat and 01.1=perosually. As one of
his arguments be mentioned that the "headerivtal" 4U,6. nine ellaere
et his family. Od an ether occasion he increased the nuaher to
fourteen.

I seemed to be a epoo4al4et In attacks on the emigrettea his favorite
theme: There are two kinds of emieres, the political elite and the
gasses. The former calls itself political but actually tam nothing
to do with politics. The West is met Interested in Ukraltataa problem
net even to the extent that the politicians woad like to coapromise
themselves. Therefore, being complete failures in their pro:oedema
We, they have to serve the imperialists formemey. TIM Pretend.
Oat they have eontacte **high circles in the West. Those contacts
are simply their umconditlemal services pail for with matey. They
disoolve the innocent eget maasoo and centime to play their roles as
heroes and liberators. The gnat majority of emigres are those
loseeent Tempi* eke We =Wad, and exploited by prefeesional sescalled
politicians. The young generation oboalA be 414r0 of this mid net
let await be 144U:the elite. It should halp the majarity to see
the truth and help to get rid et those A. collaborated with
helped the Nagle to kil/ their ova pools scia see serve mew imperialists
end colonial-tete.

sEctia



S,'4: 13 !IL.

SUBMOT: MATSIXIVSKIY,	 an

M is a postgraduate student of engineering at Lvov Polytechnical
Institute. He is aged 30,5'6% brown halrj oval, rather rouad face;
small eyes; has a high mice, speaks with a very heavy Galician
accent; very polite and a4y. M vas In Helsinki as a tourist, mostly
in the company of administrators. He avoided any contact with our
people.

Participating in the "collective treatment" of BOHACHEVSU on 6 August,
M vas halfhearted and had to be "replaced" tly SMUTS, the attacked
much mare strongly.

At the evening of Ukrainian literature on 3 August, Mealy listened
and in the coiromrsatUmkedtervards did not go beyond exchanging a
few generalities with our people.

EGRET
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INIBMOT KARISHBV, Leonid

XARISHNIT is aged 28; 61"; straight blond hair with a tinge of PO/
on the sides; dark blue, Shifty eyes. He was born in a village
n	 arkovi. He studies biogloy and history at Kiev UnivermitY,
from which graduated after five years in 1960. For same time he worked
in various places as a teacher, including Odessa. In 1961 he vas
Appointed as a pedagogue to the editorial staff of *Muni Naturalist."
Nov he is one of the editors. Xtelomel to the Komsomol and is a con-
vinced communist. His place of birth was burned by the Oernaem during
the WW II. He is single.

X likes SHISCHENX0, inNARQUE, RAVLICHKO and Above all KOROT/CH.
Hie does not like TIM. He has not read DRAM. In his opinion
DACE and. some other young poets in Kiev are "too sensual" and they
look towards ine West in their search for 'novelties" in style and
content. This is an =healthy phenomenon. He admitted, however,
that these "sensual" poets are very popular smoaig Yo ung DnoTal
"Just like TINTUBHENKO is in Russia." In general his knowledge of
literature is rather poor, his intelligence, too.

X denied that there was any Russification in the Ukraine. When "pressed
to the wall', he kept silent. He admitted that there were many
Russians in Ukrainian cities, where they came as spec ilaists. Nast
whoa books are Inaldnian, though some are in Russian. Ukrainian.
living outside of their ethnic territory, in Russia and other parts
of the Soviet Union have no Ukrainian schools or press, "Because
they understand Russian.

30 JUly 1962 at 01Mb Drusbha X attacked very strongly, together with
two Russian journaUsts, the Ukrainian seaplation and Banderivtsi.
"Seeders was a Orman agent and had the Pales been stronger at that
time, he would have been their agent, too. Maoderivstsi defended the
interests or the korkule end bourgeois intelligentsia and were against
the al14enO0 of the Ukrainian and Runlets peoples." K promised to .
send Atha NNBUL two books by BMW about Banders , s crimes.

SECRET
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SUBJECT SEDOXIBICO,

S vas born in 1933; apparent age 30; 5 1 3" to 5'6"; slim; blue eyes,;
brovn, slightly curly hair; mixes Ukrainian with Russian.

S is a student at the tpdpvftk Pedagogical Institute. He is in his
last year of studies. He plans to get a temeher's job in the countryside,
because there the living conditions for a toucher are better than in
the city. He can get cheaper food and accomodations. He is a neeber
of the Komsomol; serried; has a 4 year old boy.

Be Helsinki 8 stared an the Gruitya. 8 vas seen mostly in the comPaW
of Anatoliy LUIONCHKO.

BOHAOMMOrmet S on 27 July near the steam in the evening. On
28 Ally she saw him together with LULCHBAKO. Band Bram met both
of than an 1 and 2 and them =UR alone on 5 August.

S is a eamastati but conscious of his Ukrainian nationality and interested
in Ukrainian literature. He gave B his address and asked her to send
him some Ukrainian publications but only after he vrote to her first.
He will do so about a with after his return to the Ukraine. S vas
quite immirimideith what he heard ralOnk Ban& SLUZAR about activities
of Ukrainians in the States. Mis vas particularly interested in the
Shevchenko celebration. He mentioned that BAVIUCHEO vas there. He
liked to talk about literature. s Wands& the subject and his attitude
in the presence of LULOHNUO. In the latter's presence, he became a
typical Soviet edsexetellik, denying that there vas enyftesifloation
in the Ukraine and asserting that it vas contrived by the emigration.
He tried together with LULOBBNKO to prove that in Kiev Ukrainian
was spoken more than Russian, that there were no economic Aborted**
or defects in the Soviet Uhlem4 that everything was fine. 8 did not
Wow about the political:orders in MiniAimmd, was quite interested in
Otashinskies case. lathe presence of =HMO. 8 assured B
that not more than 1% of the Ukrainians vsuld like to be a separated
from Boast* and that all 'Oho vented an independent Ukraine vent
(Abroad during and after VW U. Both claimed that 90% of Ukrainian
youth belong to the Bensomol. Neither S nor MOHO= sae aslY' paint in
developing contacts with Ukrainlans in the Sentes bemuse the Ukraine
was a state and the emigration want nothing. they wad be interested
in American methods of oorm graving and this could net be acquired
from emigres. According to 0 sad LM101188,0, only about 1% of the
Math believes in 00a. "11,44yugi" are no woblen amazon. The
authorities have managed to curb them. There are still some hoodlums,



but they are becoming fewer and fewer.

S likes symphonic music. He does not care for jazz or any other
modern music.

S's address is Luganak, Stepnaya 289. .



SUBJECT: sHAPOVALCN, Mikhail* redorovi eh

Kiev,
Volodimirskiy Spud( 9

S bas been ballet master of the Veryovka Chorus since autumn
2961. Rs is age 47; blank hair; oval, rather long :noel mat
moustache. He has a son aged 22. After his graduation from Kiev
Choreographical Institute; worked for =Or years in the Kiev State
Theatre of Opera and Ballet and also lathe ambit= State Peoples'
Chorus. In recent years he has worked as ballet master of the
Enseathie cd'EllIwwwmxin Resew. in autussz19161 he joined the
Yens** group.

=NIT= stetson 2/1 July near the &Mira %then he was Introduced
to htm by =SCHEMED. To Rio S seemed to be - interested in Ukrainian
dances and gongs and in Ukrainian art in general, without 1147
political articulation*

S asked R many questions about life in the States, wages, salaries,
prices and the American way of life. He was less interested in politics
or even American spiritual life.

S stunk to the official line as to Rnasificatiom. According to
him the Ukrainians are politically norm& better off than ever before.
Threishchew respects Ukrainians and would never allow any discrimination
against them. There are many Ukrainians it:Moscow in vorf responsible
pests. It does not natter what language is spoken in Ukrainian cities
because at one time the Ukraine and Russia were together in a common
state celled Rum. The perky is going to implement amalgamation of all
Soviet maidens as sponse possible and create one huge Resist nation.
This will be dons probably within the next 40 or O rant.

When Rpeinted to some histories' facts refuting Bios assertions,
changed the theme and tried to dominos R, that he should come to the
Ukraine to i.e what a nice life tbm, had there aid how strong Uknanians
more. R mentioned same eentradietions labia statement and wanted to
know how the future amalgamation of nations was to be resommiled with
the present strength of the Ukrainian potential, whereuponSrepUed that
the sma/gmmMassewas a aelw of the future, but new Ukrainians were very
strong. Besides, amalgamation does not mean Russifleation, but a
synthesis of all nations.



° °
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WhemR continued to press on 	 topic S changed the theme and
began to tell him about Dnipro in New TS** He praised Canadian and
American progressives, mentioned a Canadian poet who recently went
to Kiev on a visit and was delighted with what he paw in Lifer.

S talked mudb about Artrinedco,. Shavtchenkots celebrations
in Kiev and know also about plans to erect a Shevshenko monument
in Washington. R told him about Ukrainian life in the emigration,
and they exchanged a few words about emigre writers*

S mood to be very carafe In the premium. of a Ukrainian delegate
on the (bemire who had manr conversations with R and who gave It

R reciproeated with

During meetings with It on 3 and 4 AugustScontinued to stiek to
his previous line but did more listening than talking * 11 also noticed
that he treated hint with greater respect and avoided eudh expressions
as "your young mantut what he used in the beginning. At one or two
points he even agreed-with It as to economic and other shortcomings in
the Soviet Union, but in general tried to avoid political topics.'



LIST OF ADDITIONAL ILOT1P/PD =TAPS

1. KOLOSOK, Aleacsnder, Ukrainian, Kiev, dancer of the Veryovka gro*

2. BELOKOREVA, N.T., Ukrainian, student of music in Kiev, gave address as
Kiev, Goskonservatozdya

GNATOVSKA, Valentina, Ukrainian, wife of GNATCVSKIT, Driven, dancer,
Kiev, Volodimirakiy Spusk 9, Veryovka Group

4. IEGOROVA, Gala, Kiev, Ukrainian, dancer of the Very*** Group

5. CHAPIENKO, fun, Ukrainian, Kiev, engineer who helped to build the
Baltika

6. DROZHIN, Mykola, Ukrainian, Kiev, dancer of the Veryovka Group

7. POTAPENKO, Galina, Ukralzdary delegate from Kiev

S. GORSKA, Swetlana, Ukrainian, Kiev, dancer of the Veryovka Group

9. BlKOVA, Natalya, Ukrainian, Kiev, VeryoVica Group

ID. GURIOV, Genrikh, Russian, Moscow, nOgomplokft Ul. Pravdy 24, Tel. D3 26 20,
correspondent

11. KOMAROV, KUrU,, Russian. Moscow, correspondent of *Sovetakaya Nature

12. YAKOVLEV, 4or, Russian, correspondent of aSovietikaya Roseiyaon Moscow

13. SENNIKOVs Anatolly, Russians Moscow

14. SEMICNOV, Tbliy, Russian of &mita ordain, poet, Moscow

15, POPRBCRNIT, Anatol*y, Russian, Moscow poet

16. PANKRATOV, fun, Russian, Moscow, poet

17. IRRAMMOV„ fon, Georgian, Georgian delegate

18. RESBETOV„ fun, Chairman of the Committee of Soviet Youth Organizations,
Russian, Moscow

19. TCMASHCHUK„ fun, Ukra inian, tourist

20. LITV1N, !nay Ukrainian, Kiev, CC of the KoMsomol of the Ukraine

22. REKA, Valentina, Soloist with the Theatre of Opera and Ballet, Kiev



SECRET

S UB J EC T: Vyacheslav SHOSTAKOVSKIY, "Slavko, " Ukrainian
from Lvov

S's apparent age is 25. He is 5'8", greenish-blue eyes, dark
blond curly hair, oval face with pockmarks, broad shoulders, thick
lips. He speaks with a Galician accent. He speaks Ukrainian, Russian
and some English.

S arrived and stayed on the Gruziya. According to his statement
he was born in a village near Lvov. His mother was a peasant and is
still living. He is a postgraduate student of pharmaceutics at Lvov
University. His hobby is cinematography and since 1958 has been a
member of the student film studio in Lvov. In April 1962 he spent
three weeks in Great Britain, where he met some Ukrainian emigres.
S belongs to the Komsomol and plans to join the Party.

In Helsinki S usually wore an embroidered Ukrainian shirt and
walked abound on his own. He was seen by our group in Sputnik, Club
Druzhba, Young American Presents and also in the street.

Oles Dorichenko warned some of our people about S to the effect
that there was no point in talking to people like him. From the very
beginning S tried to concentrate much attention on himself by conspicuously
parading in a Ukrainian shirt, apart from other Soviets, willing to
talk and to make arrangements for a rendevous and at the same time
stressing that he was from Lvov. He introduced himself as "Slavko"
and was unwilling to tell his full name. He also refused to give his
address. After he had been "discovered" by our people at Sputnik he
began to avoid the group. When talking to our people he tried to collect
basic biographic data on them without pressing for details.

In talking with other people S stuck to the official line by attacking
the West, in particular the U. S. , President Kennedy's statement that
under certain circumstances the U. S. might launch a preventive war
and American policy on disarmament.

Gnnif? 1

Excluded from automatic
downgrading and

declassillcatIon
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S denied that there was any Russification in the Ukraine. On
the contrary, Ukrainian culture is flourishing now as never before.
Lecturers who know Ukrainian read in Ukrainian. Lvov has become
the fourth university city in the Soviet Union. It has 34,000 students.
Russian books are not translated into Ukrainian, because everybody
knows Russian. Besides, this would be an extravagant waste of money
and work. Graduates are given Jobs and positions by the government
and this is right. The government and the Party take care of everything.
There are many Russians in the cities, because after the war the
Ukraine need specialists, and they cams from Russia.

In S's opinion art can be free and progressive only when it complies
with socialist realism. It must be political, because all of human life
is so.

S considered DRACH to be the best Ukrainian poet of today. He
also held high opinion of VIKHGRANOUSKIY, ZEMLYAK and ZBANATSKIY.

S made a distinction between the old and new Ukrainian emigration
in Great Britain. He claimed to have had chances to talk to some indiv-
iduals from both. In his opinion the elderly people are more positive, as
they are less chauvinistic and there are fewer nationalizIs among them.

According to S. until 1948 the Ukrainian nationalists were very
strong in the Western Ukraine. They did very much harm to the people.
They committed atrocities and killed many innocent individuals. Today
they complain abroad about the fact that there are many Russians in the
administration, but they themselves have contributed to that. By compelling
people to abstain from Soviet institutions they have created a situation
under which the Western Ukraine had to import some Russians. Many
Ukrainian nationalists who were sentenced and deported to concentration
camps in recent years have been released and given full rehabilitation
by the government and the Party. In some cases they have been given
financial reimbursement. There is no discrimination against them. If
they are not allowed to settle down in big cities, this is only because
Ukrainian cities are overcrowded. They are given Jobs, pensions and
medical care. They sincerely regret what they have done and are on the
way to becoming fully byal Soviet citizens.

In the "Festival Sputnik" the following was printed about 5:

-2-
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"A pharmacist of Lvov will take part in a seminar for amateur
cameramen. Vyacheslav works in pharmacy and chemistry and takes
up filming as a hobby. He has been a member of the student film studios
for the last three years. The young Soviet cameraman will make a
report, tentatively called Youth on the Screen and in Life.

"SHOSTAKOVSKIY has not forgotten his profession. The festival
program envisages a scientific conference on biological problems, and
is planning to take part in it.

"In conformity with an agreement on an exchange of student
groups," he said, "I spent 21 days in April of this year in Britain.
Naturally, I want to see all my new British friends again in the Finnish
capital.

SECRET



SUBJECT: BOBROV, Gennadiy M.

B is age 40-45; 5'6; broad shoulders; square face; dark blond
hair combed back, but falling often over the forehead; high forehead
jutting backwards; blue, lively eyes; normal nose and mouth; quick
smile; Slavic, Ukrainian type; speaks Ukrainian, Russian and some
English.

B exchanged addresses with OLYNYK. He hopes to visit the
United States in 1962 or 1963 as a participant at some scientific confer-
ence. When in the States, he promised to inform 0 about his arrival
and to meet him. After the evening of Ukrainian literature on 3 August,
B deliberately tried to avoid 0 in the presence of the "administrators".
Otherwise, he was willing to talk and was quite friendly.

B is an engineer of metallurgy, employed with the Academy of
Sciences in Kiev; married; has a little son. Just now he is working on
his thesis on the development of technology and its influence on social
life. Besides his profession, he has some interest in literature. He is
a Soviet type, but conscious of his Ukrainian nationality. B is a Party
member.

B was approached by OLYNYK, MAC, BOHACHEVSKY, and some
other people of our group, bid most of the time he spent with 0.

On 2 August 0 met B a: the Druzhba at the evening of young poets.
B was in an embroidered Ukrainian shirt and was talking with a Russian
and an American. 0 approached him and asked whether he was
Ukrainian. This B confirmed and, after exchanging some small talk, they
started to get interested in each other. Soon they switched to the present
situation in the Ukraine and to the status of Ukrainian literature in particu-
lar. B seemed to be very well acquainted with the topic.

0 mentioned that he heard there were many young poets and writers
in the Ukraine nowadays. B confirmed it and enumerated quite a few of
them, putting emphasis on the great talent of DRACH, VINGRANOVSHIY,
and Lina KOSTENKO. "It is very good we have them, this is a real
power for us," he finished.



B did not know, however, about DZYUBA. When 0 mentioned
that there were quite a few Ukrainian young poets in the States, B
was very much interested in them. According to him the young
Ukrainian poets in the Ukraine were also modernists. "They are young;
they experiment," he continued. "They work out their own style. They
rebel and don't listen to their elder colleauges, but this is normal. They
are young, and when they get older they grow up and mature. Then they
will also better understand their elders."

0 mentioned that recently they were criticized by some people
as "poets of the cosmos". They were reproached for putting in their
poetry too many "cosmic terms" and too many "cosmic ideas". B
thought the poets were right. "They cannot write again about straw roofs,
"khutory' and oxen. We live in a cosmic age, and they should write about
it. I understand them very well, because I have myself to do with
technology."

When asked about YEVTUSHENKO, B described him as a good
poet, but somewhat presumptuous and arrogant. "He had great success
in the Soviet Union, and it went to his head. But he is still young, and
when he grows up, he will become normal. By origin he is a Ukrainian
and was born in Kharkov. Anyway, he is the greatest poet of the young
generation."

0 asked B who in his opinion in the Ukraine could be compared
with YEVTUSHENKO. " I think DRACH, " he replied. "He is a great
poet, very talented, young; and he has many friends."

Their talk was interrupted by KOROTICH and then by OSADSlaY,
the correspondent of "Literaturna Gazetta" who mistook 0 for a Soviet
by the same name and wanted to give him an article which he was going
to send at once to Moscow.

When poets were reading their works, B tried to write them down,
in particular those that had not yet been published. He asked 0 to
translate to him a poem by an American, Sal GROSS, in which, among
other things, he said that the truth should be told under any circum-
stances, even if one had to suffer for it. B liked very much and praised
GROSS to 0 for a proper formulation of his thoughts.



B also praised PAVLICHKO for his proposal to organize an inter-
national congress of young poets just like has been done by scientists,
historians and others.

On the way to the school in which B was staying, they touched
upon other topics. According to B there are no Ukrainian schools
for Ukrainians; in Russian and other Soviet republics, because there are
not sufficiently large concentrations of Ukrainians in individual loca-
tions. Russians have their schools in big citiestin the Ukraine, where
they are numerous, but in smaller cities they have to send their children
to Ukrainian schools. Even in Kiev many Russian children to go Ukrainian
schools. If somebody talks about Russification in the Ukrainian cities,
he should also talk about Ukrainianization of Russians in smaller towns
and in the countryside.

In the Ukrainian cities there are many Russians and other non-
Ukrainians who use Russian. But in B's opinion, Ukrainian is much
more spoken in Kiev than some poeple claim it is. He does not think
language as such is a problem. What they are mainly concerned with
is an enrichment of Ukrainian culture in general, a new revival of
really good literature, etc. Besides, even if Ukrainians accept more
and more Russian as a means of communication, it will not mean that
they will cease to be Ukrainians. He mentioned that America separated
Itself from England and, while retaining the English language, became
American, but not English.

B admitted that contact between Russian, Georgian, and other
emigres and their compatriots at home is more frequent and more sub-
stantial than Ukrainian. He thought that Ukrainians should do the same.
"Instead of attacking each other and practicing isolation, we should
search for common interests as human beings and Ukrainians." He
mentioned, however, that there were some difficulties. B thought of
hard Ukrainian nationalists abroad who continue to attack their com-
patriots at home, who were unable to realise that the majority of the
Ukrainian nation supported the Soviet regime. They are reactionaries
and separatists.

When 0 mentioned that the Ukraine could be communist but would
have to handle its own affairs in a sovereign way, B tried to convince



him that the Ukraine was handling her own affairs and her union with
Russia was in the interest of Ukrainians. Not only Russian, but also
other republics are helping the Ukraine, and the Ukraine is benefiting
from the whole socialist block. At the end he stressed again that there
was need for common conferences of emigres and Says, of scientists,
literary people and, in particular, of young poets and writers.

B asked 0 what he was studying. 0 told him he had written a
thesis on "The Ukrainian SSR in the United Nations". B was very •
Interested in the topic and wanted 0 to tell him about it. He explained
that he would like Ukraine to become a member of The International
Union of Technologists and was continuing to do his best to implement
It. The USSR was a member of the Union but he wanted to have the
Ukraine there separately. B had in it some personal interest. When
he needed some literature for his thesis, he wrote to the union and
was told that they could not supply him with any as they had no
Ukrainian literature, due to the fact that the Ukraine was not a member
of their organization.

0 advised B to mention this problem also to the Academy of
Sciences in Kiev and at the Ukrainian Ministry of Foreign Affairs. B
replied that he would do so, but he thought that above all he would
have to talk it over in Moscow, where he was about to go now.

0 mentioned participation of the Ukraine in the Olympic Games.
B admitted that he was right that the Ukraine should have a separate
team, and he was going to talk about it in Kiev.

0 gave B his telephone number, which B promised to use after
his arrival in the States.



SUBJECT: ARKHIPENKO, Anatoliy

A is a journalist working on a Komsomol editorial board toget-
her with Irena YERMAKOVA in Moscow, Kropotkina 10. He is age
27; 5'8; dark blond; wears horn rimmed glasses. He has a front
tooth missing on the upper jaw. He is energetic, outspoken, cheer-
ful and cynical. He speaks fair English, French and German. He
liked to read English detective stories. He plays cards, preferably
poker and preferance. He likes beer. He leads a loose life. He
Is self-confident and thinks he is God's gift to women. He has many
girl friends all over the Soviet Union and often overlaps his official
duties with private affairs, using for that "komandirovkas". He
knows many jokes, in particular political ones. He earns 250 rubles
per month, but is always broke. He has been abroad previously. In
the 1950's A went to Scotland.

A is married but has already applied for a divorce. It will
cost him 40 rubles, and the divorce will be announced in the press.
As a reason he gave "alienation and incompatability of temperament".

According to A he and his friends on the editorial board at
Kropotkina 10, lead a rather loose life. He told ZUBENKO and
YERMAKOVA a story about meeting one of his girl friends. He came
home drunk late one night and realized that he had forgotten his key.
He rang at the neighbot's and a strange girl opened the door. He
explained his predicament, went to her room and slept in her bed.
"Thus started one of my real loves," he ended. A also told how he
and his friends went often to a restaurant where they drank and ate
for a long time and then asked their girls to go with them to bed. A
and YERMAKOVA considered it to be quite conventional. From what
he was tbld by A, Z got the impression that the whole board led a
completely loose life.

A claimed to be of Ukrainian origin. Actually, he doesn't care
very much, about his nationality. He is a communist and convinced
that sooner or later a cohesive Soviet type will be created. This type
won't be either Russian or non-Russian, but a completely new creation.
He was glad that Russian is getting more and more "contaminated"



with Ukrainianisms and other non-Russian words because it is a normal
development of a new Russian that will finally become Soviet. The
creation of a Soviet man is a prerequisite for a new communist world
which this Soviet man will be able to establish. Some economic short-
comings and defects of the Soviet system are self-explanatory to him.
The class that rules (and he belongs to it) has to have a better socio-
economic position than the whole population. Full equality will be
established in 20 - 50 years. He is proud of the achievements the
Soviet state has made in industry, education, and military power. He
is against war, but hopes that communist revolution will be accomplished
without it.

On 5 August A told Z that there had been on 3 August in Helsinki
a meeting of Armenians "from all parts of the world". They embraced
each other, kissed; and many of them decided to return to the Soviet
Union.

On 4 August A told the whole group of his friends at the Club
Druzhba, in Vs presence, how easy it was to recognize an American
spy. As an example he gave an American of Armenian origin from
the States. "He comes to you and he always says that he is an American,
but never a Russian, Ukrainian, or Armenian. Then he pretends that
his ancestors were of Eastern origin. And then suddenly he speaks
perfect Russian, Ukrainian or even Georgian. And he can cite you by
heart what, where, how and on which page 'Pravda" wrote something
three years ago. He will even tell you whether it was Monday, Sunday
or Friday. And when you ask him why he bothers with all that, he will
adjust his glasses and simply tell you that it was for scientific reasons.
Then he mentions at least two universities at which he has studied all
that"

A's telephone number is B-98411.



SUBJECT: ASHANK Lev

A is a poet from Moscow. He writes in Russian. He belongs
to the Komsomol, and was very active in group haxrassment of our
people. He seemed to be one of those in charge. A is age 30-35; dark
blond; slim; well dressed; plays a man of the world. He claimed to
have visited the United States "a few years ago" and Vienna in 1958.

On 31 July A introduced RUDNITSKY to (fnu) CHAPLENKO, an
engineer who helped to build the Baltika. A attacked R strongly in
the course of a discussion, claiming that he had seen R with his
"bearded chief", who had come from the U. S. to ogganize sabotage
against the festival, that the State Department had admitted itself
that it had spent $250,000 on anti-festival activities, etc. He also
ridiculed American freedom as a freedom to hit somebody on the head
and take his wife away. On other occasions he stuck to the party line
and was very intolerant and rancorous.



"COLUCTIVE TREATMMT" OF OUR PIMPLE 

Some of our people were subjected to a "collective treatment" by
the Soviets which went like this:

The object (one of our people) was 
T

surroundedjn discussion by at
least 20 Soviets. In the case of BUDN1SKY on 31 July at Sputnik; he
mounted 47, including 7 women. The initiative in talking was taken
at once by "the leader," either an administrative boss or his touristic
counterivirt, who began attacking the object with statements obviously
prepared will in advance and questions immediately answered by the
attacker himself. Whenever the latter was in need of moral support or
could not cope with object's questions or answers, the group interrupted
our ma by shouting nonsmical statements and slogans and laughing.
Very often they did not let the object speak at all.

The attack itself started as a rule with a personal insult like,
"We know who you are and what you are doing, who sent you and for whose
money you work." The object was called agent, traitor, man without
conscience, ignoramus, enemy of progress nationalist on the object's
political line and his prwrioullymade assertions. This was emigration,
and in particular on the politics of the United States. Depending upon
the object's emphasis in his talk the attacker made variations to adjust
his own attack. Thus, in the case of cum it was a question of giving him
a lesson on the absence of Bussification in the Ukraine and on the
evils of the emigration, because this was the line along which OUNIK had
attacked them previously/ Sledlarly, as RUDBITSIM touched primarily
foreign politics and in particular such problems as Berlin, Russian
imperialism, disarmament, Imps, etc., he was given a "proper" lecture
on American foreign palter, President Kennedy and even the Birch Society.

The first "'Utley from our group was man on 29 July. In the
presence of DUBROVA and others he was told by a roe* b3ondK0MIst that
owe have already split you wide open and we know who you are and who
your brother is. You are wasting your money and you had better go home."
This personal introduction included also such statements as "Tau are the

Steve from New Tort, and we know you from Vienna* Do you know
Martha and the other one with black hair/ So you are a so-called Ukrainian
from the States." This was =mod by a series of personal instate.
At the end of the attack, aum was even shown an Aserhaidsandanwho
was handy on the spot and who "premed" that he also understood Ukrainian
and therefore there was no discrimination against the Ukrainian language
whatsoever. The next treatment =NU received was on 3 August after the
reception of the American delegation on the Gruslyno This time Dubrova
himself was in charge.

RUDNITSU underwent collective treatment on 31 July and 6 August
BORACMEWMTvas subjected to a eullav procedure directed by SIMMS on
6 August. The same arnvments and assertions were used in general talks
by the Soviets wherever they propounded the official line.
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The official line was an interplay of the defensive and the
aggressive„ with predominance of the. fermer. The Soviets were maira,47
concerned with repmliation and ref  ration of all our Arguments, mainly
regarding the nationiliy question (aussification), economic and other.
shortages within the Soviet Utions„ Soviet agressive foreign policy,	 .
laCir of political and Individeal freedoms- and nee-etalinismo Even their
"logrear aggressive an:wants against the United 3tatio4 and the emigration
were aetnelly defensive in their purpose. They must have felt that
their direct attacks against the "traitorous Ukrainian. emigratime were
haniicapped by their atm mammas the present situation at home, evidently
marked by a new drive of Russifi cation.

The Soviets in attar* against the emigration went along the
following lines:

a) The West is not interested in the Ukrainian cause and any hope
to get political support from it, and in particular from the United States,
is baseless and ridiculous:

b) The emigre politicians are fall, aware of this but continue
to serve the American imperialists as paid agents who know there is no
return for them to their own people/

c) The More of the emigration is in its ties, with the people
at home and the yeumg generation Should take the initiative in "enlightening"
the 'Waled nejeritym of the emigration and in getting (lacteal with
progressives and directly' with Tien

d) Time will do its Job and assimilation of the emigration will
be accelerated lathe !Nature* There moult be 	 mar ant no new
"lojettlenen for the emigration;

e) History has proven and continues to prove that the only real
ally of the Ukrainian nation is the Russian people, and the sooner the
emigration realizes it, the Witten

One has to admit that about that part of the line directed against Western
polio, toward the Ukraine, they felt quite strongly and there were few
argument. with Whidh to montervail Una.

Apart from that, taking into account the lively resurgence and opposition
of the Ukrainian element at home, that of young generation in particular, and
the new drive of official policy toward the namalgamation of nationsP
(RussIficatiosj„ it is mandatory to strengthen and develop support or

home. This should be forthcoming from the emigration and
t ailila nAu
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TRE  UNITED STATES WANTS WAg: The U.S. government and capitalist
warmongers want war, because they cannot solve their problems in a
peaceful manner, either in the internal or international field. They
know time is running against them, and they see the only solution is
a new war. But at the same time they are afraid that the Soviet Union
is too strong for them, and they wait for an opportune moment in the future.
In the meantime they continue the cold wow, which enables them to earn
big money,

Nagy American senators and congressmen talk openly about war and
advocate it to the Government. /et nothing happens to them. The Birch
Society is vehemently agitating for ver, and the government doesn't do
anything about that for the simple reason that the head of the government
himself plays with the idea of a preventive war against the Soviet Union.

In preparation for war the American government contimsily sonde
its spies to the Soviet Union like Powers, spy-ostellites, special
tourists and "people like you who work against your own people." The
Soviet Union has no spies, "This is propaganda,“

NUCLEAR =MI The United States started first. TO date the Soviet
Union bee mode only 93 tests, whereas the United States bad made 250.
America dropped atomic bombs on the Japanese population. The Soviet
government would never have done it.

Some people advocate dropping a bomb on Bbscow. Among them i.e the
Birch Society. And again nothing happens to them. (Do a reply by one
of our people that nobody in the States takes seriously the Birch Society,
and most people laugh at it, the response was, At coo time they laughed at
Hitler, bat what did he do afterwardst9

The American ;TWIG praises melear tests and smolt's the public. It
I. full of strategic prophesies with detailed deeoristion of which Soviet
cities will be bombed in case of war. But it will nwrer come to that.
American cities would be the first to be destroyel if the U.S. starts a
war with the Soviet Union.

The U.S. press and government mislead the public by Claiming that fer
banning tests international* on-the-spot Inspection is necessary, because
any tests could be detected today by scientific instruments.
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economy is	 i 'NI the rongest the wo and seen	 overtake
America. Of courses there are shortcomings caused by economic growth and
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The people who demonstrated against the festival parade were paid
hooligans made drunk 117' American agents and their handbelperu. They
stoned Soviet buses, and several people were hurt. This was pure
American gangstordsa. And why did they do it? If they donit like
the ideals a the festival, they Should have stayed at home.

Mew nenti—feetiteashebildt, came bore to tea& us what we ehould
do in our emOntry aod to inform, and enlighten us. tett are the ones
who need proper extigAtoeut. There is no need to tattle! about Stalinists.
W. know more about it than WWI*else, =two eon dIstioodshohat was
wrong with hdat aad what was right. %lase know better what is good for
us and our future. Anyway, wakeneribat the motives are behind all the
enlIghtment and friendly advice, and you may akip them. So, doe"
interfere with euraftairs.



SUBJECT: SBA TURIN, Rodin

SHATURIN is a Russified Tatar who cares very little for his
nationality. He is a party member, of rather low intelligence, a
typical apparatchik, age 32; 5'6"; black hair, combed back; dark
eyes; somewhat yellowish complexion.

Leo RUDNYTSKY met S on 31 July near Sputnik. In a 30-
minute conversation, S denied that there was any exploitation or
oppression of Tatars or other non-Russian nationalities. As to
Russification, he admitted it existed to some extent, but should be
called Sovietization. Sooner or later there will be established one
language in the Soviet block which will be neither Russian or any
other existing language. It will be a real mixture of all languages
of the nationalities of the Soviet Union. Of course, Russian will
constitute the basis of it. The Communist Party will succeed in
creating a pure Soviet man who will be a synthesis of all nationalities,
a genuinely universal type who won't be Russian, though with pre-
dominant Russian features.

R met S also on 2 and 3 August at Sputnik, but continued to
stick to his party-line.



SUBJECT: MAROGOSHIN, Pavel, alias Pavel VLASOV'TSEV

M seemed to be a higher officer of the KGB and rather intelli-
gent. He claimed to have been in the U. S. on a visit in 1960. In
talking, he concentrated on the higher echelon of his adversaries.
He was rather impudent and aggressive. The name he gave to our
people seemed to be just another "alias".

He was about 35; 5'10"; average stature; black hair combed
back, receding on the sides; oval, longish face; black, rather
piercing eyes; no glasses:,

M seemed to be convinced that OLYNYK was interested in
Soviet youth leaders and tried to check on that. He also knew that
Et0HACHEVSKY "belonged" to OLYNYK and asked her about him,
pretending to be very good friend of the latter, and using "surprise
tactics" in putting questions.

On 27 July OLYNYK was talking with PAVLICHKO and DUBROVA
near the Gruziya about American literature in which PAVLICHKO was
interested,when they were approached by M. The latter was intro-
duced to 0 by DUBROVA, who used only Ws first name. M introduced
himself as VLASOVTSEV, after 0 asked him about his name. M em-
braced 0 at once, saying that he knew him from Vienna. He remem-
bered 0 very well from various seminars and meetings. This was not
true because 0 had never seen him before, but he kept silent. PAVLICHKO
parted at once and said he hoped to see 0 sometime in the future. 0
remained with 11, DUBROVA and two or three other delegates.

M asked 0 what he was doing; what was his occupation; his working
place; what did he study; what was the title of his PhD thesis; and what
languages he spoke. Then he took 0 aside and continued his question-
ing: how and from what angle 0 studied political systems; what countries
and what political systems 0 was interested in ; in what country did he
specialize; what was his understanding of the structure of a state and
from what basic principles he studied it. 0 gave him true answers. As
to his political principles and views, 0 replied that this was a very wide
topic and they had too short a time to discuss the teme. Moreover, there



was no single theory in the West that would encompass these problems,
but rather different schools of thinking which in the process of analyti-
cal practice come to certain conclusions. This is not like in the Soviet
Union, where only one theory absolutely dominates within the frame-
work of which all and everything has to be explained. In the West,
because there is freedom, normal process of dialectics is possible.
Opposite views collide with each other, and in a free discussion a
real synthesis emanates from the collision.

M asked what theory of basic principles 0 believed in. 0
answered that he was in favor of a pluralistic society wherein a free
encounter of different views and interests, a free will of the pepple,
could crystallize. 0 thought that only in such a way could a real
majority be discerned and that any political system should be based
on respect of the individual, for whom the state had to exist and
serve his interests, and not vice versa.

M wanted 0 to write him his name in Ukrainian. 0 did and
asked why he disguised his true name. M tried to get out of the
predicament by asserting that 0 knew him anyway and that MLROGOSHIN
or MAROGOSHIN was his real name. He asked 0 who from the Soviet
youth leaders he knew. 0 replied that he didn't know anybody because
he was not interested in them. M asked him whether he knew RESHETOV,
whereupon 0 replied that he didn't.

M: So, you don't know anybody. You are disguising yourself,
what? And do you know...( and he enumerated a series of names,
looking intensively at O's face to check on his reaction. 0 really did
not know them and could not even remember their names.)

M was very surprised at O's reaction, but continued not to believe
him.

0 was walking around one day when he again came across M.
M introduced 0 to an elderly man who was one of the administrators.
Again, the same topic: whom 0 knew, among the Soviet youth leaders.
This scene was repeated several times during the following days.
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S U13 JE C T: Irena V. YERMAKOVA, Ira, Russian
Office Address: Moscow, Kropotkina 10,
Klv10, USSR (Kornitet Molodeznikh Organizataii)
Private Telephone: RH 6-79-1 4

Y claimed to be 28 but looked 32; 5'6", slim, black hair, cut short
with bangs, oval face, wore hornrimmed glasses, slightly uptilted nose.
Y is rather emotional, almost hysterical, easily excitable. She is a chain*
smoker and can consume a great amount of liquor without any apparent
effect except that she gets melancholy and talkative. She likes to play cards.
ARICHIPENICO's comment, "She plays cards like a man.

Y is oversexed. Her favorite subject is eroticism putt, as "La Dolce
Vita". In teaching ZLISICNE0 literary Russian she started with the word
"exhibitionism". According to what she said about her life in Moscow, with
her friends from KMO, she leads a typical Moscow La Dolce Vita. In the
presence of Z she discussed with ARRHIPENKO without any inhibitions Vs
ktrifty escapades and girlfriends.

Y is very critical of the Soviet system. She actually has a disdain for
It. She considers it to be wrong, hypocritical and full of deprivations. She
made critical, cynical remarks and comments on Soviet reality and her
colleagues from the Komsomol and the Party. In this respect she could be
discribed as an angry, cynical opportunist. She works in a Komsomol
editorial staff. She does not like her job very Much but she is fond of her

4	 salary and the general, rather loose milieu existing at the top of her organ-
isation.

Y is married. Her husband is a journalist. "He is good but I don't
care for him", she says. She does not mind gbing to bed with another man
if she loves him. According to Z, her ailltUde toward her husband might be
rooted in what he stands for, in his convictions and job. Y refused, however,
to elaborate on that. They have no children.

Y's parents live in Moscow. They have a dacha outside of the capital.
They are very well off. Her father is a major with a technical unit. Subject
likes her parents more than anything else in the world. Her brother, two
years older, is an engineer.

-
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Y likes a comfortable, loose life. She likes films, the theatre and
good music. In particular she likes Eastern music. Y explained that when
she was young, during UM WW II, she lived with her parents in Iran and
learned to like Eastern music. Her favorite actor is lvashov.

Y studied linguistics, but claimed to know only Russian.

Y told Z that in 1917 or 194E she had been in Norway. ("Oh, I like
the high wooden stairs in front of the houses I saw in Norway. ") She also
lived for a short time in France and in Scotland.

Y claimed that YERMAKOVA is also her maiden name.

As of her second meeting with	 Y gave a cleii indication that she
would like, eventually, to remain in the West. She vacillated till the very
moment of her return to the Gruziya on 7 August but finally decided to go
back. As reason for returning she gave only her concern for her parents,
who would suffer for her defection. She was also worried about the fact
that she might be unable to sustain herself abroad. As she tied her willing-
ness to defect mainly on her affection for Z. the latter did not encourage
her by obligating himself. She promised to write and hoped to see him in
the future either abroad or in Moscow. Z's impression was that should she
eventually get out of the Soviet Union again, she would probably remain in
the West.

Y arrived and stayed on the Gruziya. In Helsinki she worked on the
staff of the Club Drushba as hostess. She also helped in some editorial
work. Y had relative freedom and could move around without company.
She complained that she had to get up early, at 0630, and return to the
Grukiya at 2300 hours.

Y was on good, friendly terms with ZAKHARCHENKO, director of the
Club Drushba, ARKHIPENKO, YEVTUSHENKO, P,AVLICHKO and others.
She claimed that PAVLICHKO had fallen in love with her. In the presence
of RESHETOV, Chairman of the KMO, Y was somewhat more restrained
than usually.

Y indicated that she bad some knowledge of the Russian and Ukrainian
emigrations. At one meeting she said that there were differences between
Russians and Ukrainians inside the Soviet Union. She did not want to elaborate
on it.

SECRET
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Z introduced himself as a German of half Ru.ssian origin by the name

of George STEPUN, student employed with the Bauwirtschaftinstitut in Aachen'
part time. He met Y for the first time on 30 July at the Club Druzhba and
saw her almost every day until her departure. He visited cafes and restau-
rants with her, once in the company of ARKHIPENKO.

Z met Y first in the library of the Club Drtishba. They talked about
modern poetry. Y did not know very much about it, but she liked it. They
came to YEVTUSHENKO's poetry. Y did not like YEVTUSHENKO. "He is
egocentric, bigheaded, and at the same time too much concerned with pleasing
masses." Z remarked that it was in compliance with Leninist principles to
write for the people. Y laughed, looked at him ironically and replied, "Perhaps
you are right, but I think a poet should write, above all, what he feels and not
what pays best. " Then she said "we have enough principles to follow in
everything. It is time to do some good without them."

PAVLICHKO was reading his poem in Ukrainian. Y asked I whether be
had read any works of PAVLICHKO. Z replied that unfortunately he had not.
Y laughed and said. "I haven't read him either. You haven't missed very
much. Unfortunately this applies not only to PAVLICHKO. "

ZAKHARCHENKO was conducting a discussion on opportunities and
prospects of development of poetry in the Soviet Union. When Yuliy
SEMENOV, a Russian poet of Jewish origin, asked who ZACHARCHENKO's
opponent was, Y whispered to Z, ''his own conscience; nobody else".

After the concert on 31 July, Y went with Z to the garden. All the
time she tried to keep apart from other people. She asked whether Z was
married, whether it was difficult to get &winced, whether she could marry
someone abroad when separated from her husband. She asked I what he
was doing, whether he had a comfortable life, etc. She asked where he
planned to go on vacation. She herself would probably go to Azerbayshana,
but she didn't know definitely.

it was cold outside and they returned to the club. Y wanted to see the
film Ballad of a Soldier. Z sat with Y and they watched the film. Y became
very excited about the film. When it was finished she drew I again into the
garden. She actually cried, and was very upset and murmured, "fiat's what
they did and they called it the happiest, the most heroic life a human being
might have. You can't understand it. They lied everywhere and to everybody,

73.
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even to themselves." Z tried to calm her down. Y mentioned some first
and last name.. Z could not catch them. She called them mine, liars and
hooligans. He understood that they were from the Party or Komsomol.

Finally Y calmed down and became rather sentimental. She told Z how
her mother in 1938 had put away a bottle of good cognac and told all that she
would open it when Y got married. When Y got married she did not opeh it but
promised to do so when Y had her first child. 'Now we are all waiting for
my child but it does not want to come, she said

Y mentioned the high wooden stairs in Norway that she liked so much.
For some time they had lived in Norway, in such a house. She liked the
garden and flowers, and she wanted to be in Moscow then, where her parents
had so many flowers, she remarked that soon she would have to go back. Z
asked what she meant—to the Grimly* or Moscow. Y thought for awhile and
then said, "Unfortunately both". Half jokingly she added, "Why don't you
take me away from here? Do you have a boat? I should return but I don't
want to. Z remarked that he had no boat and besides they wouldn't get very
far by small beat. "Then take me by something else, for instance by car.
She remembered a French film in which a young boy takes away his girl,
friend on a scooter. She liked the story. Z said that a defection was nothing
to joke about. The people who do it must have their reasons for it. T looked
at him somewhat surprised and replied, "I was not joking". Z mentioned
something to the effect that he had no car. She kept silent.

Suddenly Y. asked Z how he liked SEMIrNOV. "You know, he is Jewish,
but they let him go to Helsinki.' They talked about Jews and tarsal. Y
seemed to be rather sympathetic to the Jews.

Indoors Y told Z that PAVLICHKO had made a declaration of love to
her last night. "Be is funny and silly," she added.

Y asked Z how he felt being German while his ancestors were Russian.
They began to talk about the difference between "Helmet" and "Vaterland".
Y wanted to know what Vs future plans were and what he wanted to do in
life.

Y mentioned that the Finns did not seem to like the festival very much.
Last night they had thrown stones at Soviet buss,. One MLA was hit. She
knew that there was a publication in French against the festival. She had seen
it. ''Their business, " she commented.

SEC-11.ET
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On 20 August Z again mentioned her defection. "I am thinking about
it. Ali, it is so difficult to make up my mind. I am thinking of my parents
and brother, ' was her reply.

They talked about Germany. Y said she did not like the old Germany.
She did not know the present one either. She would prefer to live somewhere
else in Europe; Paris, somewhere in Scandinavia or even in Spain.

On 3 August Z met Y at the Club Drushba as arranged. Y introduced
him to BROTSICIY, the painter, ILYUTIN, DOVBUSHICVA and others. It
was a meeting of film artists. ZAKHARCHENKO was chairman again.
ILYUTIN began to talk about the great opportunities of Soviet producers.
They can have as much money as they want. The government and the party
take care of everything. Y sneered at the talk. ILYUTIN continued along
the same line. He gave as an example of the great opportunities of young
producers in the Soviet Union, himself. As soon as be had finished his
studies he had gone directly to the studio and was given his chance. He
claimed that this is the usual patter? in the Soviet cinema. Y looked at Z and
whispered, "Now you can understand why our films are so bad.

When at the end one of the French participants proposed to ILYUTIN
to use Doctor Zhivago as a film script, Y was quite pleased with the commotion
in the hall among the Soviets, who were dissatisfied with the discussion that
followed afterwards.

Y again mentioned defection. Z said he had a Finnish friend who could
help. It was no problem at all. He said some Germans had defected in the
meantime. Y asked him whether he was sure about this Finnish friend. Z
assured her. Suddenly she said, "But what happens to my parents? I don't
care about my husband, but what about my parents? And how shall I sustain
myseLf abroad? I have heard about Golub. He was dragged from one intel-
ligence spot to the other until they finished Mm. Will I have to do the same?"
Z answered that she must decide herself what was best for her. He did not
know what had been none to Golub. He was simply going to help her with his
Finnish friend. "But it is so difficult when you love somebody like your
parents, you know you will hurt them. I really don't know what to do, " she
said. Z said that this was a good opportunity. She kissed him and kept

-5-
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On 4 August Y and Z went together to welcome Gagarin. After that
they went to supper. Y told Z she had seen PAVLICHKO and he told her
that he had seen Z somewhere in Moscow or Kle`v. (Z had told her previously
that he had been in the Soviet Union.) PAVLICHKO was very jealous of Z.
He complained about Z to YEVTUSHENKO. The latter calmed him down.
"PAVLICHKO is dependent on YEVTUSHENKO, or rather he respects him
very much. I dontt know what for" she said.

Z told Y he had seen a recent number of "levestiya" in which there
was correspondance from Italy by a YERMAKOV. He asked her whether this
was her husband. She answered briskly, "My husband has not been recently
in Ita/y. "

On the way back they met RESkIETOV. He grinned but Y was somewhat
uneasy.

On 6 August Z met Y at the Club Drushba. After Drumhba had closed
Z, Y, and ARKHIPENKO went to a bar to drink beer. ARKHIPENKO talked
mostly about his love affairs in Moscow and himself. Y was rather amused
and "he/pad" him by putting pointed questions.

On the way home Z and Y sat in the park. Z gave her a powder compact.
Y mentioned her defection. She still had not made up her mind and did not
know what to do. She had dreamed about her parents. It was a terrible dream.
Y was upset and restless. They talked about Freud. She enjoyed the topic and
calmed down.

On 7 August Z met Y at the Uspenska Church at 1130. They had lunch
together. Y was very sad. She bad not slept the previous night. She had
thought again about her defection but still did not know what to do. Again
there was the old story about parents and brother. She told Z that all passen-
gers were supposed to be by 1400 hours aboard the ship. They all would be
counted and then wait till departure at 1700 hours.

Y: I shall write, but don't wonder U my letters sound different from what we
say now. Somebody might read them.

Z: But who?

Y: Ah, who, I am telling you so that you know. Don't be surprised. Couldn't
you conic to Moe c ow one day?

Zt Perhaps. Perhaps you will come to Germany.
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Y: We are not liked very much in Germany. You know, now it is possible
In the Soviet Union to marry foreigners. One of my girl friends married an
Italian and lives now in Italy. Another married a Frenchman and lives with
him in France. I think it has been allowed since 1959.

Z looked at his watch to see how much time they had. Y complained
again about going back. She asked whether Z was s ure that his Finnish
friend could fist everything. Z assured her again. "But what about my
parents?, the same old story on her part. She was very upset with tears
in her eyes and very nervous. At 1515 or 1520 she decided to go back to
the Grtssiya. They kistsed and parted. Her last words were, "Perhaps I
am making a big mistake, but I cannot do otherwise. "


